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our mission
The mission of Parnassus is to present the talents and
aspirations of the Taylor community.

We seek to publish works of excellence that will edify
our readers and magnify our Creator.

letter from
the editors
Welcome to Parnassus 2000. Find a comfy chair and pull in for an hour or two with
Taylor University's most talented writers and artists.
This year's issue brings you not only Taylor's finest poets, story-tellers, painters, and
photographers, but a notable special addition: artists that have made themselves known
for outstanding work among the Taylor community. These authors and visual artists are
featured in relation to the Ecclesiastes 3 theme to which this issue's title refers.
As college students, many of us have experienced the spontaneous, youth-defining road
trip.

The seemingly insignificant events on such trips often define the

memories related to the overall journey. While we are suspended here on earth between
birth and our eternal home, we live a series of "insignificant" events that will later
define who we are and what we have learned through our lives. Therefore, it is the
pivotal "places in between" that define our journey through life.
May this book help you to reflect on your Places in Between, including the ultimate
Word: the map of our journey. We hope that not only Ecclesiastes 3 will bless you,
but that the searchings and findings of the authors and artists will cause a thirst in
your journey for Truth.
Thank you to the contributors for unlocking their souls; to the featured artists—we
admire the work you have done and the standard you have set; to our staff; to the
Academic Affairs office and the English Department for their ongoing support of
Taylor's art community; to Jim Kleist and the Educational Technology Center for
their technical rescues beyond the call of duty; to Tasha for her artistry under
pressure; and to Shelly Dickey for her last-minute proof-reading skills.

Yours,
Devon Marie Trevarrow

Brienne Van Conant

Editor-in-Chief

Assistant Editor
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judges
Laurie Burks

(poetry) is a poet and essayist, presently at work on The

New Braceros, a nonfiction novel. She received a BA in Economics from
Northwestern University and an MFA in Creative Writing from the University of
Iowa. She has taught at the University of Iowa, Coe College, and Kirkwood
College and currently lives in Iowa City with her two children.

Dan Hamilton

(fiction) is a writer, engineer, and technical consultant

from Indianapolis. He has edited fourteen novels, written a fantasy trilogy, and
produced two children and two books with his wife, Elizabeth.

Michael E. Row

(non-fiction) is a university administrator, freelance

writer and teacher who lives with his wife and two sons in Upland,
Indiana. He is also a doctoral student and has taught college courses in politi
cal science, history and economics.

Cherryl Braham

(art) received her M.A.E. from Herron School of Art

and graduated with honors. She is currently teaching photography for Indiana
Weslyan University adult education. She has taught drawing, painting, ceramics
and commercial design and has worked as a commercial artist.
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"... a time for war and a time for peace."

Royalties
If my stars had
Been different,
Or my reflection
Altered by
Some cruel twist of
Pain,
Would you my
Prince still
See the fairies
In my eyes?

Qjgorri

second place non-fiction

Turning
Leaves
Ryan drove me down the long, winding road. Silence engulfed the interior. It
was peaceful, but it pushed the mind to wander. I didn't know where we were going,
after all, it was his hometown, not mine. The North Carolina pines stood firmly on the
fringes of the roadway and we entered a town called Hope Mills. I knew that we weren't
going back to his house, but I hoped that he was taking me to one of his favorite spots.
We passed a church, and he uttered, "Oh, they barred the parking lot. Well, I
wasn't planning on going there anyway." We'd been driving for a good twenty minutes,
with a bathroom stop in between. The suspense was killing me. Perhaps he's going to take
me to some romantic spot and kiss me in the moonlight. I looked around me as we turned
down a long, dirt road. It was full of deep potholes. The car splashed through stagnant
remnants of the hurricane that had passed through a few days before-hand. We pulled
off into the grass, and I found myself standing in the middle of a playground.
He took my hand and guided me past an elephant slide and led me beneath the
swings. In front of us stood three rugged crucifixes. Behind them hid a meager set of
about a dozen graves. We walked over and stopped at one stone in particular. "On
Earth 1980. In Heaven 1998. I like that." He smiled at me and proceeded to tell me
how much he wanted to see what her grave looked like.
She was his best friend. Kathryn was her name. Within two months, she had
transformed from a normal young woman to a patient with a chronic brain disease.
Within two months, her family and friends had to say goodbye. She left Ryan, her
best friend, and my new best friend, standing face to face with God, wondering what
was next.
They had a long history that left a fantastic trail of genuine love, laughter, and
conflict. I was left to understand memories that I couldn't experience: the way she
laughed when he said something funny, the expression on her face when he shared some
of his "gourmet" cooking, or the tears of disappointment when her heart was broken. I
missed it all, but he did not.
So we stood in the crisp night air, behind the swings where children laughed and
played, in a town whose name promised something more. Maybe just to see her grave;
Maybe just to say that he had moved on, but he didn't forget; perhaps a little of both.

rick hill
a time to
be born
and a time
to die

Late News From 1000 BC

A time to be born and a time to die
When concubines become asides
The wise king will ask why
Lean not too much nor on anything
Be not too sad nor too wise
Nor the little bird who tells the king
If you lived a thousand then a thou again
The more of life you had to lose
The less you'd want to spend
Ears wide-open and mouth tight shut
Only in books by old folks
Do young folks think in ruts
Lifetimes sing in measured breaths
Only in books by young folks
Are old folks afraid of death
The Earth abides our dusty kiss
Obey and live
That's all there is

alida

£1 ukemcin

sail

may
land ho!
joe folds little yellow telescope
bird's eye view of soccer field
behind the trees
the pantry! mushrooms
for breakfast sassafras
for lunch rabbit
for dinner
the rudder! tangled roots
drift through sand pits
maneuvering through
fallen trees
walk the plank! You
were bad
deafening noises drown
eardrums flames
every where
blue smoke billows up
across big fallen ship
into hot may sky
ashes ashes ashes
smoldering ships sailing
through ashes

apple
fort
burgundy berries
lie shriveling
near the bottoms
of grey apple trees
you and I were
king and queen
once upon a time
here amongst apples
i recognize the lookout
tree, our apple cache
crispy leaves swirled
around our heads
the kitchen fire
now is scattered
replaced by
a dying opossum

matthew

n

ollito

Ode
to a
Legend
A simple glance towards a camera.
A man with wire-rim glasses.
His creativity flows in abundance.
A small-town boy who made it big,
a legend, some say a god,
but only those around him knew his real mind.
Expressing meaning through song,
he really did love Cynthia.
Through times of turmoil he asked for Help!
Dr. Robert really had an answer.
Standing, not caring what critics say,
Richard once said he lost it at Shea.
Expanding his mind and meeting with Dylan,
one wrong quote, they called him a villain.
Alone he sat, a legend,
he found relief in an unexpected source.
She loved him,
though her style was strange.
A Ballad of two lovers, Two Virgins,
mistakenly identified.
One unforgettable finale as he crossed the road.
Wearing white, he was the angel.
He had spoken of Strawberries and Revolutions.
It's only a rock and roll band,
not the end of the earth,
he tried desperately to explain.
Dr. Winston O'Boogie was a great one,
proving Double Fantasy can come from imagining.
Peace, love was what he was about.

matthew
1980 came too soon.
We should never mention that man's name.
He defined music; his lyrics let our minds float upstream.
"We miss you John," his fans cry.
"I miss you John," I say with a sigh.
He's Only Sleeping.

second place art
Grandpa's War Story
noel powell

philip h oltz

The
Morning
Superflous bubbles of hope gain access,
as silver clouds press into the plastic blue sky.
Pressure builds softly in patient graces of compassionate love.
Roasted grounds are exchanged for deep words of the moment.
The ideas expressed are but a prelude to the truth that comes at 4:00 a.m.
Rambling expressions of vision become clear and visible at the same moment.
Everything builds until a mud-slide of rationalization smears out.
Gain is made when the introduction remains salient and ideas become concrete.
Yet there is a collection of all the hopes, truths, revelations, and passions,
forgotten that brings as experience to knowledge.
Remember, Remember, do not forget.
Hold your dreams close, as the long night continues.
When the dawn breaks free in the defeat of the night
all we have left is the essence, of the trial, of the stars.

justice lei

radshaw

In the
Beginning...
In the Beginning. . .
Life was a fantasy
I was a princess
stress wasn't a word
storms were my only fear
In the beginning
ice cream tasted better
flowers smelled sweeter
and a kiss was a magical healer
The world was my playground
everyone my friend
In the beginning
In the Middle . . .
Life is a fantasy
I wish I were a princess
"magic" isn't a word
fear is my only fear
In the middle
ice cream is bland
flowers are dirty
and a kiss is a magical disaster
The world is my nightmare
there is no one I can trust
In the middle
In the End.

g

justice lei

n

radshaw

Life will have been a fantasy
I would be a queen
my dreams will all be remembered
death will be my only fear
In the end
ice cream will hold memories
flowers will bring fairy tales
and a kiss will be a magical romance
The world will be my home
everyone my family

third place art

Lifeburst
havilah pauley

jeremie solak
a time to
plant and a
time to
uproot

"Pray for us now and at the hour of our birth.'
-Animula, T. S. Eliot

Look an icon in the eyes,
turn away.
Where are the Jews of Krakow?
Seventy thousand lived before the war.
Now you could meet them all within one day.
See the ghetto of empty rooms.
Walk amid the spreading of absence.
Reflect on our part:
I guess the land of opportunitysleeping on pointed fingersknew about railroad lines to Oswiecim.
But those lines seemed too far removed
for bombs to fall, except within its conscience.
We harvest now.
We harvest the abscence of lives.
We eat loaves, create feast days in its plenty.
I am twenty two. I've lived in Krakow for one fall.
Movie slabo po polsku. I speak through fingers and coins—
I am an American. (Americans should see, here, an All Saints' Day.)
The dark Polish trees with their orange heavy leavesclimb a tree, climb a treerun away.
One asks,

jeremie solak
"Have you lit your first Mennorah candle yet?"
But, in this city
there are no such candles for sale.
In a room an artisan—a master copier,
with candle on the wall, studies a medieval icon:
John the Baptist's head rests upon a plateeyes open—reflection within.
*

*

*

The sun sets while we ride the night out.
Noises are different here, shadows are longer.
And the make-believe of words—
my only escape.
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first place poetry

To the
Sculptors
of Ice Who
Enjoy Watching
faces melt into rivers
art grow less distinct
arms slump off shoulders
smiles broaden into infinity
then cease to exist
shoppers return to the street
only to find that
Venus
is nothing but an icicle stick
the dinosaur;
dripping bones,
and the jester;
a puddle of tears:
A boy stands holding a red balloon that advertises
'Chicago Ice Sculpture Exhibition'
knowing balloons and castles disappear,
but mothers' hands remain
even after
gold rings
and smiles
that once seemed frozen
have disappeared.

erin I. n raham

sensual
SOLlI

we

remem^er

l°ngings

that so desired to feel,
we might have given up on truth,
and been lost. . .
you lie awake
caressing wounds as not to feel worn
in moulds of change,
to think that lust is not too deep
to leave a scaryet know that there is something craving touch
hands
that touch you reach nothing
but stinging flesh,
and crave
to handle things you know,
you fear eternal,
deny to shed the richness of deep,
to cash in your soul
and receive in change
two cents worth of unsettling touch that lies
to cravingsleaves you the foundation of all you feel
to set standards
for all you yearn to know,
will they be afraid to touch
the pulse beneath you,
of drowning in your depths?
eyes
learn to be content with what they see,
to give up hopes and fears
extending from vacant limbs,
to step into uncertainty

and be led by instinct
to actdeception's touch
weaves distortions
fine lines
and wrinklesyet in the end,
you see;
there will be change,
for better
or for worse,
until we part with our flesh.

The
Wasteland

—Gen. 3:17-19

Don't make me go there
with your lush gardens
and tropical fruits,
warm and thick and juicy—
the meat of the fatted calf
tender to perfection,
and deep
with a tropical storm surrounding
the eye
with you at the center
the pupil
your black enormous depth dilating.
Don't make me go there
into my own rock garden to pray
I might find fruit tangled in the depths of the thorns

erin I.

raham

and be scratched
infected with my own demise
picking parasites from my own harvest.
Don't make me go there
and dig with my bare hands
scrape off layers of dirt and
get the skin under my nails
the delicate crust discarded by ages of man
and beast alike
the moist surface
the dark, muddy, tear-soaked web of grasses
and weedsscooping up bare handfuls of indifference
worm-infested worthlessness
to get to the root
to pull it out.
Don't make me go there
look deeper and dig deeper
until I hit rock bottom
until I find the hot molten core,
the bright burning golden-eye foundation at the center
rising
with no darkness
and no crust
until it breathes air
until it hardens black
a steaming haze
a disorienting sulfur stench
an iris mountain
surrounding the piercing gaze that waits
to erupt.
Don't make me go there
to cradle the corpse of the sun in my fragile hands
and delicate bones,

my sensitive wandering fingertips
and miserable human eyesdark blue eyes...
Don't make me go there and dig.

bare
feet
today I notice
the decrease in temperature
as I stumble through the shadows
on the surface of your cement face.

andrew d.

roucek

rocker
In the corner sits
A solid chair that rocks,
While an old lady knits
A pair of woolen socks.
This woman, wrinkled and still,
Sends the needle flying
With hands of practiced skill
As the chair is softly sighing.
Only those fingers,
Dried by weather and time,
Move like light that shimmers
With a calculated rhyme.
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And, a shadow of the trees
Plays about in bliss,
As the knitter frees
Her mind to reminisce.
Upon the joyful thought
Of her son and lovely daughters
A tender smile was brought
Till it spread into the rafters.
And now her memory wanders
To the father of their grown children,
Whose life was peacefully rendered
Up to God in heaven.
There and here
Across the face
Was rolling down a tear,
A tear of gentle grace.

andrew d.
The rocker slowly ceased
Its mesmerizing sway
When the occupant released
Her memories of that day.
In a while, she would stand
To face that house alone,
Without the love of her husband,
For whom the socks were sewn.

Reflections
april rediger

elizabeth anne £ardy

true
confessions
of a
shy girl
It's like,
you knowwink, wink,
giggle, nudge
I mean—
oh, come on—
I think
well, not that I would
say it like that—
but maybe
if he—

20

well, never mind.
I could never tell him
that I—
you knowloved him.
he might not understand.

(Mis)Trustfall
Your arms are not enough
to stop me from my fallas if confidence could be caught,
or self-love bought—
shopping malls don't run sales
on salvation.

sarah cole £orothers

of men
and
leaves
there was a face
in the trees
this afternoonbig, bulging forehead
prominent, protruding chin
small, questioning eyes
and ears set back,
low on the head:
almost ape-like.
kind of funny—
the way the wind
plays its games
with the trees
and with your fancy,
leading you on
just long enough
that you can
make up
a nice little tale
about who this man is
with the ape-like ears
and whence he has come.
then the wind shifted,
and the face was gone.
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brandon £arl

The Great
Enchantress
I happened upon a woman yesterday,
Eyes deep and mysterious, her face compelling and bright,
And she beckoned me to come and follow,
To partake of her world that lay waiting in all its splendor.
I ran with a woman yesterday,
Eyes full of life, her face radiating perfection,
Through her enchanted forest like deer,
Anesthetized by her song to the surrounding evil.
I tumbled with a woman yesterday,
Eyes flickering dimly, her face draining of color,
Happily down the hill that followed the forest,
Oblivious to the iron cuffs forming link by link.
I watched a woman yesterday,
Eyes void of meaning, her face hollow and white,
Hovering above the abyss at the hill's edge,
Relying only on the chain that bound us.
I delivered a woman yesterday,
Eyes motionless, her face ghastly thin,
From the tragedy that awaits her,
But in doing so stumbled, hanging motionless above the gorge.
I cried out for a woman yesterday,
Eyes burning red, her face sharp and devious,
But she listened not to my call for help,
Forcing me to wait until my spirit came to my rescue.
I happened upon a woman yesterday,
Eyes deep and mysterious, her face compelling and bright,
And she beckoned me to come and follow,
Yet I turned away, having fled the ignorance of my youth.

ryan schulz
a time to kill
and a time
to heal
when all the killing is done
we
will sit back in our chaise lounges
sipping luscious
fruit drinks in oversized glasses
and realize that time is
not so far behind us
daylight savings can only
do so much
in the green and sterile
glow of the hospital
operating room
attempting to extract or put back
the one thing that
mother forgot to
pack in our lunches
that we are impermeable
to lengths unknown
even to us
forgetting how shallow
the kettle drum
is for all its fervor
and resonance
remembering that branding
seals the wound
faster than a bandage
and with less
of a chance of infection
this medicine
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ryan schulz
for the masses
this decapitation
for the damned
when all the killing is done
we
will sit back in our chaise lounges
as the stroke
lightly begins to lick
the reaches of our
minds

Mother Teresa
melissa nivens

brent

second place fiction

We
Five
Kings
We chose Friday afternoon to kill God. I voted for Sunday, right around the
time people were getting out of church, but the other four voted it down on grounds of
being too pretentious. Lewis proposed the last Friday of the semester, and that's what
received the majority vote. Everything Lewis proposed received majority vote.
The whole affair began a month ago with a discussion not unlike those we had
every weekend instead of having lives. Someone, offhand, would say something
moderately theological which always compelled someone else to reply. This would lead
to someone else making a truly perceptive comment which has never been thought of in
the history of human existence. Before you realized it, my dorm room would become
the sanctuary of a regular quasi-philosophical discussion with five college students who
have the intelligence to answer every question.
"How much of this is simply a waste of time?" I asked when the conversation
had become too heated and mundane. "We spin in circles, chasing our tails to discover
something that, apparently, wasn't meant to be discovered."
"Divine blather. That's all it is. Fodder for the intellectually weak." That was
Lewis, our pseudo-leader.
"A touch arrogant don't you think, Lewis?" Tom asked meekly. If any of us
could be considered religious, it was Tom. "Throughout history people have believed in
God. Even now, what is it, like 90 percent of the world believes in a higher power. You
think you know better than 90 percent of the world?"
"I don't know why I shouldn't think that," replied Lewis, leaning forward in my
desk chair. These were the times when Lewis felt the passion to live. He was always a
marble statue unless we spoke about God or Descartes or some philosophical jumble.
"One hundred percent of the world believed the sun revolved around the earth.
Then, one man, who knew better, proved the entire world wrong." He stopped for a
moment to add a dramatic pause as if he really had to win any of us over. "What the
majority believes isn't always true."
A silence fell among us like it always did when we reached this juncture of our
conversations. No one cared enough to fight Lewis or anyone else, and the conversation
always fell into a lull. Joseph, making himself more than comfortable on my AWOL
roommate's bed, hummed an invented tune to kill the silence. To make himself a true
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entertainment act, he tossed a nerf ball into the air, which was immediately stolen by
Paul.
"However," Paul said in his always-tranquil voice, "if the Almighty does exist,
we have thrown ourselves into a lion's den." He examined his newly acquired prize as if
it were a crystal ball telling him what to say. "Because I'd gladly ship losers like us to
hell every minute of the day if I could."
"Using that logic," Joseph quipped as he stole his ball back from Paul, "we
should sacrifice jocks to the Phoenician god of stupidity because, hey, if that guy exists
and we never made him happy . . . "
Joseph's comment dissolved and again we fell into silence. No one wanted to
continue. The sound of people having fun was just outside my dorm room and we all
took notice. I sat on my bed with the painful realization that my lack of social skills is
what truly makes me think of such matters.
I looked across at Joseph, sitting on my roommate's bed and tearing apart
small pieces of purple nerf, and thought he was battling the same discouraging idea.
Choose your poison: women or philosophy. It seems I had chosen mine by default.
Tom jumped off my desk on which he had been perched upon and went CD
searching through my roommate's vast supply of classical music and show tunes.
"I think we kid ourselves," said Tom, flipping the pages of the CD book. "We
know it's important. That's why we spend every weekend doing this, accomplishing
nothing."
I didn't give anyone else a chance to speak. Tom had openly provoked my
thoughts into words. "What are you talking about? The reason we do this is because we
have no lives. Sexually frustrated, we turn to the most asexual concept imaginable:
God."
Joseph giggled from my roommate's bed. "It's how religion was born. The
socially inept and sexually defeated were made head of the tribe. They had to come up
with something to keep them at the top."
No one thought it was funny, but that didn't stop Joseph from giggling like a
little girl. It never did.
"Why does it have to be a compromise of our intelligence to wonder if there's a
God? The greatest minds of history believed in God. Since when are we so much better
than they are?" Tom, our unofficial religious defender, never knew when to remain
quiet. I thought I should rescue him before Lewis pounced like a rabid dog.
"It's not that we think God is below us, Tom," I said, watching him flip
through my roommate's CDs for a second time. "It's that it seems like an endless
struggle to find out whether He exists or not. I mean, be quiet for a second—listen
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outside to the sound of functioning, virile human beings."
Tom stopped flipping and we all remained quiet for a moment, listening to the
laughter of men and women in my hallway. "That's why we think it's a compromise.
Not of our intelligence, but of our lives," I said.
"If God doesn't want to be discovered, why should we bother looking under
every rock for Him?" Joseph nullified his somewhat reverent comment by attempting
to shove the beloved purple nerf ball into his mouth.
"I wouldn't want to be discovered if I were Him," Paul said. "He's got a list of
questions that's going to take eternity to answer." Paul winked and smiled at me like he
always did when he said something witty. It was his subtle way of applauding himself.
Tom tossed the CD book onto my roommate's desk and walked between the
beds. As I stared at Tom standing between Joseph and me with that short, skinny
frame of his, I thought how he hardly looked like the defender a dying God needed.
"Look at us," Tom whined, "every weekend we do this. Every weekend we
moan about how all we ever do is discuss meaningless nonsense. We could find females,
we could go to parties, but we don't." Joseph and I raised our eyebrows to Tom's
increasing obstinacy. "We blame it on social skills or that we're too good for other
people. Then we have the gall to blame it on God, because even the idea of His
existence screws up our lives! Why don't we just break down and say this is important?"
Scratching my head and looking for a distraction, I awaited the litmus test of
Tom's speech: Lewis. We all waited, even Tom. Lewis would examine the situation,
mentally search out the logical flaw, and attack like always. He was a hungry dog
carefully striding towards its prey. Abruptly, that hungry dog pounced.
"The importance, Tommy, is in realizing that once this ridiculous notion can be
disproved, the world can move forward in philosophy and science. When the irrational
influence is removed reason stands a chance." Lewis stood and his voice forced us to pay
attention, though we'd heard this speech before. "There is a roadblock on the path to
true reason, Tommy, and it's God. Even the consideration of His existence brings about
an unwanted, imaginary force that inhibits you from using the sound logic and intellect
you have learned."
"The greatest thinkers believed in God in one form or another," replied Tom
with fragile delivery. He was like a small boy poking sticks at an angry dog. "I respect
that perpetual string of consciousness in history and tend to believe that regarding it as
plausible would be, at the very least, informative."
At this point Paul, Joseph, and I understood this night had the potential to be
interesting. With Lewis' passion in such matters and Tom's inevitable frustration over
his opponent's prowess, we weren't ruling out a fistfight. We weren't against one either.
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There in the ring was the defenseless Tom against Lewis, the heavyweight
champion of senseless polemics. As they stood between the beds I thought about how
pathetic we were. Were we the elite of the college-level intelligentsia by forsaking
weekends for honest discussion? Or were we simply pretentious fools who, like any
other mongrel of a human being, longed for pathetic violence and cheap thrills?
"The philosophers who have created the modern mind would lower their heads
in shame, Tommy, if they knew you took the one illogical and primitive idea they held
and used it to combat reason," barked Lewis, looking low with a twisted grin.
"Why should an illogical and primitive idea hold enough power to combat
reason?" Slowly Tom was gaining confidence, and the rest of us were getting excited.
The school yard misfit was fighting back against the bully. "Lewis, I'm not saying
whether He exists or not, but I am saying we should admit it's an issue that is of the
utmost importance."
Tom spoke like he was an inspired man. Joseph and I smiled in anticipation as
we witnessed the underdog land a nasty hook to the champ's chin.
"What's the argument here?" interrupted Paul from the corner. Even when
annoyed Paul's voice was gentle. "You've both stated there's an importance to the issue.
Fine, God is an issue, but it's an issue that can't be resolved one way or another. Stop
your whining and move on."
Tom backed away from Lewis and fell down next to me on my bed. The threat
of fisticuffs was over, unfortunately. Lewis stared at Paul, visibly angry that he
prematurely called the fight. Abruptly, though, Lewis' demeanor altered and I could tell
something was shaking in that rabid brain of his.
"Let's resolve it," Lewis said coldly. The passion in his voice had invariably
dissolved once the argument died.
Joseph sprawled out on my roommate's bed and hugged the pillow. "Re
solve what?" he asked casually, looking like he was ready to sleep.
"God's existence. Let's prove it," Lewis said.
"How's that, Lewis?" I asked, more mocking than interested.
"We'll confront Him. We'll ask Him to show up." Lewis raised his arms and
let them fall lifelessly to his side. "If He doesn't, He doesn't exist."
"And if He does?" Paul asked, grinning with his right hand on his chin and his
index finger resting on his cheek.
"I don't know. We tell Him to go to hell."
A quick burst of laughter exploded from my chest. "Appropriate."
Tom sat still with his hand to his mouth, looking like he was deep in
contemplation. The room had suddenly fallen quiet and I looked around with mad
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desperation. They all seemed deep in thought as if the idea had any kind of validity.
My miniature dorm room had taken on the silence and atmosphere of a tomb as I
watched each of them consider the idea.
"You can't be serious," I said, my voice echoing in my new sepulchre.
"Why not? We'll even write it out," said Joseph, tossing the nerf ball aside.
"Make it real detailed and all. No excuses. If He exists, He shows up."
"We pick a certain date, time, place, the whole thing. We all sign it, promise
that we'll go," said Paul, pushing Joseph's legs off the bed so he could sit.
"We agree, then," Lewis said. "We'll meet at a designated time and place
and . . . kill Him."
"How do you go about killing God?" I asked. The others' fervor allowed the
idea to slowly grow on me like a fungus.
"By proving He doesn't exist," chimed in Tom. It was the first time he had
spoken since the idea was proposed. He looked forward like some type of zombie. He
had fallen into a trance with the opposite wall.
"Are we all in?" asked Paul. Like some kind of junior high brotherhood ritual,
he stretched his hand out between the two beds.
Lewis simply nodded and placed his hand on Paul's. Joseph sat up on the bed
and smacked his hand down upon Lewis's. Three sets of eyes fell upon my face as if I
were the key witness of a trial. I smirked at their stares and looked out the window for a
moment and gazed upon the lightly falling snow. I wish I could say some provocative
thought ran through my head, signaling this was to be a memorable experience, but
nothing of the sort occurred. I might as well have been listening to static on the radio.
"Why not," I said, slapping my hand on Joseph's. I looked up and grinned at Lewis.
"It's not like we have our lives to lose or anything."
Lewis surprised me and actually smiled at my sarcastic remark. His head then
turned slowly toward Tom. "What do you say, Tom? Do you believe or don't you?"
"If I knew," Tom reflected, "I wouldn't do this."
Tom turned and stared at Joseph, Paul, and then me. We were all straining to
keep our hands together, but even with that strain I felt my heart skip a beat as Tom's
eyes fell upon me. There was something haunting about his look, and if I were a real
friend I probably would have told him not do it if he didn't want to. But I remained
silent and like all the others waited for Tom's response.
As if the blinking of his eyes had awoken him from a daze, Tom looked up at
Lewis and grinned. "I'm in," he said as he slapped his hand down.
With our hands together like a little league baseball team, Joseph began to rally
the troops. "I just wanted to say I'm proud of you guys," Joseph said with mock
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sincerity. "And no matter what happens out there, we know who the real winners
are. Let's give it our best and we'll have a pizza party afterwards. Now on three:
team. One . . . two . . . three . . ."
"Team!" we yelled, falling back onto the beds laughing. We were going to kill
God. What could be funnier?
The next day we wrote the contract. It stated we were to meet God in a field
across from the state highway that ran past my dorm. At exactly one o'clock we would
arrive armed with whatever we felt necessary. God was allowed to bring angels, floods,
locusts, or whatever He thought appropriate. We each signed it and as a kind gesture,
swore to God that we wouldn't break our contract.
After the contract signing and the selection of the day, little was discussed of the
whole affair. Occasionally one of us would say something about the big day, but the
majority of the time we played it down. We continued our normal routine of meeting
in my room every Friday and Saturday night, but our philosophical talks were sus
pended until our "confrontation." What could we possibly say that wasn't going to be
determined out in that field? It was best we said nothing. At least that's what we were
telling ourselves.
None of us told anyone what was to happen. Of course, it's not as if
cheerleaders were knocking down our doors trying to get updates. This contest wasn't
going to be announced at the next pep rally. We kept it to ourselves whether because of
shame, guilt, or fear.
Three weeks later, on the week of the "confrontation," Tom approached me for
the first time. He grabbed my arm as I was walking into class and pulled me for a few
steps, away from anyone's earshot. As soon as he grabbed me I rolled my eyes in
frustration, becoming ill-tempered like a child. I didn't want to answer any of his
questions and I knew he didn't really want to ask them.
"I don't understand why we have to do it. Why don't we just say, 'Fine, God is
dead,' like the rest of the world and move on?" he asked me, his head darting from left
to right as if there were people watching us.
"I don't know, Tom, we just can't. We agreed to do this. Look, it's not as if
anything is going to happen. People have done this millions of times," I said in a
pathetic attempt at persuasion.
"It doesn't matter how many times it's been done. It's the first for us." His tone
was approaching that of a plea.
I stared at him hoping my eyes could do better than my mouth. No such luck.
"The whole thing is ridiculous in the first place. And if God does exist, He
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doesn't care what some college kids do. He probably thinks it's funny."
No reaction from Tom.
I shrugged my shoulders and finally said, "I just don't know. But we agreed and
we have to. That's it."
"You don't want to either, do you?" It was the question I didn't want asked.
"No, that's not it," I said, annoyed at Tom's inquiry and the depths it probed.
"I don't think He exists. Not at all. We're better than that. So I'm going through the
motions for formality's sake. That's it, that's all."
I walked away from Tom without waiting for a response. I suppose it was
appropriate because I don't think Tom really had anything more to say. Not that I
wanted to hear, at least.
Late Thursday night witnessed a snowstorm of magnificent proportions. A
thick snow fell straight to the ground on a windless night. The snow lowered as if tied
to strings and rested on branches, railings, and bikes, making peaceful villages of
snowflakes. The five of us watched the scene from the entrance of the science building
for a good twenty minutes.
Paul held out his hand to catch a village of snow in his palm. His hand was
quickly converted to a designed terrain of pure white. We all crowded around his open
hand and looked at the snow as though we were virgins to the cold.
"I didn't know snow could be pretty," Paul remarked in a rather poetic tone.
I think we all wanted to give Paul a snide remark for his attempt at reverie, but
something inside managed to silence our cynicism. Instead, I looked up from Paul's
hand and smiled. He returned the favor.
I turned and stared into the field across the road. The snow fell into a black
abyss and I couldn't help but become encompassed by an unmistakable sense of dread.
Turning toward campus, I watched the enormous flakes fall in front of the glow of the
lampposts. I knew it was beautiful to witness; I could stare at it and say, "Yes, this sight
is beautiful to behold," but the splendor couldn't overcome the fear that was now taking
root inside me.
Paul wiped the flakes away on his trench coat and shoved his hand into his
pocket.
"Over by that tree," said Lewis, pointing at the field. "That's where we'll meet.
We'll be there at least."
None of us replied to Lewis's comment. Instead we stared at each other's
crystallized breath merging in the center of the circle we had inadvertently made. It was
on all of our minds but no one said a thing. Lewis complained he was getting cold so
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we all followed suit in the soothing distraction. Lewis led us back to the dorm,
sliding his feet through the fresh snow. The five of us, forming a single file line,
walked in silence with our heads staring into different directions of the night. I
stared up as far as my neck would reach without losing my balance. All I could see
were the layers upon layers of thick flakes falling onto my face. The white eventually
fell into my eyes and I quickly looked down at my boots. My eyelids fluttered
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I could see my feet as they whisked through the snow without the slightest resis
tance. It was the most beautiful snow I'd ever seen.
We skipped our Friday classes. Though we wouldn't admit it, we were too
excited to sit in a desk for any length of time. Instead, we watched our clocks grind to a
near halt in our respective rooms until the designated meeting time. We met in my
room at twelve-thirty and stared out the window at the field awaiting our arrival.
"There's gotta be fifty inches of snow out there," whined Joseph, glancing at his
boots which were nothing but old basketball sneakers.
"Here's the deal," Paul said. He paused and looked at all of us before he
resumed his speech. "Nobody does anything freaky out there. No acting like you're
possessed, no acting like you see anything."
"Unless we really do." How I wished Tom hadn't said that. His stoic demeanor
was at once disturbing and annoying.
"Yeah, fine, if you see God, you can scream your head off. But no faking, I'm
serious." Paul tried his best to intimidate but his soothing tone of voice could do
anything but that.
"Agreed," Joseph and I said, nodding our heads.
Lewis began buttoning his coat and walked over to the three of us huddled by
the window. "Ready?"
"Are we going to bring anything? Locust spray or something?" Joseph teased.
"A cross . . . maybe an upside down one?" I asked.
"None of that," Paul warned, pointing in my face.
"I was being serious."
"None of it will matter, anyway," growled Lewis with the voice of a leader. His
eyes lowered to Tom who was sitting on my bed, his arms crossed. "Are you ready?"
Tom stood up slowly and stared at me rather than Lewis. "I don't think we
should go. I think we should back out."
Paul, Joseph, and I looked at our boots, bracing for the onslaught. Though I
didn't see it, I'm sure Lewis's eyes caught fire.
"Absolutely not, Tom. We're doing this like we agreed. Like we all agreed. Let's
go," Lewis barked.
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"Why, Lewis? What's the point? None of us believe, do we? So why go
through with the charade?"
"We're doing it, Tom! No questions! We agreed ..." Lewis' voice was bordering
on unmitigated anger.
Though I had to count to three before I could do it, I spoke up for Tom.
"Lewis, if he doesn't want to do it, he can stay here if he wants. The four of us
can go. It doesn't matter if he goes or not."
"I'm telling you he's going!" There was an unstable element in our leader's
voice. "Tom, put your coat on, you're going." Lewis looked down and began rubbing
his forehead with his fingers.
"If you don't believe, you shouldn't feel the need to go!" Tom exclaimed. "WTy
is it so important, Lewis?"
"You're going."
"Why is it--"
Lewis's vise-like hand grabbed Tom's throat and forced him against my desk,
knocking off books and folders. "You signed your name. You swore. You are not
backing out, do you understand?"
The restrained anger in Lewis's voice was more than any of us knew how to
handle. Paul, Joseph, and I stared in silence at Tom's purple face. Lewis looked back at
us and released his grip of Tom who immediately covered his throat and gasped for
breath. Lewis turned to us as we watched his marble cheek turn to putty. With glossy
eyes he stared at the three of us. "I'm sorry. But we're going. We agreed."
None of us moved as Lewis stepped toward the door. Slowly, Joseph grabbed
his coat and followed Lewis into the hall. I looked at Tom doubled over, grabbed my
coat, and walked out. Paul patted Tom on the back and handed him his coat. He
whispered something into Tom's ear and the two followed us down the hallway
single file. No one dared speak. No one dared lift their eyes from the toe of their
boot. We were going to kill God. What could be more tragic?
Nothing was said until we reached the state road. Lewis, the leader of our line,
stopped on the side and pulled up the sleeve of his coat to look at his watch. We stood
shoulder to shoulder on the side of that road, all of us staring into the snowy field. The
leafless tree loomed like a thousand pound weight being dangled over my head. The
anxiety I felt from that weight had stripped me of what I thought I was. The
philosopher image had fallen from my shoulders and left me naked against the bitter
cold. But it was too late to turn back, and there was nothing I could do.
I leaned forward and watched the others stare at a tree as if it were the throne of
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God. We had fallen from the quasi-philosopher pedestal into the nightmares of
schoolchildren.
Lewis, however, had lost the gloss that earlier covered his eye; the marble statue
had returned in full form. He looked again at his watch and said slowly in his usual
«T
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tone, Lets go.
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As he stepped forward, Paul and I exchanged meaningful glances. Paul shook
his head, lowering it slowly, and moved forward. Joseph bit his lower lip, delivered Tom
a fraternal slap on the back, and crossed the street. After Joseph crossed Tom followed
suit. I watched as Lewis, Paul, Joseph, and then Tom began to wade through the snow
in the field. I ran to catch up with them, dreading being the last one. But mother
would be proud: I looked both ways before I crossed that barren two-lane highway.
Joseph's estimate of the amount of snow was considerably exaggerated. It was
only up to our knees, yet by the time we were halfway to the tree we were gasping for
breath. We threw our legs into the snow while grabbing a handful to eat every few steps.
For a moment, while trudging through the layers of white, we forgot our mission. Even
Tom and Lewis looked at one another and smiled. Our snow hats on crooked, Joseph
with only one glove on, Paul with his hands cupped over his ears and a boyish pout on
his lips, all of us with snow around our hungry mouths, it was as if we were children
again. We weren't walking for any other purpose than to get to the sledding hill. Our
sleds were there waiting for us, crying to slide down the hill that had too many trees and
too many curves to be considered mother-approved. We were kids, invincible from
everything that was perverted in our minds. For a moment, as we waded through that
snow dressed like refugees on a mission of innocence, everything felt in place.
Once we reached the tree, reality returned. Our situation came screaming
back into our heads as if those sleds in our minds went crashing into a mighty oak.
We stood around one another in a circle waiting for Lewis to give us some kind of
direction. Joseph blew into his exposed fist as Paul moved his naked hands from his
ears to his pockets. Tom stood with arms crossed and head pointed toward the snow
that swallowed his feet. He was too scared to look up, to see what he never wanted
to see. I stared off into the distance with my shoulders pushed up and my head
lowered. With the cold air making my ears throb in pain, I watched imaginary gods
on horseback charge from the snowy horizon with swords unsheathed, screaming
words of wrath and destruction.
Lewis stared at his watch and said the word that created a horrifying stillness
inside me. "One o'clock."
Lewis pulled his sleeve back over his watch and unleashed a sigh that cut
through what little courage I had. I watched him valiantly fight his involuntary
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reactions of keeping warm. His teeth chattered despite his attempts at clenching
them tight, and he was plainly vexed at his failed efforts to stop shivering. However,
his eyes didn't gloss over like they did in my room. In defiance of his teeth chatter
ing and his body shaking, he held his head as still as possible and stared out with
unblinking eyes. Despite everything, he did his best to present himself to his enemy
with nobility.
Despite my sadistic desire, I prevented myself from looking at the others. I
knew I would crumble if I saw their eyes closed, fighting away tears. Instead, I
continued to look into the horizon, my brain battling my imagination for what my eyes
could trust.
A whimpering was heard before me, and my heart froze like my feet had done
earlier. Tom's knees unlocked when he heard it, and Paul grabbed him before he fell.
Tom left his arms crossed, even as Paul supported him. I finally broke concentration
and looked at Joseph and Paul whose eyes said what mine were screaming: "Oh, God."
Lewis didn't budge except for his shivering and with iron will he watched the
source of the whimpering come into focus. A dog limped through the snow as if it were
drunk, its body's shaking telling us it had been out in the cold for a long time. The
snow rose to the dog's chest; we could barely see its legs. It slowly trudged its way
toward us, whimpering with all the might it had remaining. I watched as the brown
dog staggered close enough to where we could make out its features. I could see no
signs of external injury, but it was obvious to us all the dog was suffering from cold
and hunger.
Mustering what courage remained, I turned my head toward Joseph, Paul, and
Tom. Joseph and Paul watched as if the next movement would be the one that would
determine their fate. Tom was numb with fear and cold. I slowly screwed my eyes
toward Lewis and watched for a reaction of some sort.
Lewis's red, blotchy cheeks shook with anger. His eyes bulged from his head as
he stared at the staggering dog. Exhaling through his nose with fury, his manner
mutated from nobility to madness. As if he had been disgraced, Lewis turned from the
dog and waded away toward the tree. I turned back toward the dog which was only a
few yards from our feet. It remained still for a moment as if contemplating whether it
had the energy to make another step. The whimpering became louder and louder as the
dog pleaded to us for aid. The four of us could only stare, too frightened to make any
movement toward the dog.
The cracking of wood quickly spun me around on my heels. I watched with
growing fear as Lewis madly pushed and pulled a branch until it finally broke off the
tree. Gripping the branch tightly he walked with resolution toward us.
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No words were spoken as Lewis passed the four of us and headed toward the
whimpering dog. Gripping it with everything he had, Lewis pulled the branch back
behind his right ear.
"For God's sake, Lewis," I murmured quietly.
Paying no attention to my complacent admonition, Lewis swung the branch
with all his might and made contact, striking the dog's neck and chin. The dog flipped
into the air and landed on its side, sinking into the snow.
Lewis, still holding the branch, stared at his victim for a moment. I bit my lip
as he mindfully turned to us. As Lewis approached, I screwed my eyes toward Tom and
waited for a reaction. Without blinking, Tom stared at the dog with his arms still
crossed. I let my eyes fall to the snow as Lewis walked by without saying a word. Once
he passed, Paul, Joseph, and I turned and watched him toss the branch into the snow
and walk back toward campus. As Joseph and I observed Lewis wade toward campus,
Paul shook his head at the dog and mumbled darkly, "Goodbye."
The three of us waded closer and stared at the lifeless canine cradled in the
snow. As Paul and Joseph leaned down to examine the dog, I turned back to see Tom
staring with distant eyes. I slowly walked up to him, planning what words I could
possibly say. I thought of nothing and gently placed my hand on his shoulder instead,
hoping it would do some kind of good.
Tom continued to stare at the dog with distant eyes. I licked my cracked lips,
hoping for some comforting thought to formulate in my mind. Again, I thought of
nothing, and lowered my hand from Tom's shoulder. His eyes didn't move from the dog.
I turned and saw Joseph raise up and stare off into the distance with his hands folded
across the top of his snow cap. Paul petted the dog and solemnly whispered into its
lifeless ear as if he were performing extreme unction. Our new priest raised up and
wiped his hand over his crimson face.
"It's gone," Paul whispered, though I think he wanted to scream.
"Now what?" Tom asked, finally breaking his stare to look at me.
I glanced back at Lewis walking toward campus. "Say goodbye, I suppose."
Paul was the only one I remained friends with after that day. Just before
graduation we went, for the first time, back to that tree. Wirh grass growing and rabbits
fleeing, the landscape gave hardly a haunting memory. You could tell where Lewis had
torn the branch from the tree, the jagged points like entries in a diary.
By that time the dog's body was no where to be found. We thought maybe one
of the others had come and got it, or maybe some crows ate it up. Either way, I
suppose.
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As for the other three, I never saw much of them after that Friday afternoon.
I would occasionally chat with Joseph if I saw him on the way to class. We only once
discussed what happened in the field.
"By the way, what kind of dog was it?" Joseph had asked me.
"I have no idea."
And that was it.
I never spoke to Lewis or Tom after that Friday afternoon. Lewis finished his
last semester by keeping as far away from Paul and 1 as possible. Joseph had spoken
with him a couple times and told us that he'd gotten accepted into some Ivy League
graduate program. He also said Lewis forgot how to smile. We weren't exactly shocked
by either part of the report.
As for Tom, two months after graduation he hung himself in his apartment.
Joseph, Paul, and I went to his funeral and for the first time talked to his parents. Turns
out his dad was a Methodist minister. He told us Tom was "a fragile spirit who couldn't
stand a restless life" or something like that. The letter Tom left never mentioned
anything about that Friday afternoon, so I guess it had nothing to do with the suicide.
That's the version that allows us to sleep, at least.
Paul and I are both getting married in the next month. Once we stopped
talking about God we had time to find wives. Crazy thing is both of our bride-to-be's
families have dogs. And like out of some kind of freaky movie, one's named Lewis and
one's named Tommy. Paul and I laughed quite a lot over that.
We cried a good deal, too.
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Belle
"Read it," said Jeni
So I held my breath
My own stale air
And did.
Now I struggle
Against succumbing
Against becoming
A captive prisoner
In her stifling jar.

Failure
I sit clad in black
Devoid of inspiration
Trying vainly to create
Something to make it all worthwhile
But every word seems so contrived
And every pen-stroke must be forced
How bitterly I long for genius
And how softly it eludes me.

Knowing
You
I see you, my friend,
When you stand,
Pious and dignified,
Before the people.
I see the widow you console,
The couples you join, the water
You sprinkle on babes' heads has often fallen,
Splattering and beading across
My smooth,
Stained surface.
I see you stumble,
I hear your hypocrisies.
I wonder at your praises of men-Dead—who have earned no praise.
I feel your hands shake, when you speak
Of eternal damnation,
Of fire, of pain.
Of sin.
Death.
I've watched you grow old.
Your hands are gnarled, my friend.
Your hair is thinning.
You stoop and lean on me
More than you used to.
You stare intently at the outline
I hold for you,
Trying to find where you lost your train of thought
Your eyes aren't the same.
They don't shine as they once did.
Soon you will join
The men who have lain
Unmoving, unseeing—empty vessels,
On the floor at my feet.
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And meet all you have claimed
True
I weep for you, my old friend.
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Life
to the
Fullest
The dog loves to play within the busy street.
And the duck falls dead while flying south.
The lemming laughs at the looming cliff.
And the old rat smiles in the lion's mouth.

pam

Visit to
an Old
Friend

£oulter

for Hib Corn, d. 1998

I came to see you.
(Nursing homes tie my stomach in knots.)
Your eyes were open
but you weren't looking.
The grown-ups told me, but
I didn't expect this—
lying like a worn-out puppet
—soft flabby plastic with half the strings broken.
You didn't speak.
I talked to you,

—

talked like a second-grader's homework

4

so dumb
and so small
I wanted to cry
but didn't even turn off the stupid sitcom.
then
you squeezed my hand.
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the hollow
men
the hollow men are dancing tonight
to straw-filled tunes;
and each shuffle-hop hop
to the beat-beat
scatters their brains
just a little bit more . . .
into the music,
macabre grins paste their mouths
in strange rainbow shapes
as words die unuttered
behind the picket fences
painted with regrets
we raised stone markers
of appropriate respect
waving their hands
in sad approximations
of morse-coded replies
in vain protest
and their shoe-button eyes
grimace apologetically
for their misplaced levity.
habit by habit,
the music calls the tune
step by step
compelling the hollow men
to begin anew
the shuffle-hop hop
tiredness dogs their rhythm
and weaves a medley of sorrow
in between their legs,

tangling their hopes and dreams
into beats
that trip their feet
so dance the hollow men,
emptying themselves
into meaningless jumbles,
until only the wind
recalls the echo of the dance
in the rustle
of tattered straw.

i've fragments of night
scattered about my fingertips
its permissiveness
was its end.
childish fingers
thrust playfully up
up—away
into the sky,
trying to catch a falling star.
snapping and hissing
like a recalcitrant snake
falling in a smooth quiet arc
down to . . . nothing
specks of light
so distant, yet
they stand on the strength
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of imagination.
small, large whirling balls
of white-hot gases
bowing and leaping
from one finger to another
delight ripples across the dark
in the form of laughter
as the wonder gives way
to another tiny creator.

tangents
i believe that this white rabbit
is leading me nowhere
but down some silly tangent . . .
his tardiness to the party
stems from pure lack
of organization;
his calendar so crowded
with cancellations
and painted in red roses,
i'm afraid he might not be able
to read his illegible appointment
with the queen.
the queen—the queen
she's quite mad . . .
all in a tizzy

running around the garden
in attempts to control
a stacked deck.
her unhappy laughter
echoes hollowly
among the rosebushes;
looking about for her smile,
i spy a pair of dentures
affixed in a knowing grin
and there understand
this madness is all
very very fine . . .
as we turn around in circles,
only to discover the path
is an unraveled stripe
and his grin is taunting me,
as it hovers in the trees
long after a semblance of sanity has passed.

ekorne

Stephanie joy

(on the temple steps in Jerusalem, march 19, 1999.)
i sit at the navel of a huge orchestration
of worlds
and ideas
and peoples.
Longing for consummation. Longing to be filled.
Longing for
Peace.
But you are here all along
Lying in the silence of the stone
Standing strong as one longing foot steps upon you without a pause.
And then another.
And the fire comes and we cry.
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Begging for mercy.
The sun runs circles over my head
But the stones stand still
Holding steady the beat
that i cannot feel
because i am but a
Breath
that disappears
before the next red pulse comes.

Stephanie joy

•

ekorne

(after visiting yad vashem, the holocaust musuem in
Jerusalem.)

The sky is dark and warm
And it enfolds me in silenceOne little heart beating in the thickness
for there is no bandaid thick enough
to muzzle the screams
and the shrieks.
The silence presses hard against my ears.
Do I hear you?
Is my memory good enough to hold you?
My language is cheap and plastic.
I should sell it at the yard sale
Where it is noisy and the children

__

beg their mothers for the things they want
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and they go home
satisfied
with not a fear in their
hearts.
Maybe they bought a game.
A game where you cannot speak
And your heart beats
Against
The same sky.
And the same God.

daryl charles
a time to
tear down
and a time
to rebuild
Standing on the stage of the Bolshoi in Moscow three years ago, I realized for
the first time that, after forty-three years, I had undergone—musically speakingsomething of a "conversion." Vivid childhood memories linger of my father every
weekend turning on the radio and listening to the scourge of any red-blooded
teenager—the New York Metropolitan Opera. How could he possibly stomach the
stuff? I wondered to myself over and over until I left home for college at the wise age
of seventeen.
Now a guest in this magnificent Russian city, I became suddenly aware of my
cultural nakedness on the one hand and of how drastically my musical perceptions had
changed on the other. Now, too, with three children of my own (all of whom quite
naturally despise opera), I find myself in my father's shoes. I have learned to embrace
musically what for years I had loathed. Try as he might, my father could not foist upon
me an appreciation for opera. I had to come to that point of appreciation on my
own.
So it is with the question of morality. Every generation must rediscover (though
not reinvent) the wheel, morally and philosophically speaking. Not only must each
succeeding generation lay hold of this moral trust—a trust that is intergenerational
and binding in character: every generation is held accountable for its relationship to
this trust. Historically, moral truth—and thus jurisprudence—has been understood as
divine law, that is, revelation, working in concert with natural law theory, that is,
reason. Forged in the heart of social, political, and cultural challenges that have been
confronted generation after generation, this moral trust is an abiding treasure. While
existing independantly of particular cultures and eras, it must be rediscovered and
appropriated by each new generation. When one or multiple generations fail to draw
from this imperishable deposit, moral-cultural poverty ensues. This poverty,
although not necessarily a sickness unto death, nevertheless by its cancerous nature
compels the church to rethink its cultural mandate.
Where previous generations possessed a common moral grammar informed
by religious beliefs (even when these beliefs were not consistently followed), the same
no longer holds true. Indeed, the most telling aspect of late twentieth-century
Western culture is that it denies the very possibility of making moral judgments. In
the present state of affairs it will no longer suffice for people of faith who assume a
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moral universe and the benevolent rule of a Lawgiver/Judge merely to remind society
that "The Bible says..." Even when the biblical tradition remains throughout the
ages intact (and authoritative), it must be accompanied by a moral "apologetic" that
argues for the existence of a universal "moral sense," the subject of recent writings by
James Q. Wilson and others. Hence derives the tendancy to make moral judgments
in the first place? Can or should humans distinguish murder, incest, rape, or sado
masochism in the human experience? Should any surpassing value be attached to
human over against non-human life? If so, why? Wherein lies the moral rationale?

Creeds in Conflict
The reluctance of "post-everything" culture to acknowledge the fundamental proclivity
of human beings to make moral judgments can be charted as it refracts into the multiple
social pathologies of our time. Cultural "warriors" stand on opposing sidelines of every
pressing social issue that confronts us late in the second millennium. The litany of
domains where conventional moral reasoning has been obliterated has become all too
familiar—law and criminal justice, welfare and family, therapeutic society, education,
human sanctity (that is, abortion, euthanasia, and genetics), homosexuality, and the
pervasive onslaught of what social commentator Dennis Praeger calls the "new trinity"—
race, gender, and class.
Rather than trace the contours of each battlefield, it is useful to remind
ourselves of the interconnection of these ethical spheres inasmuch as they
consistently reflect competing world- or life-views. Not multiple moralities vie for
our affections but rather diametrically opposed life-views that either affirm or deny a
fixed moral universe. The chief problem with moral deviancy in American society is
not that pluriform moralities are in conflict but rather that our ability to make moral
judgments has been blunted—and in some instances obliterated.
Upon his 1992 induction into the Academy of Moral and Political Sciences
of the Institute of France, Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger noted the underpinning of
morality that alone makes human liberty possible. To illustrate, Ratzinger
contrasted the life-views of the late Andrei Sakharov (whose place in the Academy he
was assuming) and the American philosopher Richard Rorty. Underlying Sakharov's
work as a scientist was the conviction that to deny moral principle—that is, to deny
that organ of knowledge we call conscience—is to deny humanity. Obedience to
conscience, said Ratzinger, even at the cost of suffering, is a message that loses
nothing of its relevance even when the political context in which this message was
forged no longer exists.
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In stark contrast to Sakharov stands Rorty, who has formulated with
considerable success and notable acclaim "the new utpoia of banality." Commenting
in his speech on the fall of socialist Utopian thought worldwide, Ratzinger observed
the rise in Western culture of a "banal nihilism" (epitomized by Rorty), the
consequence of which could prove to be equally dangerous. While Sakharov
demonstrates at considerable personal cost the linkage between science and morality,
Rorty advocates a society in which fixed moral principles and criteria no longer exist.
Sakharov's example, noted Ratzinger, cries out to us today. It confronts us with what
appears to be a conundrum: How can the free world assume and assert its moral
responsibility? The conclusion, while escaping Rortians, is for Ratzinger
unavoidable: freedom, in the end, can preserve its integrity only to the extent that it
is tethered to an abiding moral foundation.
Both Sakharov's moral seriousness and Rorty's playful promiscuity beckon us
to reconsider the century that lies behind us. The tragedy of human experience is
that human freedom, when detached from moral responsibility, can empty and
annihilate itself.

The Panorama of Moral Poverty
What is the cultural toll when a society becomes morally illiterate? The prospects
are indeed frightening. Chief among its symptoms is the assumption that people are
not personally responsible for their behavior, that they are not accountable for their
actions—to others and, ultimately, to the Lawgiver. More and more Americans
believe that social location, an unjust society, an unfortunate past, or genes account
for individual behavior. Whether sociological, psychological, or biological, a
rationale is readily available to obfuscate personal accountability and evade guilt.
When the Korean jetliner was shot down by the Soviets in the mid-1980s, Psychol
ogy Today was there to remind us that this was not an act of aggression but an act of
"paranoia." The same strategy of creative depravity can be equally applied to foreign
and domestic policy, a prime example of which is our approach to dealing with
crime. Homicide? Blame it on the knife (when not a victimized childhood).
Thus, the explosion of crime and the criminal justice system's inability to
respond extends logically from our society's view of human nature. If individuals are not
morally accountable for their deeds, how can society bewail the murder, rape, and
maiming of its members? One man's unfortunate mugging is another man's good time.
And how can we be held responsible if we have all been victims in one way or another?
Related to this erosion of personal responsibility is the loss of social stigma in
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the face of morally deviant behavior. In its appropriate application, stigma serves as
an indispensable social function. Shame marks a culture's ethical boundaries—what
people are not permitted to do. Reinforcing what the interior moral code compels
individually, shame or stigma is the necessary external control that reflects cultural
standards. Together, personal code and social stigma affect a person's behavior far
more than the threat of punishment might ever hope to accomplish.
Reflecting on the stunning absence of stigma among high schoolers being
interviewed on television, Dennis Praeger writes in his social commentary Ultimate
Issues:
I asked them on camera, "How many of you would shoplift from a
department store if you really wanted something badly and were
certain you wouldn't get caught?" Virtually every student, rich or
poor, black or white, raised his or her hand. What amazed me was
not so much that they would shoplift, but that they raised their
hands on camera. They did so because there is no stigma.
The difference between the present generation and the one before, notes Praeger, is
that, among the latter, few—if any—hands would have been raised on camera.
Yet another symptom of moral illiteracy is the exaltation of feelings over
behavior. How we feel about ourselves, not whether our acts are moral, has become
the arbiter of behavior. Hence, our present culture-wide fixation with "self-esteem."
Witness the preoccupation with the inner self in recent displays of celebrity deviancy. Tonya Harding responds to the nation in the aftermath of the Nancy Kerrigan
mugging: "I know I've let you down, but I've also let myself down." Former radical
Kathleen Powers' disclosure follows her twenty-plus years as a fugitive of the law due
to her direct role in a bank robbery and fatal shooting of a Boston policeman: "I have
finally learned to forgive myself." And O.J.'s bleeding-heart confession appears in
his pseudo-suicide note penned while fleeing on the Santa Monica freeway: "At
times I've felt like a battered husband."
In reality, Harding, Powers, and O.J. were merely acting out what they had
been taught as children. The upshot of the "values clarification" they received from
educators thirty years ago—the subject of William Kilpatrick's 1992 book Why Johnny
Can't Tell Right from Wrong— is that an artificial "self-esteem" has replaced character
formation, leading to the ascendancy of moral relativism and, ultimately, to nihil
ism. According to secular philosophy, morality is determined by how one feels, not
on the basis of how one acts.
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More fundamentally, the inability to make moral judgments also impairs a
society's capacity to discern and confront moral evil. Indeed, the very notion of "evil"
disappears from its moral grammar. Confronting evil is without question unpleasant at
best and dangerous at worst, because once a person or action is judged as evil, society
must act on this judgment. As a result, ingenious methods of rationalizing moral
deviancy are pressed into service. Evil may be denied, inverted and christened
"good," attributed to mere personal opinion, or dismissed as "judgmental" or
"intolerant."
It should therefore not surprise us that religion has taken it on the chin late in
the twentieth century. Why is it that there seems to exist an unbounded fear of the
"religious right" (a caricature that, granted, is promoted chiefly through the print
and entertainment media in the academy)? Or of Christians imposing their morality
on others? Dennis Praeger has supplied perhaps the best explanation:
The desire to escape judgment and personal responsibility is a large part
of the reason for the widespread anger at religion in America. . .Why is
there so much fear of the Christian Right in the United States? After
all, Christianity in America did not give us the Crusades. It has no
history of inquisitions. Christianity in America has, in fact, been
largely tolerant and humane. . .One reason is that religion has
something that is anathema to the modern flight from personal
responsibility—a higher code, which says "Why you are guilty, you
are wrong, you are therefore responsible." In religious terms, this is
called "Sin," a term that has all but vanished from our vocabulary.
Praeger identifies the rub. The ultimate reason for the fear of religion in American
culture is that it judges one's behavior. And that is precisely what underlies the sundry
cultural "wars" to which we are all witnesses.
One of the most common one-line refutations used against Christians in public
debate is that they attempt to "impose their morality" on society. Democratic pluralism
today is understood to require nonsectarian convictions. Aside from conferences and
journals where the role of religion may be tolerated and debated, in the public forum
morality is expected to assume a "neutral" cast. Given the fact that in a staunchly
democratic form of pluralism convictions will vary as to what constitutes "evil" and
"good," we are thereby left to rely on consensus in order to determine what is to be
tolerated and what is socially impermissible.
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Contending for the Moral Impulse
In his concluding remarks to the French Academy, Cardinal Ratzinger summarized the
fatal consequences of a world view that denies moral accountability: for a society to
eradicate religiously informed moral tradition is no less than to commit cultural
suicide. The social mandate toward which the Christian church is to contribute
remains distinct from raw political interest and legislative maneuvering. The moral
impulse, while it should undergird legal recourse, must precede attempts to set legal
precedents. Observes Ratzinger:
Cultivating the essential moral judgments, and maintaining and
protecting them without imposing them by force, seems to me to be a
condition for the survival of freedom in the face of all the forms of
nihilism and their totalitarian consequences. . .On this point there is a
beautiful saying of Origen which has unfortunately not always been
sufficiently observed: "Christ does not triumph over anyone unless the
person himself wishes it. He triumphs only by convincing: for He is
the Word of God."
The church's mandate, then, is moral persuasion. When biblical faith abates, the ethical
shell of self-restraint may linger. But in time a generation emerges in which virtus has
vanished and behavior patterns change radically. The difference between two
antithetical approaches to morality can be seen in the clash between "religious" and
"secular" responses to the disintegration of the behavioral norms. Representing the
latter, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., distinguished professor of the humanities at the City
University of New York, writes: "The mystic prophets of the absolute cannot save
us . . . [W]e must save ourselves at whatever risk of heresy or blasphemy." Yet, it is
the "absolutism" of the prophets of old that called ancient Israel again and again back
to its social senses. And it is still the thunder of the prophetic voice that is needed in
hours of cultural disquiet.
In the end, it is not an intellectual block that forestalls repentance, bending
the knee, and personal accountability. The block is moral. The human dilemma is not
that we cannot intellectually fathom a Creator-God who sustains the universe both
materially and morally; rather, it is that we deliberately choose not to acknowledge this
possibility, for the moment we do so we undermine our autonomy and make ourselves
accountable to a higher moral authority.
Herbert Schlossberg, in his Idols for Destruction, has argued that what is
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widely regarded as a struggle between the religious and the secular is in fact a
struggle between two belief systems that are "religious" (from religare, "to bind
together," "to devote") in nature. Thus, the ongoing strife over such issues as crime,
abortion, homosexuality, and euthenasia is to be expected, since both sides seek to
establish the social order in accordance with their fundamental assumptions about
human nature. Either human beings are autonomous and able to define "right" and
"wrong" according ro their appetites, or they are created by and accountable to a
holy and just God who has already declared and framed his counsel in a moral
universe. One of these two models must prevail. Although such an admission is not
a call for religious war, it is a recognition that religious conflict exists—and necessarily
so.
For this reason, the much-touted "culture wars" will continue, since there
remains a remnant, as there always has existed a remnant, which passionately and
persuasively argues for the timelessness and application of moral truth. It is this moral
capital alone that prevents a cultural descent into barbarism.

Reprinted from regeneration: quarterly, Spring 1996, as "Rediscovering the Wheel." Used by
permission. For subscription information, call 1-800-783-4903.

Alexander
Amaguana
The glistening sparkle in his eye
screams for a scrap of mercy.
The constant question "Why?"
resounds from the sour inequality.
The weak, innocent face peers
into the sharp pain of hate.
The soft silent lip hears
the threat of inevitable fate.
Confusion resides within
each wrinkled, untrusting eyebrow
Anxiety forces the thirst again,
And the young, tired mind stretches to lie down.
Lord, end the poverty.
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From the
Land of the
Curse
Metameo and Lunadi had trekked many days over the Illwind Mountains when
they saw it. At first, because of the Illwind sickness and their hunger, both thought the
city a delusion. But then, as it grew in size and persisted in their vision, the husband
and wife rejoiced that they had at last found the city of Lang'atu. They rushed down
the last slope of the now dwindling Illwind Mountains and collapsed at the gate of that
illustrious city. They were quickly taken inside by the helpful and not at all suspicious
guards and fed and cared for until they recovered from the Illwind sickness. Then, at
just the right time, which had been determined by incredibly knowledgeable healers, the
couple was awakened by Prefect Hirem, head of the Council.
Welcome to Lang'atu, the town of perfection. No doubt you have heard of our
fame and thus embarked on your perilous journey. Do not be disappointed, weary
travelers, this is indeed the land where no one must be in want, where all have what they
dream, where what you wish is reality," Hirem said, flawlessly completing his speech.
Metameo blinked his eyes against the sudden light and marveled at Hirems
words. Had they truly come to the land of perfection?
We thank you, good Prefect," Metameo said. "Indeed, we have long sought
this land. The two of us wished only to live in Lang'atu and for nothing else. Now that
we have found you, it seems that our dreams have been answered."
"That is our desire," Hirem replied. "The answering of dreams." He gave them
a huge smile and then clapped his hands. "It is so excellent to have visitors. Come, give
yourselves clothes and I will show you the town."
"Give ourselves clothes?" Lunadi asked. "What do you mean?"
Hirem smiled.

I forget. You do not yet know the way things work in

Lang'atu. You must only wish for your every day delights such as food and clothing.
Try it, wish for a set of clothes, any kind, no matter how extravagant or simple."
"Is he jesting?" Lunadi asked.
"No, Hirem said with a short laugh. "It is true. However, there are limits. Do
not bother wishing for things such as weapons or poison, there is no need for such things
here, therefore we do not have them. But go ahead, give yourselves clothes."
Metameo and Lunadi looked at each other. They were dressed in the torn
and stained rags that had once been their peasants clothes. They had always been
poor, serving the cruel King Elmadi ofTrolan.
"Let us wish for great clothes," Metameo said. "Clothes such that Elmadi the
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Wicked would be jealous and eat his own son in rage if he saw a mere commoner
wearing them."
"Yes," Lunadi said, envisioning a flowing silk dress dyed in purple and scarlet,
fringed with lace, fastened with diamonds set in pure gold. Then, opening her eyes, she
saw that she wore a dress even more beautiful than she had imagined. Her shoes were of
carved ruby and lined with soft velvet, her hair was braided and long, and around her
neck she wore a string of opulent white pearls.
Metameo looked at himself in amazement. He wore breeches of rich ebony that
shimmered blue when he moved. His tunic was pure white, and over it, he wore a
scarlet coat of arms, emblazoned with a flaming sword and festooned with ribbons and
medals. On his head, he wore a black fedora with a white feather.
"You both look splendid," Hirem was saying. "You seem to have mastered that
rather quickly.

Come, I will teach you more as we stroll about Lang'atu."

They left the small house of healing and, walking down a cobblestone street,
came to a wide park. Trees mingled with the grass for several acres, littered with children
with kites and puppies, young men and women enjoying a quiet talk, old men fishing in
the clear blue lake, old women talking together while feeding the ducks and people of all
ages walking merrily about. Benches were placed at the perfect intervals both for
walkers and for those who enjoyed peace. The woods were deep enough to invite
wonder, but light and airy, as if they promised no unpleasant surprises. The grass
was soft, did not cut or itch if you laid down in it. The sun was warm and the
breeze was mild and pleasant.
"I have always longed for a place such as this," Metameo said.
"We have several parks just as nice," Hirem said. "In fact, there are parks that
are perfect for any sort of person and any sort of pursuit, any at all. "
"What about parks perfect for grumpy or sad people?" Lunadi asked, a frown
upon her face and a queer light in her eyes.
Hirem simply laughed and moved them on. Passing round the lake, they soon
came to another cobblestone street. On either side of this street, well-kept, newly swept
and festooned with bright flags and wreathes, were the most lovely houses that they had
ever seen. Some were of fine wood, some of brick and others of stone. They came in
all shapes and sizes—elaborate stone homes that resembled friendly castles with
candle lights flickering in all the towers, small simple wood homes that looked
incredibly inviting and warm, medium sized brick homes that looked as if they
housed learned men and would be covered in books and smell faintly of pipe smoke
and old paper, and many homes that were none of these, but that all managed to
appear happily lived-in.
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As they passed by a medium sized home of river stones, Metameo gave a
gasp.
"Lunadi, look, the home we always dreamed of in those awful years living in
that hut," he cried, pointing to the solid stone walls and the fresh thatch on the roof.
Lunadi turned and followed his gaze, taking in the perfection of it all—the
perfectly groomed laurel shrubs that grew 'round the front end, the two chimneys
that stuck from opposite ends of the roof, the neat round windows of clear glass, the
smell of fresh cut roses mingling with that of pinecones.
"Oh, Metameo, it is perfect," Lunadi said with a cry.
Hirem smiled. "It is unoccupied," he said. "How fortuitous. It could belong
to you, if you like."
"Do you mean it?" Metameo said, wonder in his voice.
"Of course, this is Lang'atu, perfection is a reality here," Hirem said. "It is
obvious that this house is perfect for you, therefore, you should have it."
Metameo grabbed Lunadi and lifted her in a great hug.
"We shall have our dreams come true," he said.
"Good," Lunadi said, wondering if there was any limit to the town's ability to
grant their dreams. "But will we have to pay for it?"
"Of course not. Now, I will leave you two," Hirem said. "Welcome to
Lang'atu. If you have questions, ask your neighbors, or, if you need, come see me."
"Thank you so much, Hirem," Metameo said.
So, for two years, Metameo and Lunadi were extraordinarily happy. They lived
in their perfect home and took frequent walks in Forest Park, a large woodland park that
was just mysterious enough for the adventurous without being dangerous.
Every year, there were three festivals in Lang'atu. In spring, just after the
showers had left and the world exploded in color, Lang'atu celebrated the Spring Days.
The citizens decorated everything with flowers of such exquisite beauty and fragrance
that the whole town took on the air and look of a wonderful meadow. Bees came to the
town in swarms that darkened the sky like migrating birds, but they never stung and
always left gifts of honey when the Days were over. There a sweet floral tea was served
and luscious honey corn cakes and perfect meat pies with just enough honey. And there
was music there, music that imitated the song of the wood sparrow. The clear, sweet,
trilling notes made on tiny stringed instruments and miniature woodwinds blended so
perfectly with that of the birds that many sparrows could not tell which was which.
After the food and the music came playful games of skill and chance where no one lost
anything and everyone went away happy. Then, when the sun had begun to set and the
cool perfect spring twilight blued the land to a perfect hue, then was the time for lovers.
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They could be found strolling amidst the parks and the streets lined with flowers,
dabbling bare feet in lakes and streams of just the right temperature and talking quietly
under the silent cathedral ceiling of the forest. Surely the Spring Days were even
more perfect than normal days in Lang'atu, but even they had to end.
Later, stretching from the last cooling days of summer to the first warm days
of autumn, the town of Lang'atu held another great festival: the Festival of Harvest.
There, everyone was served the most wonderful food they had ever eaten—cranberry
rolls, woodfire roasted turkey, ripe sweet corn, potato and corn chowder, perfect fall
ales and wines, and pies made from every sort of berry one could imagine. And then,
after each had had his fill, came the display of the flags.

Dressed in their finest

regalia, the citizens of Lang'atu marched through the town, each carrying the finest
flag of their family. Finally, after the joyful flag waving came the tournament where
men and women challenged each other to fights or archery or darts or tests of
balance or wits. And best of all, none of the fights ever left any participant injured.
But the favorite of these was the test of riddles. It was then that the wise men of
Lang'atu, who had been working on their puzzles all year, would stand on the great
stage in the Great Festival Field, and try each other with their brain-racking riddles.
It was great fun for all, especially the wise men.
The final festival of Lang'atu came deep in winter when the land was wrapped
in snow, though it was never bitter cold. The Ice Games were held then. Men competed
against other men (and often women, too) to see who could walk faster on snow shoes
or drive a dog sled the quickest or pull the most children on a sled. There were contests
in ice fishing, skiing, tobogganing, ice sculpting, and everyone's personal favorite, the
mass snow ball fights. Then, every citizen of Lang'atu would meet in the Festival Field,
wrapped in their warmest clothes and thickest mittens. Each would pack a snow ball
and then a whistle would be blown and a massive fight would begin which ended
whenever it ended. And after the exhilaration in the cold, the people would come
indoors in groups into some friend's home and drink hot tea or cider and sip warm
bean and ham soups and eat candied fruits. It was a merry time of silliness and
friendship, followed by a suitably long period of merriment.
At the end of their second year, just weeks after the Ice Games, Lunadi was
walking through Lang'atu with her best friend, Shilvea. She and Shilvea had met on
Lunadi's second day in Lang'atu and become good friends. They had often walked
together over the last two years, covering the entire city, or so Lunadi thought. But
today, their walk brought them to a section of the city that Lunadi had never seen
before. To their right was the back of the Council building, an ornate but not overly
large building that housed the men that mostly sat and talked and didn't really have
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much to oversee except the three Festivals. After all, what does a Council do in a
perfect city?
To their left, were the backs of houses.
Lunadi and Shilvea had been talking as they walked but now they paused for
a few minutes.

Lunadi began to glance around her, paying close attention since she

was unfamiliar with the area.

Then, to her left, Lunadi noticed a short, narrow alley

between two shops. There, in the deep shadow of the alley, Lunadi saw a thick wooden
door with a large metal lock.
"Shilvea," she said. "What is down there?"
"Oh that? Nothing," Shilvea said, her voice slightly unusual. "Come, let us go
to Fountain Park."
"Fine," Lunadi said, curious as to Shilvea's strange behavior.
Lunadi pushed the thought of the alley to the back of her mind. Pretending
that it didn't matter, she proceeded to make small talk with Shilvea until the two parted
and Lunadi returned home.
"Metameo," she said, coming in the door.
"What dear?"
"Would you like to walk with me?"
"I thought you just walked with Shilvea?" he asked.
"Yes, but we saw something I haven't seen before," Lunadi said. "I wanted both
of us to see it. Shilvea said it was nothing but I think she was lying."
"Really Lunadi," Metameo said. "You have been suspicious since we came to
Lang'atu. Do you not enjoy this place?"
"Please Met," she said. "I am only asking that you come look with me."
"All right my dear," he said. "If it is that important to you, I will come."
Lunadi rushed over to the fire and grabbed the massive iron fireplace poker.
"What do you need that for?" Metameo asked, bewildered.
"You will see," she replied.
"I will trust you," he said.
Together, they walked into the deepening night. Lunadi, who had taken great
pains to ensure she remembered her way back to the alley, led the way, poker concealed
under her long cloak.
"Wish yourself black clothes," Lunadi said.
Metameo did as his wife asked, wondering why she was suddenly full of strange
requests.
At last, cloaked in black, they came to the dark alley. It had no doors except the
large locked one at the dark end. Lunadi eased down the alley, holding the poker before
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her. Then, she reached out and touched the door, feeling the knob. As she had
suspected, it was locked.
Raising the poker above her head, she slammed it down with all her might
on the lock. It made a great clang but hardly dented the lock.
"What are you doing, Lunadi?" Metameo asked in horror.
"I want to know what's in there," she stated.
"Why? Why is it so important?" he asked.
"I can't explain it," she said.
Metameo looked at the determined look on Lunadi's face. It was one he had
seen many times before and he knew their lives would both be better if he simply gave
in.
"Fine," Metameo said. "I have come this far with you, I will break the lock."
With two great swings of the poker, the lock gave way. Lunadi carefully slipped
it off the latch and cautiously, opened the door. With a furtive glance at the rest of the
alley, the two stepped inside and closed the door behind them, propping it with the
broken lock.
Lunadi walked along the passage that presented itself. It quickly turned right
and then went straight for a few feet before turning left, going straight again and then
turning left one last time. Then it stopped in front of another massive locked door.
This lock was much weaker than the last and only required two blows from
Lunadi. In the silences between the blows, Lunadi thought she heard the intake of
breath from behind the door, but she could not be sure.
Lunadi's heart raced and her palms were sweaty. She eased open the door and
stepped inside, Metameo close behind her, his hand pressed against hers. It was dark
inside, without even the faint light of the alley that had illuminated the short passage.
"Metameo," she whispered. "Do you have your flint?"
Suddenly there was a spark of light and Metameo was holding a blazing torch.
The room was small, maybe four feet by six feet and contained only a small bed roll and
a pit in one corner. A foul odor emanated from the pit. On the bed roll, lay an emaci
ated man, dressed in brown rags and covered in sores.
"Who are you and why do you torment me so?" he asked in a thin, ragged
voice.
"I am Lunadi, and this is Metameo," she said.
"I am Helvalas. Why do you come?"
"I seek answers about this town," Lunadi said.
"Tell me more," Helvalas said.
"Since we came to Lang'atu, I have been plagued by the feeling that nothing
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could be as perfect as this place appears. For two years I have searched for the reason
for that feeling, until now. A perfect place would not have a man such as you in
prison."
Helvalas laughed. "Not only is Lang'atu not perfect, as you can now plainly
see, but what you think you plainly see you do not."
"You speak in riddles," Metameo said.
"Do I?" Ffelvalas said. "You came here over the Illwind Mountains and
suffered from the Illwind sickness, am I right?"
"Yes," Metameo said.
"All who live in Lang'atu have suffered it as well, all except me. My ship
foundered off the coast and I was washed up on the shore."
"What does that mean?" Lunadi asked.
"Those who come to the gates of Lang'atu," Helvalas began, "have all
suffered the sickness.

They collapse, are healed by the healers, and go on to live

happy lives in the town of perfection.

I am the only person for whom this was not

true. To me Lang'atu was a place of poverty, horror and lies. But they called me—
the one who was not sick—a lunatic, a dangerous one. They locked me away to keep
me from infecting the healthy."
"You mean," Lunadi said, "Lang'atu is not a land of perfection?"
"Ahh," Helvalas said. "You must have only suffered the sickness mildly. The
answer to that question depends on your perspective. Do you see yourself as dressed in
riches or in rags? As eating fine foods or worm meal? Please, renew your light and tell
me what you see."
The light sprang up in Metameo's hands again and the two of them gasped.
They were dressed not in the black clothes they had worn minutes ago, but in rags
similar to those worn by Helvalas. Their bodies were covered in sores and grime and
their feet and hands were torn and blistered.
"What has happened to us?"
Helvalas laughed. "My presence often has that effect on people. Around me
people have trouble seeing themselves as they wish in Lang'atu. They see themselves as
they really are."
"You mean, we have been in rags these past two years?" Metameo asked.
"Yes," Helvalas said. "I am afraid it is all an illusion."
"What is to be done?" Lunadi asked. "If all this is an illusion, how can we
stay?
"But what if this is all some trick of Helvalas's design?" Metameo asked,
crossing his arms.
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"Very good questions," Helvalas said. "But tell me this, which is more
likely: that Lang'atu is perfect and therefore I, who seem a prisoner and in pain am
really completely happy though I do not know it, or that Lang'atu is imperfect and
all those who suffered from the sickness have been deceived?"
"I don't know," Lunadi asked.
"Neither do I," Metameo said.
"There is one test," Helvalas said. "Speak to your friends. See if you can find
one who has not come to Lang'atu from over the Illwind Mountains. If there is even
one, then I speak falsely and you should go back to your lives.

If you can find none,

then I am right and you must take me with you when you flee this place."
"We will take your challenge," Lunadi said looking at Metameo. He nodded.
"But you must not leave without us. We will return soon."
They said good-bye to Helvalas and left the tiny cell, placing the locks so they
seemed to be barring the door.
"It all seems so strange," Metameo said. "I know in my heart that Helvalas
cannot be happy, yet I worry that his 'revealing' was a deception, rather than what it
claimed."
"Yes," Lunadi said. "But what if he is right and somehow the Illwind sickness
makes us see all this, or worse yet, something the healers used on us make us see all
this?"
"Very strange thought," Metameo said. "We must be discreet when we begin
our questions."
"Yes, I will begin tomorrow with Shilvea. We must work quickly," Lunadi said.
Over the next three days, Lunadi and Metameo spoke often to friends and
acquaintances, including some of whom they saw only at the Festivals. At the end of
those days, Lunadi was certain.
"Metameo," she said urgently. It was late evening and they had just come from
speaking to the last of their friends. "I am certain that he is right. Not one of those we
have asked came from anywhere but over the mountains. All said they suffered from the
Illwind sickness and collapsed at the feet of the guards—exactly what happened to us.
Helvalas must be right."
"Lunadi," he said. "I am not so sure. I still wonder if Helvalas is deceiving us."
"Metameo, I understand," she said tenderly. "But tell me this, if Helvalas is
wrong, and this is the place of perfection, why would he be in that prison? If Helvalas is
deceiving us, then at the very least this place is much less perfect than it seems."
"You are right," Metameo said, hanging his head. "I just do not want to believe
it. We must act now, before our resolve weakens. Tonight, before we can think twice
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about the splendor and perfection of this place, we must return to Helvalas and flee
Lang'atu. Truly this place must be some sort of horrible hell beyond imagination if to
endure it we must hold on to fantasy above reality."
Lunadi smiled and embraced Metameo. "Come," she said.

Bring the poker

and a torch, that is all we shall need."
Metameo lifted the poker, and dressed in black, the two quietly slipped back
to Helvalas's cell.
"Helvalas," Lunadi called out when they reached the inner room.
"I knew you would return," he said, pushing aside the door. In the pale light of
their torch, they saw that he had gathered a small bundle and had thrown on more of
his rags. "Have you found things as I said?"
"Yes, Helvalas," Lunadi said. "All citizens of Lang'atu that we have spoken
to came over the mountains and suffered the Illwind sickness. Your story is the only
one that makes sense of it all."
"Good," Helvalas said. "I have been imprisoned for thirty years, and in that
time, you are the first who have believed me. The others scoffed and left, and I never
saw them again. I suppose even now they are living their perfect deceived lives in
Lang'atu. Come, we must go now. Before the night is out, we must be far from this
cursed place."
They left the prison, carefully replacing the locks to seem as undamaged as
possible. Lunadi was excited. They were finally leaving. She had suspected from the
beginning that this place was not all that it seemed but she could never prove it. Now,
she understood why.
They rounded the corner of the alley and kept to the back of the buildings,
staying hidden in the shadow.
"We must go to the Festival Field," Helvalas said. "There we can escape the
city.
The three quietly made their way south and east through the city, staying to the
quieter streets and keeping far from the light. Then, as they rounded the corner of the
wall that opened up to the Festival Field, Lunadi gave a gasp. There, in front of them
and flanked by six guards, stood Hirem.
"Come my friends," Hirem said, his voice calm and soothing. "Why would
you want to leave Lang'atu? What is there to live for if even transcendence is not good
enough? Is there something that your years here have lacked? Surely not. Please, I
know that you are under the deception of Helvalas, I do not blame you for your ac
tions."
Lunadi looked at Metameo. His face was drawn and she could tell that doubts
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were assailing him.
"Hirem, you speak well," Lunadi said. Hirem smiled. "We will stay in
Lang'atu, on one condition."
"What might that be, my dear?"
"You must explain to us why there should be a man like Helvalas in a place of
perfection," Lunadi said, her voice soft with a hint of steel.
"Of course," Hirem said, the muscles of his face flickering with the briefest
instance of annoyance. "Helvalas is here because he must be.
"It seems now that you are not revealing all you know," Lunadi said.
Hirem's smile remained on his face, though the tone of his voice became slightly
harder. "It does not matter. No one leaves Lang'atu, I'm afraid, especially not
Helvalas."
"Why especially not Helvalas?" Lunadi asked.
Hirem grinned. "Because, he's the one that makes this all possible. You know
that everyone here, save for Helvalas, came over the Illwind Mountains and suffered the
sickness. But did you know that it is the magic that causes the Illwind sickness that
enables us to live in perfection here in Lang'atu? But, without an outsider, someone who
is not deluded, someone who really knows what chicken and cranberry rolls taste like
or fine dresses or silver necklaces look like, it all falls to pieces. So, you, Helvalas,
should know that we cannot let you leave."
"We must leave. This deception has gone on long enough," Helvalas said, his
jaw tightening.
"Ah, Helvalas," Hirem began again, after a pause. "You would have us return to
that time, many years ago, when we were only a band of delusional nomads, wandering
in a daze from one end of the coast to the next, each seeking our perfection in ignorance.
But then you came Helvalas. And somehow, somehow your presence brought focus to
our madness, paradise to our hell. But then, when you learned of our bliss, you would
have taken it away. You wanted to build a raft and sail back to your land, Helvalas. You
would have returned us to our homeless mania simply so you could see your miserable
land again. Don't you see, Lunadi? He hates us, that is why he wishes to leave. You
cannot allow him to destroy our Utopia, to end our peaceful and idyllic land.
Helvalas turned to them, a determined expression on his face. "You must
believe me. He tells you only a portion of the truth. He locked me away because I tried
to cure 'his' sad people of their sickness but I failed. Instead, they locked me away to be
the mind-slave, to focus their strange visions, to give clarity and structure to them.
And all the while, the fame of Lang'atu drew more people over the mountains, drew
more into the pit of the Illwind sickness. It must stop. I cannot allow myself to be
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part of drawing people to their dooms, simply so that Hirem can reign as king over a
grander, larger citizenry. That is his stake in this, don't you see. And now that I
have the chance to stop this mad game once more, I cannot pass it by."
Helvalas, as he had been speaking, gazed only at Lunadi and Metameo. As
his eyes were upon them, they knew that his words were true. Then as he finished,
he broke into a dead run. Lunadi and Metameo followed, sprinting desperately to
catch up to the surprisingly fast careworn man. Hirem howled and ordered the
guards to catch them. But Helvalas was too fast, sprinting between two guards and
knocking over another. Then, as the guards recovered, Metameo fell upon them,
raging like a bull. He charged full speed into two and they fell heavily to the earth.
Lunadi followed behind striking furiously at one as he swung his short sword at
Metameo. The blow missed its mark and then the couple was through the line of
angry guards, still racing toward the blank stone wall at the far side of the Festival
Field. There was no sign of Helvalas.
"What do we do when we reach the wall?" Metameo asked.
"Maybe Helvalas found a way through?" Lunadi said, hoping.
They were only ten feet away, with the guards and Hirem close behind, when
Helvalas appeared, sticking his head through a hole under the wall.
"Down here, quick," he said.
Lunadi went first, nearly diving into the scrabbled hole under the wall, pulled
quickly to the other side by Helvalas. Metameo dove and had nearly disappeared from
the sight of the guards when Hirem grabbed his feet and began to pull. Metameo gave a
yell and Lunadi and Helvalas began to pull him through the hole, against the pull of
Hirem.
"Let go you lying fool," Metameo said, screaming as he kicked his foot, landing
a blow on Hirem's jaw. The Council member staggered back and with a tug from his
wife and Helvalas, Metameo was through.
"Can't they follow us?" Lunadi asked.
"No, they cannot leave Lang'atu," Helvalas asked. "They would become like
us.
Lunadi was about to ask what he meant when she looked at Metameo. In place
of fine clothing, he now wore rags. She looked at herself and Metameo—they were in
rags.
"That is the curse of the sickness, that is why I named the city, Lang'atu,"
Helvalas said.
"You named the city?" Metameo asked.
"Yes. Just before Hirem threw me in prison, when I came to understand the
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nature of the people's lunacy, I asked if I could give the city a name. Then, I called
it Lang'atu, which means 'land of the curse' in the language of my land. It was a
cursed land for me, and now that I am gone, it shall be a cursed land for them. I do
not wish them tears, but I cannot endure imprisonment any longer."
"The illusion is over," Lunadi said, a twinge of sadness in her voice.

"What

now?
Metameo took Lunadi's hand, a soft smile forming on his face.
Helvalas smiled. "Now, perhaps some will overcome the sickness. Perhaps not.
But we shall travel to the south, to the sea. Then, with much work, we will build a boat
and sail to my land, the land of Jadarka."
"It's not perfect is it?" Metameo said.
"No," Helvalas said. "It's far from perfect, but it's real."

Sun-Sweet
katherine m. forbes

katherine m. torbes

poetry honorable mention

At
I once was a dancer,
but broke both my legs.
So I became a singer
And lost my voice.
I turned to painting
And was blinded
(Seeing only white).
Now I play guitar,
And even so
I feel my fingers growing
numb
And my ears ache.
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Maybe I'll become a cook...
Until I blindly
cut off my numb fingers
And I'll scream,
But there will be no sound
And me, with my lame legs,
will fall
(seeing only White)
despite the blood
all over...
And I'll think about
how I use to be a dancer...
And I'll think to myself,
at least I had that.

Well...
Well, my heart started choking itself
and my lungs had a seizure;
my stomach collapsed
and my legs filled with molten lead.
My brain filled with TV snow the
moment you said "hi."
I wanted to be witty and quick,
but I lost my saliva
and my tongue got into a deep
conversation with my lower teeth.
So, I tried to win you over
with my sweet, tender smile.
But, I'm not known for my
sweet, tender smiles.
I'm known for my "hellos,"
which I didn't say,
because you had already
passed me by.

katherine m. Torbes

Last night
I stood out in the rain
And was completely alone,
but didn't feel it.
After the rain,
I stayed for the lightning.
When it came I could see everything;
the pebbles in the street,
brown grass in the lawn,
the mosquito sucking on my toe . . .
But I wasn't looking at my toe
I was looking at the sky,
and here
in Mid-West suburbia
half the world is sky.
I found myself holding my breath
And thinking of every hymn
I learned in my Christian childhood.
Hymns, I think, are born of lightning.

caleb founds

how
i

smile
if i were to bid farewell and
carve another parallel
path into my history
that always ends with you and me
apart, how deadly
would be each breath.
how i miss you is
how i breathe
and how i promised i would never leave,
and how i miss you is
how i see.
: i ie stars seem to trickle
down their light have lost their twinkling
smile, and dry like leaves.
they wear cold masks
and nothing lasts while
i am here.
how i miss you is
how i turn
from cold bed to torch that burns
in quiet, secret flames
a shadow of a holy name,
how i miss you is
how i lie
awake hours spent alone and tied
to the mast the secret hope
that at last this dream will live.
but how i miss you is
how i smile
a quiet nocturnal smile
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curved of intrigue and denial,
how i miss you is
how i sing
a tune of gold notes deafening
to untrained ears yet
laid in gentle rings about my neck
and dancing in endless circles 'round my heart
as a firefly's shimmering jig springs light from dark.

what of this biting breeze
when cold and darkness steal
the song of the skeletal trees
drooping hands while no one thinks nor feels
and colour is drained into jars
when autumn breath cools summers
humid thought of joy in cloud,
that rain becoming december's
silent widow shroud,
will you remember august's painted stars?

jbu
caleb founds

bomb shell
"the bomb in the baby carriage was wired to the radio.'
too slow
everything moves
but goes nowhere into space
the time the motion are all designed
and never lived
days of miracle and wonder
long distance
no never close enough
regulated deep breathing
smog but happy smiling
always loyal
don't question if you're happy
don't question
9 to 5
and one weekend
quiet vacations and never too attached
watch the time tick by (happy)
clean and conformist
don't think too much
just buy the latest trend and smile
don't question if you're happy
don't question
what they tell you
good and clean (necessary) ignorance
fashionably uninformed
anesthetized and entertained smiling
the void smile of (the) happy
don't question.

caleb founds

test
,jed
we are all the test subjects
little white rats
pigs and needles
laughing got us fooled got us
you got us
there are bars but no drinks
all we do is sing
little oily songs little
brown bag consumers
laughing got us fooled got us
you got us
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smiley teeth and caffeine
brown stains little brown machine
walls and phonecalls are pinning
us in pinning us in like bugs
this is the part
this is the one
he's trouble.
laughing got us fooled got us
you got us

The
City
Noise, confusion, smog
people walking, big buildings
blank stares
I could just walk by
in the corner of my vision
a child, selling papers
a man with no shoes
I look, I'm caught
by every window, on every corner
children needing help
young, old, big small
closing my eyes, visions
inner city life a reality
how could I just walk by
a cup of cold water, a smile
a meal a blanket a bag of clothes
extras I have to spare, they
need desperately
bumped by the masses
I keep moving, deciding to just
walk by
blank stares
people walking, big buildings
noise, confusion, smog

lee ^ast

Interpersonal
Happenings
one to another
and so one with me
changing as the discourse continues
getting under the skin
coming back out
too quick, too far at once
others have no need
to back up
getting closer as the eve continues
then some never getting close
content to stay across the table
may as well be worlds
never going to get close even
if we continue
strange as it seems
close as we look
if you care to observe
you'd see me change
as one to another
and so one to me
our discourse continues.

The
Mummy
Under blistering sun in the heat of day
It skipped along beside the Nile
And raised its arms to curse or pray
And wagged its tongue in truth or guile.
And the sun beat down with its levied tax
On man and king and beast and land.
And it melted the wings of clay or wax
Leaving naught but a crust of cloth and sand,
A hollow chest in a skin of wood,
And arms in an awkward, passive pose.
Did they gather the lotus while they could?
Only the sun over Egypt knows.

robert macdonald ^Xray

Corn
and
Champagne
Happy birthday came late this year.
Where was the true friend with bottles of champagne?
You seem well, but you think that I forgot.
I didn't forget.
I didn't forget the bottles of champagne.
They line the walls of my head;
as empty remembrance of the cornfield birthday;
stalks of growth that I should have seen dying.
It was fall, and in all falls the corn dies.
But that fall it had life.
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Like when We sat and read "Godly" things.
And Lewis grabbed me off the shelf and knelt me down to pray.
Fall never turned into winter, or at least the corn didn't die.
It was cold, but more often it was
walking on beaches in January.
You had cold feet, but I couldn't tell.
As if the corn could get more ripe on Easter.
It did and found new life. Life that peaked like Pike's
and sat on top of castles in moonlit canyons.
You can't forget that Passion play in Colorado.
Like all corn, it must be husked.
You husked ours that summer.
There is usually something wonderful about summer corn in August,
but ours was old and had been hung to dry.
Then a bottle of empty champagne on 21.
Our corn was gone,
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and we watched as bottles emptied,
and birthdays seemed as deathdays in that early fall.
Now I forgot your 22nd.
I forgot the champagne.
Or maybe I just gave up farming for the ocean
and drinking for the Gospel.
I don't understand the ways of corn, and champagne is too expensive.

art honorable mention
My Portion
katherine m. forbes

vinnie manganello
a time to
weep
and a
time to
laugh

The
Doorway
Upon first glance from afar,
I wondered who you were.
When we first met,
I desired to find a way to be let in.
When we first spoke,
I envisioned a doorway.
When we laughed,
I saw the handle glistening brightly.
When we talked,
I saw the key as if it were magical.
As time passed,
The key was handed to me.
When we hugged,
I grasped the key tightly.
When we shared our past,
The key was placed in the lock.
When we shared our thoughts,
The key began to turn.
When we grasped hands,
The lock clicked with excitement.
When we spoke,
The handle hesitantly turned.
When we kissed,
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The door swung open.
When we looked into each other's eyes,
I saw another door.
As words were exchanged,
I wondered who you were.

Four Minutes
vinnie manganello

Divine
Love
I love you in the silence
I'm with you in the rain
In wake of all the violence
I love you still the same
I'm with you through twisted metal
Through all the blood and all the tears
When memories start to settle
Never to fade away with years
My love is never changing
My love is right before your eyes
When your life is rearranging
My love, it never dies
I love you in the secrets
That you never share
I love you even when you say you hate me
When you've given up on care
I'm with you through the shadow's darkness
And all your hidden scars
I'm with you in your naked starkness
My love shines like the stars
I love you in the graveyard
Where you mourn your lost
I love you when you fall hard
When you realize the cost
I love you in the echo's ringing
Lingering in your ear
I love you in the words you're singing
When you know that I am near
I love you with all that's within me
I'll love you to my last
I love you even when you can't see
My love is never past

aynes

Veiled
Hope
Crestfallen smile
Built upon years
Immersed in time
Standing still
Trapped in an instant
Vanished in the tale
Told to the ubiquitous
Uncaring souls
Thrust into the light
A heart is drying up
Opera plot
Frozen through
Consolidated memory
Replayed
Unseen by all but
The silence shrouded figure
Processing internal
Visions
Blurred of what?
Dogmatic vagueness
Kisses hard
While burning through shut eyes
A wish a change
Burnt away in acid rain
Tears of God
Stinging all the more
A wish of change in vain
For what will never come to pass

Stephen

n aynes

Forgotten
The angst of a heart that knows what it wants to say
Yet when the words come out they don't sound that way at all
We sit in wonder and fear till we feel that time has ended
Though time is just beginning or is it the end of the world? It's hard to tell
Anticipation is what makes this fun it's what makes souls come undone
Feeling things we've never felt and unable to explain because we do not know
Desolation of past adventures torn from the womb of hope is your heart
Seen the mistakes you have made and each time they are replayed and each time is worse
than before
In the night you feel so sure till you lay yourself to sleep
Sleep is so distant images make you smile; you're not quite sure by morning
Slow motion makes distances hard to tell but it's just as well when you're caught in it
all
Say the words that you planned even though they sound nothing the same now
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heather

n enning
#1

it's a little raw between us now;
the wind of distance
has chafed that tender place
that once connected us.
the weather is a little tearful here
and has been the past week
I hope something is shining
where you are.
meanwhile,
I'm battling windows and telephones
and a parade of persistent thoughts,
but i heard your voice
and it sounded too fine
so i must assume
something is definitely shining there,
and part of my insides at least
are glad it's not me.

heather

Menning

Psalm
57:1

I will build a treehouse high
that fits itself
just below the clouds
where angels sing
and you smile
where your wings of stability
hide us, broken ones
and hide I will
until I breathe the scent
of your white wings
and feathered in comfort
sheltered in peace
I am healed by each of these

__

in the refuge of your shadow
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until this all has passed
the aching need
the helplessness
the broken human panic
of disaster
I will hide up high under your hope.

dan lacobson

In
Remembrance
In modern auditoriums we meet and bow our heads
As we pass the sacred elements the holy wine and bread
For the sermon now is over and communion's on the list
So we hurry through the motions and dispense the Eucharist

Stale crackers for the body and some juice instead of wine
We make too efficient and leave liturgy behind.
We call the cupfuls holy as we drink and as we pray
Then we stack them by the hundreds and we throw them all away

After breaking bread we grab our things and hurry for the door
Without a second thought of what the ritual was for.
Or the importance it was meant to have to brothers in the blood
When we celebrate together God's great sacrifice of love

As disciples did the first time when they followed Christ himself
In a dusty upper room where he was meeting with the twelve.

There must have been some tension when he led them in the meal,
For several days would pass before the plan would be revealed
But gathered round the table the disciples broke the bread
Though they lacked an understanding that the Christ would soon be dead.

And with trembling hands they took the cup beneath the lantern's glow
And remembered each instruction so the future Church would know
That the immediate unfolding of the Father's greatest plan
Was represented by the bread that they were holding in their hands.

And only Christ had knowledge that his blood would soon be shed
Or that Satan would be conquered when he came back from the dead.
So they followed the instructions as they tried to understand
Incarnation's implications for the God who became man.
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Today we know the story of the sacrificial son
And it's time that we commemorate the work that he has done.
For the Spirit's always present but sometimes hard to see
When we water down the sacraments with bland efficiency
So let us stand beside our brothers from the past up to this day.
And vow we won't forget our debt that Christ was forced to pay.
With reverence let us break the bread so that the world will see
For he asked us all to do this "in remembrance of me."

Presence
natasha krochina

andrew peter 1 acques

It's 9:00
p.m. in
Ohio
And.
I watch my windshield
wipers wash a million raindrops from my windshield to the rhythm of a man with an
acoustic guitar singing his song loudly over and again while I desperately wish I had a
tune of my own to at least speak if not hum.
And.
I brush the blonde curls from my eyes dutifully and mark the passage of time by the
neon-green glow of road signs that read "Mayor Opal Lord " searching for something
tangible of hope and peace as I fight the sleep from my mind and my brow.
And.
The radio still plays and I m not sure I should think these thoughts and things so vividly
so that I cannot decide when the alarm I tried to avoid the evening before knowing I'd
awake like this in the morn' offended by the break of dawn is real or true or just another
one of the lies I tell myself so I can fall asleep in my bed at night.
And.
All I can think is Where's my desert and my sleep in the wilderness? " while the rain
washes away the yellow dotted line of the journey.

Emotional
Paradox
an emotional paradox,
a broken mind;
mindless thought.
It manifests itself in different ways,
yet one in the same,
over and over and over again
Towards the same mysterious end.
A poet's dream . . .
The composer's hell.
A crying out, that shout:
there is nothing to say,
there is no one to tell.
A defective mind
unable to tell its own secrets
it knows nothing of.
Mesmerized in a blank stare
a broken thought
once remembered, always reflected,
ripples in the waves of the defective mind
because there is nothing to say
there is no one to tell.
No symptoms,
No disease,
Only afflictions.
Beyond exhaustion,
beyond sleep,
A broken mind

Jones
goes round and round.
Unable to stop.
To stop marching to the beat
of a mysterious metronome ticking
Somewhere in the recess of that broken mind.
(I decide if we need to talk)
What an emotional paradox.

Silence
In the absence of sound,
comes absolute thought.
Absolute so powerful
yet it still results in nothing . . .
In the absence of sound,
is intense reflection of things
said, not said, or yet to be
said. So the silence swells and separates
over the mind; clawing its way into
the pores of a shattered soul
reuniting the fallen pieces of
the lost emotion.
only to scatter and divide,
Then rebuild over and
Over again.
In the absence of sound . . .

first place art

lesbras paint on corrugated tin
melinda horsey

cold
devon marie trevarrow

third place art

Shalom
havilah pauley

L'inacessibilite
melinda horsey

Man
Stephanie dekorne

sara weinraub
a time to
mourn and a
time to dance
I drove us to churchPulled sleepily to your driveway with wet hair at quarter to eight
Your subdivision looks different at this time of day, I think,
Driving through, you say the vinyl siding looks illuminated
Pulling up to the stoplight
Fresh tar comes up through my vents
"They even make these guys work on the Lord's day,"
You push your hair back with both hands and say,
"It looks like the sky is blushing."
The parking lot of Saint Michael s of the Holy Cross was gravel
And we scuffed our shoes up to the door
"Take my hand," I say as we walk into the sanctuary
There is my family, in the back pew, with the new baby
"When do they do it?" you ask. "Do they have a bathtub or something?
"No bathtub," I laugh—"Just a basin."
The liturgy began
We didn't know whether to respond with "amen" or "also with you"
"Let's go for a walk until the christening," you say
We slip out over the linoleum, then gravel, then to the cemetery across the street
The flowers on my dress look like blood against the grass
The cemetery had no mausoleums
Or sculptured busts of its inhabitants,
Just small headstones
Pearl Miller—1902
Paul Fuller—1867
Marie Bennett—1994
"We should never smoke again," you say.
"We're a breath away from infinity."

krista delores Kier

A
Boy's
Best
Friend
My past is ordered like the dark, musty cave of an attic with hangers and
boxes holding the priceless memories. Inside the silk lining of my memories lies the
present with the results of lessons learned, impacts made and innocence lost. The
attic is cluttered with my parents' attempts to keep me from having a scar on my
forehead after my bout with a glass table (the table won); my small, hotdog-shaped
dog, Sam, who ferociously bit a dog eight times his own size to save me from its
advances; my great-grandmother, Maw Maw, whose driving skills were horrid
enough to scare a child of age seven; crisp Saturday morning walks to 7-Eleven when
I helped my dad with the little kids to give Mom the chance to sleep late; my first
year of pointe and the tears I cried, that ceased with Mom's reassuring hug; the birth
of the baby of the family and he yelped like a puppy taken from its mother through
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the nights, days, weeks; and then the smell of cookies baking while the kids and
Mom had flour fights.

In the midst of this endearing clutter is my brother Rhett,

my assuring quiet through the uncertainties in life, my ever present, grinning little
brother. Somehow he always found ways to say the needed words by not even
uttering a sound. When I left for college eight months ago, Rhett's place in my
memory managed to take up a larger area in the attic as a result of three words he
communicated with his actions and said in his deep, Southern drawl.
In the attic there lies an old baseball hat with an "A" still faintly visible on its
front. The bill is tattered and ripped on the edges and broken-in by years of con
stant wear. The "A" was sewn on to the faded blue cap, but now pieces stray and the
white "A" is more brown or yellow.
August 27, 1997, arrived with the sun barely peeking its way over the tall
evergreens on the Blue Ridge Mountains to reach my bedroom window. A mist lay over
the mountains that I had woken up to for over fifteen years as I pulled myself from my
bed and stumbled, still wiping the sleep from my eyes on the way to the bathroom.
The sounds of my family waking were distant to my ears as I stepped into the
shower. As the hot water fell onto my shoulders, I felt the overwhelming sense of
misery, trepidation and fear. Today was the day I would leave the endearing comforts
of home, sweet Virginia, for the uncertainties and fear of college in corn-ridden
Indiana. My genius thought processes were broken into by the irritated and sleepy
voice of my baby brother, Josh, who accompanied his uncomprehendable words with
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knocks that clearly told me to hurry up my last shower in my bathroom, my home.
I stepped out of the shower ready to face the day with a never failing frown on my
face and an extremely bad attitude.
The sticky marks of tape that formerly held the cap to fit its owners head have
been replaced by what seems to be staples and a rusted safety pin, safe-keeping the
hat's size. The hat's original color screams navy blue in certain spots, but time has
changed spots to a white bleached color, the black of a tire tread from the car run
ning over it and a bright, stop sign red that could be lipstick or paint from a bed
room wall.
I walked down the staircase into the kitchen, intending to continue down the
stairs to Rhett's room when I was greeted by a memorable picture. Rhett was talking to
the one that understands him most, our dog Sundance. Sundance was lying on the floor
on his side in the sunlight that was shining through the bay window. His golden-red fur
was glistening because Dad had just finished washing him. His puppy grin took up his
entire face while his huge, brown eyes communicated adoration and his tail wagged
incessantly to the tune of Rhett's voice. RJiett was using Sundance as a life-size, onehundred-pound pillow to rest his hat head and at pauses in their conversation he would
reach up to scratch Sundance behind the ear. Hearing the words spoken and under
standing their language was not important, it was the entire scene which made my
frown disappear and a smile crawl onto my face. Rhett looked up a few minutes
after I entered the room from under the hat as if in answer to a question I had asked
with only my expression. He gave me a huge grin that looked strikingly similar to
Sundance's. The moment froze in time with my favorite companion Rhett and his
favorite companion Sundance, both smiling back at me.
The hat that became a piece of its owner not only shared in all his memories
but it took on his character. The hat cannot talk in any language but what a person
interprets from its appearance.
The sun had found its place in the blue sky by seven that morning and the
moment of departure was fast approaching. I had already said my good-bye to my
bedroom and in a romantic sense, my childhood. I had to face three good-byes.
Elizabeth my sister, Rhett, and Sundance could not travel with me to Indiana. The
whole family walked outside together, with Sundance whining to play fetch. We
were commenting on the beauty of the morning among other meaningless small talk,
as if somehow we could avoid the inevitable good-byes. Finally Dad looked at his
watch and announced for Rhett and Elizabeth to leave for school. Elizabeth began
to cry and we grabbed each other in a tight embrace while Rhett, hat covering his
face, kept his distance, petting Sundance. I could not figure out what he was
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thinking without seeing his eyes. Elizabeth let go and walked off to follow Rhett to
the car, wiping the tears from her face with the sleeve of her cheerleading uniform. It
slowly hit me that Rhett was not going to say good-bye. I remember walking after
and then breaking into a jog to catch up with him. I reached out and touched his
shoulder and realized it was shaking. He turned around at my touch and I saw what
a good friend his hat was, because it was hiding the tears that rolled down his face,
like silent streams of pain inexpressible with mere words. He dropped his bag and
gave me a fierce hug, enveloping my small frame. My tears were flowing as the
August breeze stirred in the Virginia evergreens just as Rhett's tears made my heart
stir with emotions.
The change of colors and the care taken to keep the hat alive and on his head
portray a dependable friend, one whose value was in companionship. The hat was a
participant in memory, always silent but always present.
My parents walked down the sidewalk in front of Olson Hall to the car that
would take them back to my home and I slowly turned to face my future in Olson Hall,
room 349. It was incredible to experience such a feeling of loneliness when surrounded
by such a number of people. The faces may as well have been blank because I just saw
faces, absent feeling, absent smiles and absent personalities. The voices were foreign,
thick with accents from the Midwest, the North and overseas. They all spoke English
but the accents were what made me lonely, isolated, and lost in a huge expanse of sky
that did not even have a hill in sight, much less a mountain . . . College. My personality
was buried in the depths of my own soul, unwilling to resurface for fear of mistakes. I
found myself wishing for Rhett's hat and the comforts it would surely bring. I entered
my small dorm room and breathed a sigh of relief that I had the room to myself for a
short time. No small talk, no forced smiles, just time to be alone when I was not in
another's presence. I happened to glance at my answering machine and its red light
blinked that there was a message. Only one. Did I dare hope? I tentatively pressed the
blue button that read "Play" and the sweetest sound reached my ears. The sound of
Rhett's voice, a deep, Southern Virginia drawl, that began with my family nickname:
"Heh, Kris. Just wanted to know how ya are. We miss ya'. Sundance is
lookin' for ya' an' he's pretty mad about ya' leavin'."
I smiled as he brought Sundance into my thoughts. Rhett then ended the
message with three words that still carry me through my rough days, not because of
how he said them or when he said them but simply because he was there to say
them.
"I love ya' Kris."
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Then there was a click.
The hat has no problem sitting on Rhett's head. This is home, on top of the boy,
now man,who lives life with few words but so much meaning. ... I guess sometimes
when the words "I love you" are not said so often they mean more than the moun
tains with their security and monstrous size. Three words from one seventeen-yearold boy made him, in the eyes of his older sister, a man. A man she always knew she
could count on, but now, with five hundred miles between them, one she knows so
much more about.

Afternoon Drive
noel randel
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Somewhere,
sometimes,
somehow...
Somewhere in a far-off moment. ..
rush hour experiences chaos with beauty,
flowers discourage amorous feeling,
quiet rivers stop movement for years.
We Are Stationary.
Sometimes on another atmosphere . . .
friendship is true to the person,
crayolas speak of the children they carry,
walls stand for their enjoyment.
You Are Solid.
Somehow under the dreams . . .
caution causes lacking concern,
grey hair represents youth,
fingers hold up the world.
I Am Immovable.
Somewhere, Sometime, Somehow.
Me, You and I
will rush with the flowers to
the quiet friendships we began with
crayolas on the walls of our existence.
caution will stand in
the grey areas and our
fingers will hold up
the
world.

Distanced
From the Game
Watching from a window, high from their contented space
morsels of conversation float my way,
"Ohh, nice" . . . "What?"
Simple. The word that enters my window.
A ponytail, jeans and sneakers
romping in the green, mud-filled
grass, overgrown with flower
seeds on stalks that fall
apart one-by-one as the
wind accompanies
them to a new space.
"Right there" . . . "This way."
Drawing me into the picture they have created they seem to
deliberately toss the disc far from the other.
Their game—an excuse to fight and
Then make amends.
Owning a space
with no boundaries but
where they will travel as one,
it continues past the fun
to a connection of
spirit to spirit
caught in the essence of a
helping hand.
"Come on, where were ya'?" . . . "Go long!"
Comprehension of the sentences, their simplicity,
catching, then throwing,
then leaping, then running and
then interacting.
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There are two beings and the
disc, but only complete
concentration between the two, the
disc is a third wheel, not for any real
reason, except it does not
fit the space as
they do.
"Oh, tricky!" . . . "I'm short!"
Laughter, and a simple game that causes it, but
the game would be empty
absent their presence and so
bonded by themselves, the light starts to fade.
Sky turns to navy
blue and fake, dirty yellow
bulbs replace the
ball of fire that made their
game easy to continue and
interest is lost as their
eyes have to strain to see
one another.
No "good-bye" . . . No "So long"
As they walk, connected by hand, by heart
and sight travels around their
space as they disappear
into the embrace of falling dusk.
Catching the eye, noticing the disc.
Floating,
Falling,
To the
Now
Black ground.
White shrouded in dark.
Unique?
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Left on accident?
Alone. Simple. Me.
Watching from a
window, high from a
space, sighing.

Harvest
shaun casbarro

amanda j^night

TFie
Until the summer Josh came to live with us, I had lived quietly, speaking when
spoken to, playing, doing chores on our small Illinois farm. We lived outside of town,
and I was an only child, so I learned at an early age how to play by myself. I made
friends with the other boys at school; we would play together during recess, but they
rarely followed me home. I had no Nintendo, no computer, not even a basketball court.
The other boys would be bored here. Our land was my playground. The old barn that
we never kept anything in anymore became my haunted mansion; the creek, lined with
trees, my river, with troops waiting to cross at my signal.
Josh came to live with us that summer after his brother was killed. Our fathers
had been friends since high school, (co-captains of the football team, my mother told
me) and they thought Josh would do better if he were away from "things" until school
started again. No one would tell me what "things" were.
Josh was a year and three months older than me, but five years bigger. He
looked like the kids that went to the high school. Mom kept saying that we would get
to be just like brothers. I wasn't excited. I enjoyed being alone, someone else would just
mess things up. We had a spare room upstairs. I suppose it was to have been a bed
room, so we cleared out all of the boxes and old quilts and books, and put in a bed. The
first three days he was here, Josh only came out to eat.
Mom told me that I should try to be nice to him. She told me to go in his
room and ask him to play Sorry with me. I told her that I had already asked him and
he said no. That is the first lie that I ever remember telling.
Not an hour later Josh was standing in the doorway to my bedroom.
"You didn't ask me."
"What?"
"You didn't ask me to play."
I wasn't sure how to reply to this. Josh came into my room and looked at
my toys, fingering the model planes hanging from the ceiling, picking up the stuffed
frog, Toady, that his father had given me when I was born. He put Toady back on
his perch. "You wanna go shoot some hoops?"
I didn't. "I don't have a—"
"Yeah you do. There's a ball in the garage. We can just throw it at the house."
Sure enough, he had found the dusty basketball my father had given me years
ago for my birthday. It needed air, but when you are lacking a hoop, a slightly flat ball
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is the least of your problems. Josh designated the broken piece of siding next to my
parents' bedroom window as the goal. He danced around me, shouted "One!" "Set up
defense!" "Guard your man!" When he threw the ball to me, I threw it at the mark,
and missed the house entirely. Josh laughed as he retrieved the ball. "Where'd you learn
to shoot like that?"
He tossed it up effortlessly, hitting the piece of siding, and catching it on its way
down. I didn't want to play anymore, so I just stood and watched as Josh blew past his
opponents, hitting the goal each time. When he finally threw the ball at me, I hurled it
at the house, and it banged against my parents' window. In seconds, my father was
outside.
"Michael! What in the hell are you doing?"
Josh stammered, "I-I'm sorry, Mr. Walker. I just—"
"It's all right son, Michael's always gotta be breaking something around here.
And Josh, you're family now. Call me Mike."
I spent the rest of the day playing in the barn by myself. When I came in for
dinner, Mom and Dad were sitting at the table, eating silently. Josh was making a
volcano out of his mashed potatoes. After we ate, Dad made Josh and I help him clean
out one of the grain bins. We didn't talk much, but worked quickly. It was dark soon,
and we went inside, Dad to his paper on the living room couch, and Josh and I to our
rooms.
Mom made us go to church the next morning. I complained that she never
made me go before, except on Easter and Christmas. She just shot me the "mom" look.
Josh hadn't brought any nice clothes, so he wore a pair of my pants that Mom hadn't
hemmed yet, and one of Dad's too small shirts. He didn't seem to know what to do
with himself, and I wondered if he had ever been to church before. I let him follow me
to the right classroom, and made sure all my actions were obvious enough that he could
catch on. Head down for prayer, stand up for songs. He caught on well, even lifted his
hand like Mom when they sang "Amazing Grace."
After the service, he stood by Mom as she talked to her church friends outside.
I wandered around the churchyard, humming, pretending not to listen. Old Mrs.
Gaskin was talking to them and she asked Mom if Josh was the one who "lost his
brother." He looked down as Mom nodded and mouthed the word "yes." I imagined
Josh looking for his brother, who was hiding behind a tree, ready to jump out and scare
him. I giggled, forgetting for a second what they meant by "lost." Then I realized that
Josh couldn't play with his brother like that anymore. He didn't have a brother any
more. He was an only kid like me. I wondered what it would have been like to have
had a brother. I decided that if it meant someone that made me play ball with him,
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then I didn't want one.
There was a church picnic in the park for lunch. We weren't going to go, but
Mom thought it would be good for Josh to play with some kids his own age. So she
called Dad from the parsonage, and we drove over. After we ate, the Sunday school kids
started up a game of baseball. Josh and I were the last ones picked. I left after the first
inning to go climb a tree. I don't think anyone noticed.
When it was time to leave, and we were getting in the car, some of the older
boys yelled out, "Great game, Josh!" "Yeah, we didn't think you had it in you!" "You
should pitch for the team this summer!" Mom asked him if he had had a good time,
and he just shook his head yes. I picked at a cut on my leg, wondering if it would
leave a scar.
I was laying in bed reading that night when Josh came into my room. His eyes
were red. "Did you watch me play today?" he asked.
"No, I don't like baseball."
"I do. I used to play with my brother all the time. He taught me how to pitch
like that."
"Are you on the team at home?"
"No, Mama won't let me play, says it will mess up my school. So David always
played with me when she wasn't home. But he's dead now. Did you know that David's
girlfriend killed him? He didn't even tell me he had a girlfriend. He didn't tell anyone.
But she, the girl, says she was his girlfriend and he was hurting her. So she killed
him. Mama and Dad don't think I know about what happened." He stopped
talking and picked up my stuffed frog again.
I don't think silence had ever bothered me before. I tried to think of some
thing to say.
"You wanna go frog hunting tomorrow night? One to hold the flashlight, and
one to use the net."
"Yeah, sure."
The next night was clear and warm. When we left the house, Mom yelled at us
not to go down to the creek since it was after dark. I assured her that we would just be
playing in the barn. It wasn't a complete lie. We were in the barn for as long as it took
to find a bucket and a net and Dad's old kerosene lantern. He never let me play with it
on my own, but I figured it would make frog hunting more fun. We could pretend we
were outlaws.
Once we got out to the creek, I gave Josh a quick lesson. "I'll hold the light. If
you shine it in their eyes, it paralyzes them. Then you get them with the net. You've
gotta be quick though. Especially with the big ones. They're smart."
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We walked for awhile without finding any. We were silent at first.
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couldn't even hear Josh's footsteps behind me. When I turned to look, he wasn't
there. "Josh!" I called, trying not to sound afraid. I had never been out here alone
at night. "Josh!" The trees hung low over me, whispering in the light breeze. I
started to walk back along the way we had come. I should have expected it, but
when he jumped out from behind a tree, I nearly screamed.
"Hey! That wasn't funny! I almost spilled the lantern!" The goofy smile on
his face got the best of me though, and I started laughing. He messed with my hair,
and soon we were rolling around in the mud laughing until we were both filthy.
Less than five minutes later, we found our first pair of frog eyes. I shone the
light at it, and motioned for Josh to get it, but he was too slow. He nearly fell in
after the big bullfrog. "You gotta be quicker than that! We won't catch anything if
you're that slow!"
"You weren't holding the lantern right. I couldn't see."
"I saw it just fine.

You're just slow!" I expected him to tease me back, but

he was quiet.
Soon, I spotted another one. It was down by the water, sitting on some
roots from a big old tree. I pointed it out, and moved into position. It sat there
frozen. Josh grabbed a branch, so he could lean out farther, and when he did, he
dropped the net, and scared the frog away.
"Geez, man!" How could he keep messing up like this? "You are so good at
your stupid ballgames, how come you can't do this?"
"Here, take your stupid net." He flung it at me and tried to grab the
lantern from my hand, knocking it to the ground. The flame went out, and I had to
fumble around in the dark to get it lit again. I handed it to him, and he walked
ahead.
Suddenly, he stopped. "Look!" He whispered. "There's a big one!" He got
it frozen in the light and I swung the net down over it before it even realized. As I
gathered it up, and dropped it in the bucket, it was the biggest bullfrog I had ever
seen! It's gigantic eyes stared at me as I marveled over it.
"Look at him! He's huge! Bet you've never seen one that big before!"
Josh turned away. "Yeah," he said. "He's big. So you got your frog. Let's
go back."
We walked back to the barn, and I sat down on a moldy bale of hay to play
with my catch. He didn't seem too afraid of me, but when Josh grabbed for him, he
tried to hop away. I had to hurry to catch him. "Be careful, you almost lost him!"
"I don't want to play with stupid frogs anyway. I'd rather play ball with my
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brother. He would never play with baby frogs." With that, he walked out and ran
to the house.
I played with my frog for a little longer before I found some wire mesh to
cover the bucket with, and followed Josh up to the house. He must have been in
bed when I got there, because his bedroom light was out. Dad came and tucked me
in and told me he was glad we were learning to play together.
Something woke me up that night. I don't remember hearing anything. I just
woke up. I looked out my bedroom window to the barn and saw that there was a light
on. Josh! I bet he was out there playing with my frog! I got dressed and ran out the
door, only pausing to make sure that the screen didn't slam and wake my parents up. I
got out there and saw Josh sitting on the ground, holding the struggling bullfrog. It
kicked its legs, trying to get free, but Josh just held it tighter, looking at its face. I could
see from where I stood how tight a hold he had on it.
"You're squeezing him too tight!" I thought he had known I was there, but this
startled him and he dropped the frog. It hopped behind a bale.
"You made me lose him!" The second before Josh tackled me, I noticed the
tears in his eyes. Then he was on me, pummeling me with his fists, crying. "Why
couldn't you have just let me keep him for awhile?"
I tried to fight him off, but was no match for him. When he had tired of
hitting me, he walked away, head down. I screamed after him, "I wish you would go
back home. I don't care if your brother's dead." Josh looked at me, and stopped crying.
He picked up the shovel that was propped against the doorframe, and swung it at my
head. I ducked in time, but his practiced swing instead caught the lantern sitting on the
post behind me. The flames grew almost immediately. I tried to beat them down, but
Josh's eyes grew wide and he ran into the darkness surrounding the house. I didn't see
him as I ran screaming for Dad.
"Dad! Dad, wake up! The barn's on fire!" It amazes me to this day how
quickly he was out there, dragging the hose, trying in vain to stop the fire. All I could
do was stand and watch. But the barn was old, and full of old hay and scrap wood, dry
fuel for the flames.
Later, when the sun had risen, and the fire department had reduced the barn to
smoldering ashes, he asked me what happened. I told him I had been playing, and
accidentally knocked over the lantern. The quick, fierce flash of anger in his eyes was the
only punishment I ever got.
Josh came in as Mom was fixing breakfast. No one questioned him. We ate
in silence. It rained the next two days, and we stayed quietly in our separate rooms.
Dad and Mom had a lot of paperwork to fill out because of the fire, so they left us
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alone. The day the sun finally came out, a car came for Josh. I didn't go outside, to
see him go, but watched from my window as the car drove off. I never said goodbye
to him, never talked to him since, though at age eleven, he was my best friend, and
the only person I have ever lied for.

Inertia
Turn the corner & you hit the gas
speeding down this road so fast that I can barely
lift my head from the seat back.
Centuries earlier,
Newton told us that bodies at rest
tend to stay still.
Later, that bodies in motion
are hard to stop.
And now that this has been
set in motion,
what if we should stop?
Will the inertia of this kill us,
as it is driving me now?
Will it shatter one of us, leave one
broken and spent body back on the highway?
Took years to overcome what held me back.
First kiss, delayed till the thousandth night.
Perhaps now the wheels spin faster,
But touching your hand, still, something melts inside my brain.
On this Sunday afternoon country drive,
I have waited so long to get where we are.
And I ask, where to now?
Don't slow down.
Take this turn at 80,
but don't slow down.
Bodies in motion.
Hard to stop.

amanda Knight

To
Be
Called
Oh to be called by my Lord Jesus,
To stand at the break of my morning
And be stirred by a wind
That I know by no name
Other than
Spirit,
Mighty Spirit,
Mighty Power,
Which calls to me in the morning of my day,
Defines my day,
Gives the path of my journey
With the one I know by no name
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Other than
Father,
Abba Father,
Who called me to him in the early days of my life,
Pulling me close,
Leading by his voice through all the mornings
Of all the days
Of my life
Until the last,
When at the break of my morning,
He calls me home.

Reconstruction
Death
Is such a cold lonely thing.
Wrecking ball against
My already frail walls
Which crumble
And shatterNever, I thought, to be rebuilt.
Pictures of what had been
And could be
Make no sense at all.
Everything is blurring into
One immense and horrifying storm cloud
Of memory
Which frightens me most of all.
And now this guilt is
Curling like smoke
From beneath wreckageCreeping stealthily
Up behind me.
Guilt that I could maybe
Be leaving you behind so soon,
Rebuilding so soon
When I said that I would dedicate this place
Only to you.
Now this beautiful thing
Is rising up
Brick by brick
Stone by stone
Suffocating you
And eradicating the wreckage.
Maybe I can love you better
Like this.
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The Art
of
Autumn
The campus was silent. Practically everyone was at the Dartmouth football
game, but I remained alone in my room, studying Latin in the glow of a single yellow
lamp above my desk. After awhile I closed the book and determined to finish a
mediocre still life I had been working on for Watercolor. I searched blankly for
inspiration. Outside my window, dusk was fading into night. Rain fell softly and
autumn leaves covered the silver pavement. It had been over a year since I began to
dread the coming of fall, the time of change. It begins with summer's warmth and
splendor, which merges into the frigid harshness of winter. This season carried a
bitter reminder that winter was soon to come.
For years my mother, brother and I summered at a small house on Lake
Champlain in northern Vermont. Our father was always too busy to accompany us, so
he remained with the business in New York as we spent our days sailing and fishing on
the lake. It was wonderful for all of us to be away from our father. Mom especially
seemed happy and lighthearted in the summer. It was a place where there were no
worries; there was never any crying or fighting.

However, as the leaves began to change

in mid-August, our spirits became melancholy, for each of us knew that it was soon time
to return to the city. The first day back was always the hardest: Dad would arrive home
from work, pour himself a brandy, tell us it was fantastic to have us home, and then
spend the rest of the night doing paperwork at his desk, as if we had never gone.
Two weeks before we went home last year, Mom and Dad had a violent argu
ment over the telephone. My older brother Reide, and I sat on the dock behind the
house listening to the marriage of our parents continue to fall apart.
"I don't see why they don't just get divorced. All Dad ever does is drink and
work. Sometimes I don't think we matter to him. He hasn't even visited once this
summer. That's even unusual for Dad," I told Reide.
"I know dad can be a jerk, but I think he loves us. We're his family, Madeline.
Things were different when we were younger. Dad didn't drink so much. He and Mom
didn't argue all the time. Maybe things will get better. Just don't worry about that now.
You're coming to college with me in a couple weeks. We have each other," said Reide.
Cold fall weather persisted earlier than usual and we decided to head home
sooner than planned.
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"Dad's going to be pretty surprised when he sees us," I commented as we
drove back to New York.
"Don't be sarcastic, honey," said Mom. "Even though your father and I have
been having problems lately, he'll be thrilled to see his children."
It was late at night when we reached our apartment in Central Park West. We
rang the bell and momentarily dad opened the door, shirt unbuttoned and a glass of
scotch in hand.
"I wasn't expecting you so soon," he exclaimed, as a tall brunette woman
approached the door in her bathrobe.
"Who is it Frank?" she asked.
Sitting by myself in my room, I couldn't get my mind off of autumn and the
awful change that occurred simultaneously with its onset last year. Our family, however
miserable its existence, had been transformed forever. Reide and I had had minimal
contact with Dad since the marriage ended after his affair. Our mother, in an effort to
restore some harmony between us, had asked us if we would spend the holiday with our
father. We agreed to do so for her sake; we couldn't bear to see our mother hurt even
more deeply. I shuddered to think that in one week Reide and I would drive home to
spend Thanksgiving with our father and Christine, his new wife.
I tried to paint, but it was impossible to find inspiration, to create something
beautiful, when I was so bitter. I finally went to bed, nervous and angry that I would
soon have to face my father again.
As Reide and I drove through the New Hampshire countryside on our trip
home, tears began to cloud my vision. I started to cry softly and Reide gently took my
hand.
"It's okay, Mad," he whispered, "it's not our fault any of this happened."
"It still hurts. I don't know if I'll even be able to look at Dad," I said.
"I know. I don't know if the pain will ever go away, but I think it's best if we try
to reconcile with Dad and attempt to tolerate Christine," he replied.
"We'll see. Maybe I can forgive Dad someday, but I'll always despise her." I
answered smugly.
"I'm not saying I like Christine either, but you can't blame everything that's
happened on her," said Reide. "There were problems well before Dad started seeing
her. Dad doesn't drink anymore, that's one good thing that's come out of this."
"Dad will quit drinking for her, but he would never think of doing it for us.
You feel good about that, Reide? I'm not going to let him hurt us anymore."
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Thanksgiving dinner with my father and his new wife was awkward. Dad
and Reide made small talk about sports and the weather and I sat quietly poking at
my food.
"Your father tells me you're an art major, Madeline," spoke Christine. "Do you
have a favorite artist, dear?"
"Degas," I responded flatly.
"So you're an admirer of the Impressionist Period?" she questioned with a
smile.
"I suppose so," I said, rolling my eyes.
"You know, a friend of mine works at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. He
might be able to get me some tickets to the van Gogh exhibit if you'd like to go," she
offered.
"Thanks, but I don't think I have time before I go back to school."
"Alright," said Christine.
I stared at the beautiful woman who smiled sweetly at me from across the table.

How can she ruin my parents' marriage and pretend Like nothing happened? No, it's not just
her fault—she's not the only one to blame.
The next day, I found two tickets to the Metropolitan on my bed. Later that
afternoon Dad knocked on my door.
"May I come in?" he asked.
"I guess, Dad. It's your house."
"Christine mentioned that she got you some tickets to that exhibit. It doesn't
look like you're doing anything right now. I'd like to take you if you're willing to go with
me.

»

"Fine," I said.
In the car Dad turned the radio on low and we sat in silence on the way to
Manhattan. Finally, he began to speak to me in a quiet voice.
"Madeline, for the last year now I've been wanting to tell you something.'
"What Dad? There's a lot I want to hear from you," I responded.
"I know I haven't been a good father to you," he said.
"For the past few years you've never been there when I needed you. Something
else always came before us. I can't understand. Drinking or working was always more
important than your own wife and children. And then you went and had an affair when
we were away for the summer."
Dad tightened his hands on the steering wheel and let out a quiet sigh.
"I know those times were unbelievably hard for you to endure. When your
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mother and I divorced I thought I had lost respect from you and your brother
forever. I should have never cheated on your mother, or on my family," he replied.
Then why did you do it? If you hadn't cheated maybe you and Mom
would still be together."
'What s done is done,' my father said. "We would've divorced whether I had
an affair or not, but that's no excuse for my infidelity. I've made some changes in my life
since then; Christine helped me open my eyes to a lot of things."
"You should've opened them before your life had completely fallen apart. You're
lucky I'm even here. This isn't easy, listening to you justifying the mistakes you've made
and trying to clear your conscience. I don't understand what you're saying."
"Madeline, I can't do anything to change what's happened in the past. All I can
say is that I'm sorry. I also want you to know that I love you."
"Thanks Dad," I muttered. I began to open the car door but stopped. I
thought about the words my father had just spoken with surprise. Dad had never
apologized to me before. I thought of him, sitting in the car next to me, his face a
picture of sadness and regret. I could tell he was broken and remorseful and I wanted to
let him know that I appreciated his words, even though I wasn't ready to accept them.
Dad and I walked through the museum without speaking, halfheartedly
looking at the paintings and reading their descriptions. Beneath one was a quote by van
Gogh that said "The more I think about it, the more I realize there is nothing more
artistic than to love others."
I understood what I needed to do. How could I strive to be an artist if I was
unable to make peace with my own father? Despite all of the ways he had failed, I knew
that I still cared about Dad. The greatest form of love is forgiveness.
As we left the museum, a light snow began to fall in the early evening light.
As Dad and I made our way back to the car, I began to speak.
"Dad, it's hard for me to say this, but I want things between us to get better."
My father lightly put his arm around me as we crossed the street.
"I know it's not easy for you to tell me that. 'I'm sorry' and 'I forgive you
are the hardest things in the world to say. Do you know what it felt like to apologize
to your mother?"
"When? I didn't know you cleared up the past with Mom.
"We talked a few weeks ago. Of course, our relationship will never fully be
restored, but we rectified a lot. Resolving things with her was humbling and painful, yet
wonderful at the same time."
I looked up at him. "I'm glad you and she had the chance to talk about what
happened. That makes me feel better. What did you say?
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"I asked her to forgive me for being a workaholic, for drinking too much, for
cheating on her. I told her that I still love her. She's the mother of my children."
I knew the bitterness I had toward my father would remain for a long time,
but I needed to accept his apology. Even though unfortunate circumstances had
brought about the change in Dad, he had changed just the same.
"Dad, you said you're sorry and I want to forgive you," I said, knowing that I'd
never be able to fully understand why things had happened the way they did, but
instead I must accept my father for who he was, despite the mistakes he had made.
"Madeline, the exchange of those two statements doesn't instantly solve
problems or take away the hurt of the situation, it just tells a person that the
relationship's still there, that there's hope," my father responded. "I think
apologizing and forgiving is just another way of saying 'I love you. "

Life is filled with disappointment and confusion, yet in the midst of change and
imperfection there is beauty. This is where we are called to love, for love is the great beauti
fies of life.
As autumn merges into winter there is a simple promise: spring is near.
A gust of wind sent the last red leaves from a maple tree swirling around our
feet as snow fell softly in the glow of evening.
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Probity
LimitedA Division of
the Dupe
Corporation
Josh Maggard
President
Mr. Billy Claybrook
236 W Reade Ave; WH 143
Upland, IN 46989

Dear Mr. Claybrook,
Their faces are all around you. Sad, withdrawn, hungry . . . hopeless. Alien and
abandoned in a cruel and unfriendly world, these sad souls wander about, trying to
scrape together a living. The depression rate is high and the options are bleak—where.
Mr. Claybrook. can they find any hope?
Who are these lost and abandoned souls? Who are these poverty-stricken, gaunt and
helpless wanderers? They are the college student, and their world is a harsh and un
friendly one. With imposing deadlines, crushing academia, violently whirring social
lives, and insomnia, one could easily conclude that college students are a lost cause. It
would be easy to assume that they are beyond hope in a pale and unfriendly world.
But this isn't true1. Mr. Claybrook, did you know that the Revolutionary War would
never have been won if determined and dedicated people hadn't gotten involved? That
we would have no electricity, airplanes, or speedboats, if ambitious inventors hadnt
created them? The college student is not a lost cause, Mr. Claybrook, and it is within
your power to save them.
Probity Limited is a for-profit organization that I created in 1999 in order to make a
difference and send a message. Through establishing a list of contacts throughout the
continental United States, I have been able to develop a network of caring individuals,
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sending money and support to college students nationwide. Through the system of
sponsorship, you are able to select a college student who fits within your expecta
tions, and become actively involved in his life. For a monthly gift of $100, and
through our careful budgeting, you will provide for that student in ways he has only
dreamed about before:
• 25% of your gift goes toward social activities, such as dating and bowling
• 15% of your gift provides your student with needed snacks: soda and popcorn
• 30% of your gift supplies educational tools (Cliff's Notes and term papers)
• 10% of your gift pays for auditory and visual stimulation—any music and
video clubs the student may choose
• 20% of your gift provides the student with Abercrombie and Fitch clothing
Something you may be worried about is whether this money will actually bring your
college student satisfaction...you may have heard the truism "money can't buy happi
ness." Well, Mr. Claybrook, in our independent survey of random college students,
100% passionately claimed they enjoyed having money and disliked not having money.
In our extensive testing and research—and from personal experience —our panel has
conclusively decided that Probity Limited can positively affect the bank balances of
students nationwide. The facts are clear and the solution is simple; by providing for
college students, you are investing in America's future.
If you could see the looks on their faces, as I have, when they realize that due to involve
ment of concerned parties such as yourself, they can spend that extra $40 on video
games, you would understand the depth of iov that giving can bring. Won't you con
sider sponsorship? I have enclosed a selection sheet; please look over the extensive
options we offer for each student-sponsor pair. Your heart will be gladdened at the
exultation you can bring to students' lives; quite simply, you will make the world a
better place.
Remember the story of the gaunt and hopeless souls I shared at the beginning? Due to
our intense involvement, those lost children have become self-satisfied and committed
young adults, dedicated to using their money in the best possible way. They have hope
now, and money, and the future is a warm and inviting place. They desire to grow, to
serve, and to have fun doing it, for they have been given a great gift.
Warm Regards,
Josh Maggard
President
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Itemized
J , Checklist
(continued from previous page)
1. Yes! I want to support a College Student. I would like to send a monthly check to
Probity Limited for:

• $100
• $200
• $400
HI Other
2. I would prefer a:
I I Party-Hearty (Guy)
I I Miss Social (Girl)
3.

I would like to pay for additional services for my student:
• Money Managing Seminar ($200 one-time fee)
I I Social Skills Study ($300 flat-rate)
• Personal Cleanliness "Workshop ($30 monthly)
I I Style Guide (price has not yet been determined)

4.

I expect my student to:
• Contact me monthly with updates on dating and social life (discretion is
advised)
• Provide insight onto the "college scene" (discretion is advised)
• Visit for a home-cooked dinner (recommended no more than once a semester)
• Other (please be creative—but don't be too demanding—these are busy
students!)

Please return in the postage paid envelope,
and we can begin your journey together!

I. JYJartin

Part 1
I don't call guys.
Even on the night before I left; for school, I refused to call.
"you mean that you would leave town and possibly never see me again rather
than pick up the telephone?" my friend instant-messages me on the computer.
I silently glance at a map, tracing the 450 miles between home and college and
think, This was a test. You should have called me.
"that's insane," he writes after waiting a few moments for my reply.
Still, I don't call.
Conversation flows on, then, "you still haven't called me."
"you could call me," I respond, "how's work going?"
"it's too late at night," he answers, "i don't want to wake your folks."
He has a point, I think, "you had all day . . ." is what I write. Our discussion
turns to other topics.
I never call.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Puzzle pieces swirl before my eyes. A thousand fragments scattered over a linen
tablecloth. One thousand individuals to fit together. Segments of blue, gold, brown. Is
this a keyhole of sky or an eddy of water? Little bits of mysteries around me, waiting to
be mated.
A fingernail. With bricks for a house and the masthead of a boat, its severed
hand lies hidden, turned on its face on the white cloth. Liberated from the box, all are
jumbled and confused.
All are still.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Tinted lithographs—a redhead in a sinking skiff or a couple leaning against a
picket fence—separate pages describing a distant time. Now resting dusty on a shelf, this
book molded who I am. A gift from my Grandma on my eighth birthday, Anne's
well-worn pages taught me more than just a flamboyant vocabulary. Wandering
between its covers, I learned to be spunky, feisty, think and talk, but I also absorbed
another message: "good girls" wait to be approached.
I still wait.
*

*

*

*

*

*

On the floor, the box top gazes up at me. Perfect. Whole. An image of what
the mess soon will be. Proof that the kaleidoscope of colors and portions of a person
create a single, united being—something after which to strive. I begin.
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*

*

*

*

*

*

Another girl at my school is engaged. Squealing, her friends surround her to
admire the ring—a diamond that has been solitary and hidden for years, finally cut,
polished and encircled by a perfect golden band.
Over the blond head of one of the girls, she sees her fiance. With a con
tented smile, she moves out of the mass. He puts his arm around her as they walk
away. Years of refining and waiting at an end.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Start with the edges.
They are easy to find at first: look for the pieces that cut a definitive figure on
the white expanse. Smooth and recognizable, the pieces lie on top, eager to be found.
They are easy to match: along the edge, a tree only takes up five pieces, a house needs no
more than seven.
After a time, though the circumference is not completed, they emerge less
frequently. Now they hide with their comrades. Finding them takes searching; sifting
through the pile; turning the pieces face-up. More parts of the tree, house, and person.
Is it easier to sort them out now rather than waiting until the edges are completed?
Slowly, a stack of leaves and bricks heaps up.
*

*

*

*

*

*

I'm surrounded by books. My computer whirs continually in the corner of my
dorm room. Hours of study await me tonight. Philosophy, literature, and Bible.
Research on the lives of Sarah, Rachel and Ruth—women worthy of pursuit and study.
Could these women live today? What would they say to the people I talk to? Grabbing
my Bible and nearest commentary, I start on one of the passages. Six hours later I shut
down my computer and roll onto the bed beside me. I've found more questions.
*

*

*

*

*

*

The edges complete, neat piles of skin, building, and nature wait in the newly
delineated center. Just beyond the border, the box top leans against a vase full of flowers:
a model for the hours to come.
*

*

*

*

*

*

A few weeks into school. I get an email from my friend entitled new contact
info.
"i have a new phone number," he writes, "after next Wednesday, it'll be my only
phone, you'll have no trouble getting in touch with me now."
Should I call?
For a second I pause, then reach for the phone.
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Nighthawks
I flick my ticket for the 11:10 train on the counter along with a nickel for a cup
of gritty coffee. The soda jerk slides a partially-filled yellowed mug along the glossy
counter while reaching under the well-oiled top for the cream and sugar.
"No thanks," I say. "Tonight I need it black."
The kid nods and sorta smiles. Looks like he's having a black coffee night as
well. I check my watch. After ten, no wonder he's miserable. Probably had a full day of
school before clocking in. I smile back and put down an extra nickel as a tip out of
sympathy. Julia would scold me for being so extravagant, especially for a cup of ill-made
coffee. She'd say that she'd hope a few years of her coffee would have taught me the
value of a well-made cup. Oh well, she'll be scolding me anyway by the time I get in
tonight; the food'll be cold and the boys in bed. Besides, this kid needs a kind-hearted
stranger almost as much as he needs the cash. Of course, a nickel isn't much, but
anything more'd be utterly ridiculous, and it's the thought that counts.
"Hey, you got somewhere to throw this?" I ask the kid, handing him the day's
newspaper. "Can't stand reading many more reports of the latest assault on German
soil."
Across the boulevard, a street lamp flickers out making the sheer brick walls of
the neighboring grocery stores fall closer together. Crazy how they call these narrow
pathways boulevards. When I was a kid, living on a "boulevard" meant that you had
trees and scenery . . . fancy shops and lots of space. Glad my boys are growing up in the
country. 'Course it makes for a longer day for me, but I'm a traveling salesman. I
would have long days even if I did live in the city. Especially since the bosses keep
expanding my territory. When you're the youngest guy in the company, you're given the
short straw. Told it's your duty. It's your own fault . . . well, at least it's the fault of
your knee that you're not at war with the rest of the boys. Being willing to travel is
your patriotic duty.
Gently I straighten my bum knee and readjust my stool so that I lean against
the bar. Threw it out during a college football game seven years ago. I wasn't playing.
I was impressing. You see, Julia was a cheerleader for the opposing team. I thought she
was cute—blond ponytail and a winning smile. So I decided to capture her attention by
hurdling the bleacher railing and landing at her feet as she and her gaggle of friends
wandered the perimeter of the field. Well, I hurdled and landed, just not as I expected.
At least I got a phone number out of it. Actually, she never lets me call it anything but a
blessing. Says no matter how much it pains me, it put us together and kept me out of
war.
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Not so sure I want to be out of the war, however. Not that I want to leave my
family to possibly die on foreign soil surrounded by people who don't really care, but
sometimes it gets so lonely here. Very few guys my age are left, and people stare as I walk
down the street. As if on cue the kid turns and looks at me. Maybe I should carry a
placard. "Attention," it would read, "I am not shirking my duty. 1 volunteered, but you
didn't want any problem knees running across German soil."
Why is that? Do they think that we can prove that our Scottish, Russian, and
Polish boys are as good as the washed-out Germans by only sending over the fittest. I
can just see the German sergeants: "Well, would you look at this. Another brownhaired corpse and this one's in as good of condition as the last! A real model of what
the human body is supposed to look like. Wonder what those Americans feed their
kids. Maybe we should get some for our pure-breeds."
A squeak of the door breaks my reverie. In walk an older man with a younger
woman—strawberry-blond hair over a red dress. Julia looked at a dress just like that in
the window of Macy's. Would've looked fabulous on her, but too expensive for my
salesman's wallet.
The man takes the girl's elbow and guides her around the counter's curve to two
stools on the other side. "Two coffees," is all he says. The girl starts to protest. He
glances at her and takes off his hat. "Two coffees," he repeats.
The girl sits down, trying to look majestic. She catches the eye of the boy and
smiles slowly, lop-sidedly, angling it carefully towards the kid but creating minimal
movement on the side facing the man. He just moves his hat to the counter and lightly
grasps her hand. Neither one of them looks at the other.
The girl's glance takes me in. She glances down at her mug and back up. A
quiet salute. As she raises her hand to study her nails, I look at the kid. Julia really
would look spectacular in that dress.
The man catches our eye contact, removes his hand and puts his hat back on.
He lights a cigarette. The girl glances at me over her nails.
"Need a refill, mister?" the boy asks me. "They're free."
"Yes, please," I reply as I reach in my pocket for another dime.
The boy uses the cup as an excuse to stare as I examine the napkin holder in
front of me.
"Do you have a restroom?" the girl asks.
"Yeah," the kid replies. "Straight back and to your right."
The girl gets up and walks around the counter. The boy hands me my cup as
she passes. A whiff of musky perfume and a flash of red. Her arm brushes my back. As
a reflex, I glance at the floor behind me just in time to see a flash of stocking-bound calf.
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She's wearing Julia's favorite color of nylons.
I glance at my watch. It's ten 'til eleven. Twenty minutes until my train leaves.
I down the last bit of my coffee, put down another nickel, and head for the door. The
kid smiles goodbye and begins to wash out the coffeepot. Across the boulevard, the light
flickers back on. I wonder if Julia's left supper warming in the oven. I've got to start
getting home earlier.
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The doorbell chimed through the shuttered house—a disruptive noise reverber
ating off wood floors and high ceilings, alerting spirits lurking in the dark halls to don
human forms, for the old mansion was believed to be the perfect haunt for elfin,
brownie, and sprite. Outside the forbidding oak door, two children shivered expectantly
in the cold wind. For the last three Halloweens, they had been building up to this visit,
and now they were poised on the edge of a great adventure awaiting them just over the
dusty threshold.
As a chill wind moaned past a corner of the house, Jenny dropped her candy bag
to wrap her gauzy princess cloak around her and gasped excitedly, "Even the wind is
spooky up here, Johnny." Her companion just gulped and nodded. Their goose
bumps were caused more by the pleasant tingling of fear than the clammy breeze,
though their costumes had not been designed to withstand the gusts of wind which
swept up the exposed hillside. Suddenly the door creaked open, gradually revealing
two faded blue eyes, a wrinkled forehead, a suspicious mouth, and finally the spare
frame of an old woman. She was dressed in a tattered black dress which appeared to
have been originally styled for a Victorian aristocrat. For a moment the children
stood frozen and stared at her strange appearance. During that brief second, Jenny
thought she heard the entrancing melody of panpipes through the open portal, but
with a snap of the hag's fingers, the music ceased. Then the door began gliding
shut, hiding the creased face once more. John quickly abandoned his candy, thrust
his foot against the door, and squeaked "Trick or treat."
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Jenny turned to glare at him. Surprised, the woman opened the door again to
consider this new sort of creature before her. "Be ye from before the great waters or
after?" she asked in a raspy voice.
"P.. .p.. .pardon me?" said Jenny.
"Be ye from before the waters or after them?"
"What waters?"
"Ah, be ye a daft one, then? No. Me thought not. Ye weren't wavery or
shimmery while in human form. Ye know, the common symptom of a shade who be
traveling a mite far from her mind. Oh, I can see you still don't understand. This here's
a test of your age, Nymph. Be ye from before the gteat flood which cloaked all this
green planet or after?"
"The flood? As in Noah's flood? Oh, much, much, much after," replied Jenny.
"Ye don't say. Rather overgrown for your age then, aren't ya?"
"Not really. Actually, for a ten-year-old, I'm considered rather small," said
Johnny.
"The creature says he's ten. Ten years are all ye have earned, yet ye be as big as a
gnome at full grown. What peculiar beings. Well, please come in so that I can study ya
better."
Glancing fearfully at his companion, Johnny slid over the threshold into the
musty hallway. Grabbing his hand just before he passed all the way into the house,
Jenny found herself within the confines of the structure. The parlor was devoid of
furniture except for one small stool next to a large brick fireplace. All the windows were
curtained with intricate laces of cobwebs which floated from the ornate window frame
to the floor.
Vaulted ceilings gulped the light from the sputtering candle the woman held in
her hand as she proceeded past the rickety staircase and into the back kitchen. Here the
children saw a large wood table with two disintegrating chairs standing before another
fireplace in which a large chicken crackled over the flames. Jenny's princess shoes clicked
demurely on the tiles as she crept towards the nearest seat. "Are ye one of the hoofed
ones then, Nymph?"
"What? Hoofed one? No. No, I don't have hooves. I wear shoes, but no
hooves."
"Oh, most of the airy ones don't like shoes. Fascinating that ye should have
chosen them."
"Have you lived here long?" asked Johnny.
"A bless upon ye, Fay, I cannot have been here long when the house is still in its
youth, can I?"
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"But this home is one of the oldest in our county. It's falling apart every
where. Besides, there's no way that you've lived here since it was built?"
"Soothe yourself, Fay. In the vast view of time, this house be naught so ancient.
Surely even an overgrown infant like ye can perceive that. And compared to me, why
this building is scarce more than a babe. Oh, I can see that you don't agree with that.
Well, how old do you think I be? Go on, guess. Don't ye worry, nymph, ye won't hurt
my feelings with your posturing."
The seated children exchanged worried glances over the wide table which
separated them. Gripping the seat, Jenny stammered out what seemed a reasonable
answer. "Eighty." A peal of laughter rippled from the woman's lips. What had she said?
She had never seen anyone as old as the woman looked, neither had she ever seen anyone
who was eighty, and so it had been a logical guess. She hoped that the lady was not
terribly insulted.
"Eighty! Mercy, Nymph, ye mustn't have been around long at all. No, I have
well over eighty years. Here's a clue. 1 be one from before the great waters."
Jenny and Johnny traded another look over the table. This was certainly
becoming a unique Halloween candy stop. Who would have thought that there was
actually an occupant in the old mansion, and that she would have been such fun?
Another one of the hag's questions interrupted their silent communication.
"How have ye managed to keep such an even grip on your human shape? I wouldn't
have expected two beings as young as yourselves to have such mastery of matter."
"Oh, we're stuck in this shape," said Jenny lightly.
"What must ye have done to deserve chastisement already? Ye must have been
two terribly mischievous haints to have merited that. How much longer be ye confined
to the matter state? Be it a long time before ye can once more make use of the shimmerr
"Oh," replied Jenny, "we probably have at least sixty or seventy years to go
before we lose our bodies."
"Downright evil sprites ye must have been! Well, no matter, I reckon that we
can keep adequate surveillance over all your actions within this house. Maybe if ye be
good enough we can get ye off with naught but twenty or thirty years. How does that
sound?"
"No, thank you," said Johnny. "I'm getting rather used to my earthbound state
and enjoying all the new experiences, but maybe one day I'll take you up on the offer."
"Just keep a mind that my offer stands as long as the house does; after it
crumbles, I don't know where I shall wander, so you had better find me before then."
Jenny was cheerfully echoing Johnny's earlier thank you when she once again
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heard the mysterious piping lilting down the stairwell or was it dancing around the
parlor. No, now the music was scampering through the hallway. How odd. Suddenly
Jenny jumped. The melody was playing sweetly in her ear, an intoxicating tune so soft
and sweet that it lulled her thoughts and urged her to do nothing more than to listen to
it the rest of her life. What was the ethereal instrument she heard whose strain was
now emanating from within her mind? Transfixed, she looked down towards the
dark grain of the table, her head bobbing slightly to the erratic beat, eyes glazed and
turned inward as though to catch a glimpse of the piper through her reverie.
"Oh no, too young she be for that, Pan. Ye had best lay off the pipes while she's
here lest she wander far from her mind and find herself lost deep within your music.
Once there, even you might not be able to find her. Leave my little Nymph alone and
play your lovely tune once she's gone."
Then, just as suddenly as it had come, the music dissipated in Jenny's mind and
she was left only with an impression of inexplicable beauty, the type of which she had
never heard before. Befuddled and disconsolate by her loss of even a clear memory of
the melody, she looked anxiously about the room like a dog searching for its dead
master. Clucking her tongue gently the woman moved lithely around the table to
place her arm around the girl's shoulders.
"What was that?" asked Jenny.
"Naught but a pleasant dream, dearie. And one ye had best forget. Now, how
about helping me by turning the chicken on the spit? Here's a hot pad for ye to hold
lest ye burn your pretty white hands. They are an attribute very important to lake
nymphs, which is what I take ye to be. That's right. Just like that."
Still a little disoriented, Jenny turned and began to rotate the fowl. As she
continued her unhappy search of the room, she happened to spy a set of gleaming
panpipes in the corner of the room. She hadn't noticed them in her previous perus
als of the room, but they captivated her now. She turned to ask her hostess if she
could perhaps have them. Suddenly the hag cleared her throat sharply. When Jenny
looked back over her shoulder, the pipes were gone. Wistfully she sighed and
devoted her full attention to the chicken.
Noticing her discontent, Johnny decided that the adventure had gone far
enough. They had entered the mysterious house and found out that the legendary
owner was not the Queen of Fairies but an eccentric, harmless old grandmother who
liked keeping the fantasies of the neighborhood children alive. Politely he began to
excuse himself. Following his lead, Jenny also arose and began to walk to the door. The
old woman followed behind them, filling the air with her reedy voice as she wished them
a good evening and reminded them of her offer to free them from the "matter state" as
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soon as they ever so desired. At the threshold, she gently pushed them back out into
the night air and slid the door shut. As the door closed, they heard one last goodbye
from the old hag, but spoken by a throat so melodious one would have expected it to
have emanated from the mouth of Venus or Persephone. Jenny spun around to see
who had spoken but saw only the thick oak door.
"Jenny," called Johnny from further down the sidewalk, "it really is time for my
dinner. Let's get going."
Reluctantly she joined him and they trudged back down the long hill.
Wait until we tell the other kids about our night!" he exclaimed. "They're all
going to be so jealous. And to think that we were scared of that nice old lady. How
could anyone believe she is anything more than a lonely spinster who wants to make life
fun for the neighborhood kids?"
Silently enduring his ramblings, Jenny glanced back towards the dark house.
From deep within its depths she thought she caught the faint wafting of panpipes
gleefully accompanying the songs of countless youthful souls.
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Little sister
sweet and
kind
Little sister sweet and kind
sitting alone at the top of the stairs
Wondering if they are really blind
or if anyone out there really cares
But little sister dear take heart
lift aloft your pretty head
One night more play your part
and think on happier days ahead
For I know why you sit and cry
I know why your covers tore
I know why your scars you hide
and I know why you lock your door
When daddy comes to say goodnight
Little sister young and pure
laughing as you hide the pain
Never feel sound and secure
sitting alone watching the rain
Praying that soon each night shall pass
and all your worries melt with day
Replying simply when I ask
"Nothings wrong, now go away."
But you can't hide those tears that fall
and new day's look of present cares
Each night I lay and hear you call
as his feet land upon the stairs
When daddy comes to say goodnight
Little sister cold and scared
waiting awake in the next room
Waiting for the first sound on the stair
wrapped in nighttime's gathering gloom
But far too long have I sat in silence
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and wondered often what I should do
Listening to the next room's violence
and in saving me, failing you
But fear no more my trembling child
say a prayer, sleep well tonight
The air is calm, the wind is mild
and I, myself, your battle shall fight
When daddy comes to say goodnight

Cameron Diaz
noel powell

She was
quite the
pretty lass
She was quite the pretty lass
that lies before me here
With features calm and striking
and a voice so pure and clear
And many days she'd wave to me
as I'd go walking by
Knowing all the while along
that I was in her eye;
That raven hair that now I touch
with hand outstretched bold
Those ruby lips that smiled at me
that now lie still and cold
The crystal eyes that sparkled when
'twas me she's thinking of
Lie still within the vision
of the one I couldn't love;
All the nights crying alone
over me she spent
I knew not of until the day
she to the river went
'Twas early morning close to dawn
when knocks came on my door
Telling me the tragedy
this angel lived no more;
So next to her this night I sit
and think how all things pass
And wonder how I could have missed
the longings of this lass
And this moment, were I no fool
enflamed by vanity
I could be leaning on her fence
and she'd be smiling at me

john J^^cconda

The
Optimist

To be read after "The Pessimist" by Adam Vincent

Skipping down the street
I learned a better way to walk when I stubbed my toe
I hopped and laughed, saying "Next time I'll go slow!"
Nothing gets my spirits low
I learned about trees when I bumped my head
On that low hanging branch.
I giggled and said
"That'll make my head tougher
When I get out of bed."
Now I must be so lucky
With my spirits so high
That oncoming truck is going to tell me
What happens after you die!

scott r. JYJ.cdermid

Simple
Words
speak softly, slowly, for the words tend to tear away too fast
the words get lost in a shuffle of phrases, of dying conversations
about the weather and the daily events of two lives
that are so interwoven they melt together in the heat
so speak softly, for I tend to ignore
tend to expect to hear those simple words
that should be so special, so rare, like pure gold
but I, in my ignorance and pride
treat them as cheap, throwaway words
that will always come again
simple words, simple sounds
deep meanings
I love you
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Rapunzel's
Lament
Sometimes I forget
That I hate it here,
And that's what scares me.

2:24 am
andrew peter jacques
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Pulling

Weeds

The late afternoon sun is warm on my back as the cucumber and zucchini
plants scratch at my bare ankles. I focus on the weeds in front of me but try as I might,
I cannot help but pull up some small carrot plants as I clear the weeds from my garden.
My lower back aches, and I sit back on my heels to see what I have done and what I
have yet to do.
I love this little garden with its few depressing rows of dead plants, few sadden
ing rows of dying plants, and few cherished rows of somewhat healthy plants. I've never
really tended a garden before. I remember when I was five, Mom sent me out with a
little red Tupperware container to pick tomatoes from vines that were taller than me. I
was too young then to help much with the hard labor of digging up the garden, but I
enjoyed it when Mom would send me to gather some veggies.
I slap a mosquito on my leg and realize that I need to get back to work because
it's getting late. As I begin pulling again, my mind wanders. I imagine myself, a little
girl, being instructed by my mother as we work side by side in the garden. I smile, and
then I realize that I am old enough now to have a little girl of my own.
A small thought seeps into my consciousness, and I realize it is a picture, a
momentary revelation of my inmost desires. I want to have a garden, and I want to
have a little girl to instruct. I imagine myself showing her the difference between a weed
and a tiny carrot sprout. I allow her to pull weeds, and I trust her to pull the right ones
as I work elsewhere in the garden. Minutes later, she comes up to me, face smiling,
hands and knees dirty, a proud gleam in her eye. She tells me that she is done, she has
pulled up all the weeds. We walk together to the row of carrots that I assigned to her,
and I see nothing but bare earth. Nowhere is there a hint of green vegetation. The
weeds are certainly all gone, but so are the carrot sprouts. I look at my daughter as she,
too, surveys her work with dirty hands propped on small hips. She looks at me expect
antly.
I think of this scenario in my mind and wonder what my reaction will be to my
dearly loved and well-meaning daughter. Will I yell at her and reprimand her harshly
because I hate to see part of my garden destroyed? Or will I have the presence of mind
to realize how carefully my daughter has tried to follow my instructions? Will I gently
laugh at her mistake and take her by the hand to show her again which plants are
sprouts and which are weeds? Will I make her replant the row that she has obliterated,
but offer to help her do so? I wonder what kind of mother I will be. On one hand, I
want to love my daughter fully and well, but on the other hand, I don't want to be a
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push-over, a naive parent who doesn't realize when her child has done something wrong
on purpose.
As I, the college student, continue to work in my little half-dead garden, I
wonder how I, the wife and mother, will work in the garden with my children. I pull up
more weeds, and accidentally pull up another carrot sprout. I am sad to have killed that
little plant, but it's not the end of my garden, just a mistake. Will I know if it's a
mistake when my child does it?

Kenter
kaitlin alien

jim garringer
a time to
embrace
and a time
to refrain

kirstie aren p arker

third place non-fiction

Slavic
girl
I was filled with rage. That cute little Slavic girl, fireworks dancing over our
heads—oh please. He was "just being friendly." How many times are we going to have
this conversation? Believe me, I am wondering the same thing. So I give him no answer.
Or maybe I said, "I know." So I am not as dramatic as those fireworks which are
banging and flashing and crashing over our heads. No answer. I looked out over the
water, knowing as I looked, I am selfish. I know 1 am selfish, but isn't everyone? He is,
I am, even that cute little Slavic girl.
My goodness, was she even wearing Capri pants, sunglasses and a wee sweater
set? Why are Europeans so current? Or maybe it is just flirtatious little Slavic girls.
She said the most unbelievable thing as we were sitting there by the river, the
looking-clean but actually lewd river. "Oh, Boston, America, you know, they made it
out to be beyond imagination, so wonderful, so amazing, I thought it would be even
more." She actually had the gall to relate to me, a shameless, wealthy, and democratic
(socialist in theory) American, that those fireworks dancing over her head were less than
she had hoped for. Whatever, honey, YOU'RE less than I hoped for, you—some post
modern post-communist, poor yet educated, sophisticated yet provincial Slavic girl,
from Romania for goodness' sake. She probably has WEBTV.
I am an annoyed American, selfishly grasping onto my American boyfriend,
watching my American fireworks, on—would you believe—this American holiday cel
ebrating our communal independence from the tendency toward decent living or
something, maybe the responsibility to understand world cultures, or maybe just Slavic
culture.
But I love America. I wish that modish little Slavic girl could say the same.

kirstie aren

lover
I walked from room to room, wanting to see him, wanting to care, but I did
not. I could not find him, and 1 did not care, so 1 left, and I will never go back. I will
be and think and feel my present, absent from the regret of a past, ignorant of the
possibility of a future. Yes, I plan, and I will continue to plan these outings and preoc
cupations, but I will no longer be making a list of priorities to rearrange.
I live, but what do I say? Verbs have always bothered me. Vocabulary is like a
game to learn and ingest. I love words; new old short long, words so funny the caustic
laughter is fatal if you read or think about them too much. What is learning but living
and feeling? What is learning but wanting to believe and thus believing? What is it we
seek? Love? Power? Money? Love is power: love is money: we are money: I am money.
We create economy: this fetter for ourselves. I hate money, I love money, it is all the
same. You cannot hate that which you do not love first, and you cannot love without
hating. We are eternal souls, bound and captivated, fighting against physical lust with
the body itself. I love my body and I hate my body, this physical state of me. But my
body is me, it is what I love and what I need to exist and communicate. I die, it ends
and something else begins.
So what I want most in my life is no then, no past, no future. What I want is
for him to walk into my life. But he is already here, and I cannot love him. I will never
love him, never love anyone except me, but I love the energy here—in between belief and
diversion. To laugh is what I want. He laughs and he cries, and this is what I love, not
him. I laugh at him, and that is what I love. It is the elusiveness he has masked that
draws me. He takes you with this innocent energy and patience-and a joke, and then
he tells you I cry and I Love and I was proud of myself and I Love a Valentine's day to be
alone.
I say it is something to think about because he said it is too bad I am not good; it
is too bad I am bad and I think I think I like you bad, because your bad is good and it
makes me laugh. I know not if the shadow would love me but that I could not pretend that
it did, that you did. What I can do is pretend that I wanted you to, and then the laughter
would always come.
Laughter comes always when you want it to: it loves you. If you hate it, it
hates you and does not come. But he says I would drive her nuts with my swearing and
my bad habits, all my bad habits, and I think those are the things that would stimulate my
morality. I would be holy in his perversion of thought. He says pure— and he is just
talking, but he says it to me like we are alone, like he is whispering in my ear. I think
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pretend I am an angel and that becomes real. I will make everything shine with laughter
for you.
Is that not the only thing you really want, to laugh in raucous purity? This is what I
want. This is nice because I feel happy: therefore I am happy. I choose to be happy because
laughter loves me.
Your silly shaped head I love because it is this strong symbol of a sense I have of
you, the sense of your manhood, you child. You are my opposite my same my equal.
Your ears stick out.
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Dave
matt durbois

what I
learned
from
you
I watch you from above
I look out of myself Into the world
I see differences there exemplified by just one letter
the extra one you were given at your early birth
standing out against a darker sky
you were trying to shield me
to hide what I had found
you were holding close this darkness
pacified by your first lover
were you?
did she end the war you've been fighting for years?
there's nothing
not one
you can't overwhelm
except the demon that everyone fears
and I saw a rage In your silence
as If with your hand and your lips you could fool me
Into missing the betrayal you handed me nicely
as If a bouquet of flowers
her manipulation was your stage
devastate her
and you said your life was a play
carnal
Intimate
Never reach for the hand that hits your face
Never reach for the love that accepts your grace
That's what I learned from you

kirstie aren
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Renaissance
Eleanor's garden
Entrancing
Earthbound root
Her hands became garlands in the woodland
Her lips kissed the leaves at your feet
She was more than can be expressed
on this cold earth
or in depths of heaven

Understanding comes seldom in this world
delicious darkness
sweetness insatiable
an iron glory
Sparkling irony
God looks down
in His strange and wild mercy

I am Eve
waking up from the mind of Perfection
1 am Eve
fire water earth air
I am Eve
rose pearl bed of emerald moss
spirit and body
I am mystery
To heaven I cry
And every tear waters this garden
Tracing creations path
Whispering Rebirth
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Cathedrals move high above this garden
Cathedrals moving higher
higher than this garden

Amigo
matt durbois

jared pike
a time to
search and
a time to
give up
gallon of milk, grocery store
two bucks fifty, out the door
long walk home, cross the tracks
find a bag of new greenbacks
swift wind blow over hills
drop the milk, chase the bills
one in left hand, one in right
turn around, train in sight
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jump to safety, engine pass
plastic jug now liquid mess
look around, bills are gone
just the two of Washington
back to store, stupid grin
just enough for quart of skim

seth

first place non-fiction

I Love
Your
Leather
I remember the first time 1 heard the "bad" word. Bass Hilton had said it in
reference to something I had allegedly done (to this day I don't know what). I was
riding my bike around the neighborhood, dodging tree roots and cracks in the sidewalks
when I noticed him. He had dark brown hair, dull brown eyes, and a gap between his
front teeth. His face was a child's but his characteristics were hard and edgy. I think he
just wanted an excuse to say it, and an excuse to talk to someone new.
Bass lived five houses down and was a year older than me. However, he was in
my grade, a victim of another "bad" word; failed. I can think of an instance in my first
grade class when Bass found himself in trouble for sniffing rubber cement. He would
brush it on just above his upper lip so the fumes had no where to go but straight into his
nostrils. Bass always wore a black leather jacket. He probably got it (or stole it) from a
flea market somewhere. Back then though, I thought it was beautiful. In fact, a fellow
friend and I created a song and dance that included references to Bass' leather. He liked
our song. I don't know why we did it, maybe because when you're a kid you like to help
and you'll do anything to make someone smile.
Bass's real name was Israel, but no one except teachers and the principal called
him that. His father gave him that nickname for some reason, a reason as unclear as
Bass' life. I never once saw Bass' father, his mother only a handful of times. I never
went into his house either, probably because Bass was never there. I used to wonder
sometimes where he would go, what he would do, and why his parents didn't care.
Second grade came around and Bass was in my class again. We sat next to each
other. Mrs. Brown put him there hoping I would be a good influence on him. I
couldn't explain exactly what that meant so life continued as it always had. Bass kept
getting in trouble, skipping school, getting in fights, telling stories at the bus stop, and
swearing. Much to the dismay of my formal educators, Bass schooled me in various
extra curricular activities.
"Hey, look at this," Bass said at the bus stop one morning. He pulled out a
cigarette from his leather jacket. "I'm saving this for after school."
I don't know if he ever smoked that cigarette. We were only in second grade
and as much as life had hardened Bass, a child still stood before me. One morning I
walked into class and the teacher was standing over Bass at his desk. Bass sometimes
came to school early to participate in the free breakfast program. It seemed there was
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some sort of problem with Basss leather jacket. Mrs. Brown no longer wanted him to
wear it during class. He wouldnt take it off. I thought his behavior was typical, I knew
hed never take that jacket off for some teacher.
"Israel, take that jacket off NOW!" shouted Mrs. Brown.
I was surprised when he started cursing at her. Something was definitely wrong,
he was fighting like a trapped animal.
His tone changed and he simply pleaded, "Please."
Seeing that Bass was in second grade and Mrs. Brown was a large woman, she
eventually won. The jacket came off and went in the closet. Bass sat uneasily at his desk
next to me. He kept his right arm under the desk top at all times. It was Tuesday so we
had a spelling test, Bass was right handed. An inward battle the likes of which I'll never
know went on in Bass that morning. When he finally brought his arm out, I saw several
round, scabbed sores that I later recognized as cigarette burns. I didn't understand that.
Bass left for awhile. I saw him again in fourth grade, fighting the same friend of mine
who made the song and dance for Bass back in first grade. He left for awhile again until
high school. He had been at Wood's, a juvenile detention center, and Boy's School off
and on during that time. By now, Bass and I only said 'hi' in the halls. There was
nothing to really talk about. Besides, I didn't really fit with his crowd anymore. I was
no angel, but Bass was over the edge. Occasionally I'd assist him in some small errand of
mischief, or sneak out to the alley next to the school to smoke a cigarette after lunch.
He'd tell me a few stones about the crimes hed committed or of the juvenile centers
Most of the time, however, he said little, except for once.
I had moved from the old neighborhood across town but the news still reached
me. Bass's father had committed suicide a couple weeks back. That is what Bass told
me about in the alley after lunch. He said that his dad had taken a shotgun and locked
himself in the garage. He put the barrel in his mouth and blew his brains out.
I found him, Bass said. He told me of the pool of blood and the body and of how
there was no letter, no reason, and no explanation.
In the spring of that same year Bass died too. He was in a car accident. He was
going around 100 miles per hour when he careened off the twisting road into a huge
oak tree. His body was thrown some 60 feet. Bass laid on the road, battered,
bruised, cut, and torn. The funeral should have been closed casket.
This past summer I walked through the old neighborhood. I saw the exact spot
where Bass first cursed at me. I saw his house and the garage. I thought about the hand
life dealt Bass and why mine was better. I can't figure out why life is so hard, why Bass'
life was so hard. I don't know what Bass would say about all this, but if I ever see him
again, I'll tell him I love his leather.

my
arrow
I shot an arrow into the sun
lifted on wings of a horizon enflamed
it journeyed to the golden realm up high
past the moon and onto a field
there it stopped buried in the ground
there to the end, never found.
Then one day the trio came
the lizard, the snake, and the bird of prey
the snake with his tongue sensed the spike
the bird easily spotted it with his keen sight
nevertheless the lizard laid hold
of my arrow I shot buried now so old.
Across the desert and over the sea
the arrow passed held by the three
before the splendor of the kings
came my arrow brought by the three
here it stays unto this day
adorned in the halls with royal array.
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Asonq
of lore
A grey wizard upon a steed,
bearing fireworks and pipe weed,
sing me a song and blow some rings,
wisdom always the eagle brings.
Yellow hat and big blue boots,
Encamped with the sound of a thousand flutes,
the river must bend and the trees whisper low,
his ways and his laughter no mortal can know.
His paths and his mind indeed few know,
the courage and wrath at once he might show,
possessing the sword and the wisdom of kings,
great deed, dark riders, and of the West he sings.
Alone stands the city forged out of stone,
the tower of white in the darkness is shown,
a brooding storm on its walls is bent,
to allies of old has the message been sent.
Away in the forest the lady sings still,
beauty beyond song and a glance that can kill,
Elder and queen, noble and free,
things far off and a battle she sees.
Firstborn and Second, now ever estranged,
the black of the past may never be changed,
reach for the hope in a land overlooked,
in his pride the Enemy this race forsook.

april J"ediger
Ignorance
Tonight a man died.
A man with a face
that I've seen.
A voice
that I've heard.
Heart attack I was told.
I know him
or . . .

I knew him.
My grandfather died.
I was young.
A face well known,
A voice often heard.
Perfect condition
Heart attack I was told.
I knew him
but. . .

I want to know him.
My dad.
I have his face
his voice.
High blood pressure I was told.
I know him
and . . .

I still know him.
God
A man without a face.
Not even a man,
a holy being,
a voice unheard.
Merciful I was told.
I question that.
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I fear that.
Why a man . . .
my grandfather?
Why not my dad . . .
me?
Many receive mercy,
but the few are privileged.
because . . .
it is they
who stand in the presence of God,
and
understand Him.

"quoted

a collection of movie lines, song verses, and books

Childhood is what you spend the rest of your life trying to make up for.
As a child you cling to that which surrounds you, holds you, comforts you,
where you find security . . . the perfect life.
No matter how they toss the dice, Barbie always gets Ken,
and the Goonies come to the rescue.
You're so excited! You just can't hide it!
. . . you're growing up.
You say you want diamonds and ring of gold, but all the promises you made
from the cradle to the grave become a mere childhood memory,
and you wake up clicking your heels three times and realize
. . . Reality bites.
How ironic that independence is something you look for, and yet somehow,
what you secretly long for is to be safely hidden away at home.
Destination unknown!

If I rise on the wings of the dawn, if I settle on the far side of the sea,
even there your hand will guide me, your right hand will hold me fast.
You're living in a crazy maze, trying to rise above the haze.
There are so many crossroads that diverge
. . . which one do you choose?
Peace, Joy, Happiness—is that what it takes?

You could have gotten me one, guess you're just selfish,
guess that's the world.
Your life is a ministry, teach the children the right way,
If all else fails, just give them a Butterfinger.
There are so many decisions!

Maybe you'll marry, maybe you won't.
If not, go to the bitter barn and have a good cup of coffee and conversation.

With all this behind, will the graduating class please stand?
I now pronounce you king of the world.
Please buckle up and keep your seat in the upright position
always looking forward.
Run the 13 mile race marked out for you
and don't look back.
A whole new world lies ahead,
you are prepared.
Grab hold of the adventure and dont forget
. . . leave your Headlights on!

Adulthood is a life filled with everything you never knew you always wanted.

samanthajane §chley
second place poetry

Wanderinq
Minds
I was bored on the train.
So I took out my screwdriver,
unhinged that lady's head,
and stepped inside.
She never even noticed,
too busy thinking about her waiting problems,
stacked up with her dirty coffee mugs and
sticky ice cream bowls,
alone in her apartment.
She was worried about coming home,
afraid that once again,
the light on the answering machine would be a flat red,
0

afraid of the gnawing, breathsucking ache of aloneness
that dead, red light caused.
Her grayness overwhelmed me,
so I climbed out,
after a subconscious friendly pat on her cranium,
and pried my way into the mind of the perpetually nodding
with his rolling eyes and wrinkled skin
that mapped out the long roads he'd crawled his way down.
And yes, he can make it to the,
yes, yes,
next stop, where he'll, yes,
find someone to give him some, yes,
change, and maybe the snow won't fall tonight,
but then again, yes, yes, yes,
the snow reminds him of those days when,
oh, yes,
mama waited after snowy, yes, walks home from school,
yes, with hot chocolate,
oh

, yes

.

It was cold, yes, but warm too,
as I somersaulted out his ear.
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He nodded goodbye,
and seeing I had time for one more visit,
I loosened the bolts on the guy two seats ahead,
and, hesitating a bit at his hostile stare,
I slipped inside.
And, oh! the contrasting thoughts I found,
a great difference from his seemingly hard persona.
He loves his girl, but how can he show her,
tonight, the way he wants to?
Flowers? Dinner?
Too cliche, for the most perfect woman whod ever crossed his path.
Oh, he couldn't wait to block out the world,
rest in her waiting arms,
and absorb the heaven scent that lingers on his cheek hours after he leaves . . .
my stop came,
and reluctantly I rushed out,
joining the masses on the platform,
but no longer discontent with thoughts of my own.

samantha jane
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Chicago
january
From the first ding, it's a rush to slip across the muddled black
and stoically wait on the crowded platform.
As the sting of cold wet collects on our thick lashes,
different shades of different backgrounds bustle all around.
I match the glares of others,
not sure why I want to appear angry,
but afraid any other face would declare my naivete.
We all stand in silence,
and if thoughts were audible,
I'm not sure my tender heart could bear their burdens.
I count down the days till I can leave this city,
yet,
it clings, like children whose hands you want to hold,
yet you dread the dirt they'll leave behind.
I don't want to be in this place,
because I fear what it reveals.
As my awareness of my deficiencies heightens,
my discomfort intensifies, and
I want to leave,
before it uncovers such holes,
too deep to be filled anywhere else.

athena §choll

Bruised
Cracked streets run pavement pain
through heels of shoes into skin

up the back of calves, tightening
the Achilles until they stretch

into hamstrings that push hips
into motion, forcing one foot in

front of the other, pounding until
they are chasing themselves up

and down Indiana hills. Chasing
the future, the past, and the man

front-running ahead, pushing
the distance between the pain

and the breath—pounding toes
followed by bones then blood

into the pavement past the agony
to tears, to the muscular joy scream.
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Mbari
Ya
Mumbi

"The Creator's Family" - English translation

In the time when earth began,
Mugai, Divider of the Universe
Chose the man, Gikuyu
And bestowed upon him land.
In the plain of Kenya
Mugai raised a sign,
A resting-place: Kere-Nyaga—
Mountain of Mystery.
Mugai transported Gikuyu to the mountaintop,
Showed him beauty, fertile land;
Rifts and valley, lakes and plains, and at the center
Figs—Gikuyu's homestead—Mokorwe wa Gathanga.
Mugai said,
"If ever you are in need,
sacrifice and raise your hands
toward Kere-Nyaga."
Gikuyu journeyed down the mountainside,
Found the woman, gift of Mugai,
Dark skin, ocher eyes, teeth milky white, and
Named her creator—Mumbi.
Mumbi bore nine daughters and no sons:
Told Gikuyu, "Call to Mugai,
Lord of Nature,
And he will answer you."
"Kill one lamb, one kid
beneath the largest fig;

on the trunk pour blood and fat
and burn the meat in offering."
Gikuyu did as Mugai said,
Took his wife and daughters home
And returned unto the fig; before him
Stood nine handsome men willing to wed.
Gikuyu led them home to the bosom of his family
Fed them ram and millet gruel and
Laid before them a marriage proposition
With the stipulation of a matriarchal system.
Nine young men, unable to resist
Gikuyu's daughters' beauty
And the family's hospitality
Agreed most willingly.
Nine daughters wed
Nine handsome men,
Bore many sons and children
Of the family name—Mbari ya Mumbi.

Christopher chiongwen §eah

veiled
consider this:
beauty so perfect,
immaculate,
unsullied,
and pristine...
it strips and lays bare all our unworthiness-scorches our unyielding flesh,
incinerates our paper robes and plastic crowns,
and devours the objects of our shallow affections.
beauty so ferocious,
puissant,
vibrant,
and fearsome . . .
that the sordid world is unworthy of its presence;
its incandescence, we scarce could behold.
beauty, like no other,
excellence unrivaled,
glory without equal.
they say that the Perfection wore many Veils,
yes, they say too, that 'it' was 'He.'
he wore the day and night,
the sun and moon,
the light and darkness,
the lightning and fire,
the cloud and water,
the rock,
the bread,
the scroll. . .

Christopher chiongwen §eah

all of them veils,
veils of the Perfection.
but once, the Perfection wore flesh and blood—
with dark hair,
tanned skin,
sweaty brows,
callused hands,
glowing eyes,
and gentle smile.

a most unlikely Veil.

Christopher chiongwen §eah

a
portrait
i have espied a beauty,
a rose among roses,
kindly,
gentle,
tender,
pleasant.
unsullied beauty.
sweet princess,
lovely enchantress of my imaginings,
your locks,
swirling and twirling,
tenderly caressing your tranquil temples
and marble cheeks.
your eyes,
a living sparkle,
a spirited glow,
young, earnest,
and alluring
gems of purity,
resting in a countenance of placid cream.
what manner of being are you?
which realm did you hail from
that you may descend to grace this sullen earth?
ascending from obscurity,
cloaked in mists of unknowing,
you now arise,
a soft breeze sweeping into my consciousness.
i want to apprehend you,
but lest I crush so tender a vision,
i behold you from afar.

Christopher chiongwen §

winter's
mantle
i walk in the train of her cloak,
on my right,
on my left,
in front,
and behind,
i see the substance of its folds,
sparkling,
shimmering flakes of white,
flash past me with wind-borne grace.
sometimes she runs,
and the folds of her cloak drag me along,
like a defenseless twig in a militant wind,
then,
sometimes she strolls,
and I feel her folds stroke my face,
i feel its texture,
against my cheeks.
i walk in the train of her cloak,
and I marvel at her beauty,
her immensity,
and the seeming endlessness of her being.
her train is long,
sometimes tender and kind;
sometimes harsh and vengeful.
but she is always beautiful,
and her cloak,
always undefiled.
i see all this,
i taste all this,
when I walk in the train of her cloak.

dimos
a time to
keep and
a time to
throw away
Quite a crowd had formed around the spectacle in a little semi-circle far enough
away from the fire so that nobody was concerned about their safety, but still close
enough that the heat was just about uncomfortable. A quick scan across the faces of the
spectators showed quite a range of emotion and intensity. There was outright indigna
tion and castigation. There was idle curiosity, almost boredom—similar to the look you
would see on the face of an adult at the circus that has decided that none of it is really
that impressive. One woman stared in abject shock with a mouth slightly ajar. Some
kids laughed. More people were showing up every minute and immediately began asking
strangers what on earth they had missed, most of the time the question was answered
with a shrug and a pointed finger towards the man who was walking around the fire
on his front lawn and occasionally throwing a piece or two of something into it.
His name was Peter. Peter was unmistakably happy.
"Hey man, haven't you ever heard of a garage sale?" someone from the
semi-circle yelled out to Peter.
The fire was very loud, so Peter had to yell back to respond, "You're not plan
ning on leaving yet, are you?"
"No, not yet." responded the onlooker. The tone was sarcastic. "Good." said
Peter.
"Not until I see the people in the white padded truck take you away," said
the on-looker softly enough so that Peter could not hear what was said. Peter saw the
man's lips moving, assumed that he was saying something pleasant, and smiled in
response. A few people laughed.
A little girl walked out of the front door of the house squinting her eyes in the
face of the bright light and heat that hit her. Her little arms were stacked so high with
stuff that you could not see her face, but it was obvious to the onlookers that she was
not at all surprised to see the fire.
The crowd kept growing because the fire kept growing. It was now higher than
the one story garage and clearly visible on many streets in the tightly compacted subur
ban neighborhood. Unlike most crowds that keep inching closer as the numbers increase,
this one kept moving back to avoid the hotter and hotter flames. And so the semi-circle
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fanned out and continued to grow in size, noise, and variance of opinion. All told,
this was becoming quite a scene to behold.
The little girl, who was Peter's daughter, took two more steps out of the front
door and dropped all that she had been carrying directly in front of her. Peter saw that
she was there and rushed over to give her a hand. He knelt down in front of his daughter
and ran his fingers through her hair. She was smiling.
Peter looked at her with affection, "Good job, honey, is this all of them?"
"All of them, except for one." she said, "I left the one of our camping trip to
Arkansas, daddy. Can I keep it? I really, really want it."
Peter looked back at the fire, which he had been watching flicker in his daugh
ters eyes. He studied it for a minute and then turned back to her, "Yes, of course you
can. That'll be just fine."
She smiled even bigger, revealing the hole where one of her baby teeth had
fallen out. She gave her dad a big hug and he whispered in her ear, "I love you,
Deborah."
Of course, nobody in the big semi-circle of spectators could hear anything of
what was just said. They just watched as the long embrace ended and Peter said some
thing else to his daughter (it was something sentimental about being able to see the
firelight flicker in her eyes) and began picking up what it was that his daughter had
dropped. This, along with everything else, had become a source of conjecture amongst
the gathered crowd, but nobody could quite tell what they were. There were six of them
in Peter's hands as he walked up as close to the fire as he could, which was about four
feet away. He balanced five of them on top of his right hand and threw the sixth one on
top of the fire. He began to circle around the fire towards the crowd that had assembled,
grabbed the second one off of the stack and hurled it too.
Peter continued to come around towards the crowd, and finally one of the men
in the front row of the semi-circle asked the question that was dying to be asked,
"What's that you're throwing into your little bonfire there, friend?"
Peter turned around and put his hand to his ear to indicate that he had not
quite heard what was said. His eyes were scanning across the crowd, trying to figure who
it was that had spoken. The man yelled louder this time, "I said, friend, what's that
you're throwing in your little bonfire?"
Peter smiled, "Little bonfire?"
The man who had spoken conceded a shrug.
"These are our photo albums," answered Peter, "All the photo albums of our
children growing up."
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There was a loud gasp from the crowd. Word got passed back to those that
couldn't hear Peter and they too gasped loudly. Peter turned back towards the fire and
listened to the murmurs ripple back from the center of the crowd. He positively beamed
with delight as he threw the remaining four photo albums on top of the fire and one
giant, collective gasp escaped from behind him. He made eye contact with his daughter
and they shared a good laugh together.
So there the photo albums burned on top of the fire, layer by layer peeling off,
being turned into ashes and chaff and rising upward with the rest of the sparks and
smoke. Peter was watching them burn very carefully. As the fire vaporized so many
memories, it seemed almost as if their lives, their past days, too were being repealed. It
was like somebody was rubbing his fingerprints off. Page by page, the captured mo
ments were rising back to heaven. It would have been a lie if Peter had turned around to
the crowd and told them he was not sad at all. But the fact remained that Peter could
have looked any one of those people in the eye and truthfully said that there was no
regret on that cool, wet night.
It was at that very moment of recognition, the second that Peter felt the lifted
silo of regret that he dropped down on his knees. It was more like he threw himself
down on his knees. It was passion and intensity and savage inertia all wrapped up in a
bag and fighting to get out like an animal tied up in burlap bag. And as he lay prostrate
on the grass with his shirt soaked through with sweat because of his proximity to the
flame—one of the zenith moments of his existence—the crowd began to dissipate with
boredom. The few that had brought along their camcorders in case something might
happen that would find its way onto "Fox's Greatest Disasters" turned them off and just
stared at the scene with some agitation. The whole drama had been reduced in the
onlookers' eyes to just odd behavior.
Those walking away told those that were newly arriving to the spectacle, "Its
just some guy burning his stuff."
Peter dragged himself slowly back to his feet after a few minutes, oblivious to
the thinning crowds or the myriad conversations of speculation going on behind him.
He walked slowly back around the fire again to his daughter, who had been throwing
grass as close to the fire as she could. With one hand she shielded her eyes from the
flames and with the other she reached up for the hand of her daddy. Peter reached out
and grabbed it and the two of them walked back to the front door of the house. In the
doorway, Peter turned around and gave one more look at the fire, almost like Moses
taking one last look at the burning bush to see if someone was playing a joke on him.
Satisfied with what he saw, he turned and went into the house.
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This seemed to be the last straw for most of the onlookers as their numbers
thinned out even more. The latecomers, who had been able to push no closer than near
the street got their chance to walk on up and take a look at the fire and then turn
around and head back home. The fire, of course, was still going strong and would be, if
left of its own accord, for a long time, but the spectacle was definitely dying down.
That is, until a big maroon Volvo wagon pulled into the driveway. This is what
they had been waiting for. Some people even came jogging back so they could catch the
action. Video cameras were flipped back on. Within ten seconds the wall had
re-formed near the closest point to the fire which was still bearable from the heat.
Those who had come late and been enjoying a quick glance were looking around and
admiring their luck for possessing a front row seat to the spectacle. Those further off
heard the murmuring heighten considerably and turned around to try to figure out
just what they had missed.
The door to the Volvo opened after about 15 seconds. Peter's wife stepped
out onto the driveway with a look of utter disbelief on her face. She turned around
and told the two boys in the back seat to wait there and sit still. She took two steps
toward the fire and stopped dead in her tracks. The lights of the Volvo were still on;
the door was still open. All of her life was being reduced to chaff in front of her. She
could see what was left of the box that she knew held all of their Christmas orna
ments. She could see their ten-foot high bookcase, with all of the books inside
already reduced to ash.
Mattresses. The futon. Sofas. Something burst inside of the television and she
gave a start. It was all there. Everything she could think of. She circled around the fire
halfway taking a mental inventory of everything that she saw. She caught a glimpse of
what she thought was a photo album. Yes, it was everything she could think of.
Peter's wife looked over at the crowd. When someone normally catches
another person staring at him or her, the normal reaction is to just look away immedi
ately and try to find something else to fix your attention on so as to avoid an awkward
situation. The crowd, finding safety in numbers, gave Peters wife just the opposite
reaction. They stared back unblinkingly and with no shame. Some pointed at her as they
spoke. Video cameras were aimed at her.
She was just turning around to see if the boys were still in the Volvo (they were)
when she caught sight of her daughter just walking through the doorway back into
the front yard. They both froze. The audience became silent, hoping to hear the
exchange over the crackling and whirring of the fire. But there was no exchange, the
daughter abruptly spun around and ran into the house. Peters wife began to walk
towards the door herself, then started to run towards it. Before she even reached the
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small front porch, Peter appeared in the doorway with Deborah.
Again Peter's wife froze. Peter knew it was important for his wife to speak
first, so he bit his tongue and contented himself to watch her intently. And watch
her he did. He wrapped his eyes around her neck and followed as her T-shirt jutted
down conservatively to the nape of her neck. He watched the way her shorts curved
along with her hips and then angled down towards her sandaled feet. Her hair,
though pulled up, was blowing slightly in the wind and the heat of the fire. And the
blazing fire that rose up like a phantom behind her cast a reddish-orange silhouette
around her entire frame, giving her hair a crawling, swaying effect and the rest of her
body the appearance of flight. It was like the fire reflecting in his eyes was burning
the memories of everything that was behind them and every sight was original, every
piece of information assimilated into new categories. She was everything to behold.
And finally he could not take his eyes off of her trembling lips. It was
because he could not look up and see what was going on in her eyes. He could not
look into her eyes until she had spoken. And so he waited.
And back in the mind of Peter's wife, an idea start to find a form, then come
into focus. The edges became clearer, and colors started to appear and take their proper
place. Her lips stopped shaking, and she tried to put the pictures into words, words that
made sense of what had just lifted inside of her.
"It's a big world, Peter," she said. She had her back turned to the crowd, so they
could not tell that she had started speaking. They were waiting impatiently for
something to happen, unaware that it was.
She continued: "On the other side of the planet, the sun is coming up right
now. People are starting off their days. They are getting out of bed and stretching and
looking around themselves and finding that the world is pretty much the same one that
they left when they closed their eyes the night before. No surprises, nothing has changed.
"My world right now..." She turned around to look at the fire. She watched a
piece of chaff get spit straight up by the fire and curl around and around, floating up
into the air like a feather. She turned back to Peter. Their eyes finally met.
"My world is exactly the same as the one I woke up to this morning. Nothing
has changed. The fabric is the same even if the patterns are different."
Peter's forehead wrinkled. This is clearly not what he had expected her to say.
"But how can you say that when the..."
"Peter," she interrupted him forcefully. "It's the same. If I thought there was
anything in that pile that changed who we were I would not have let you do it. These
are the days, Peter. These are the days when it all fits on the tip of a finger, even if its
weight is too much. These are the days when we find what it means to stand
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together on a rock not big enough to fit us all. We will find out soon enough if grace
and faith are closer to each other than we ever thought possible. And if they arethen this is the same world I thought it was when I woke up."
"Annie, I've never pretended to understand a word you've ever said." Peter's
face crinkled into a clear smile. Annie smiled, too. A connection was re-formed.
I have to admit, she said laughing a bit despite herself, "the big stack of
stuff on the front yard does look a bit different than when I left. I helped you bring it
out, I helped you pile it up, but still-when I left with the boys I never could have
pictured this." She motioned with her arm to indicate the crowd and the fire.
The bewildered crowd watched as they embraced. Deborah, their youngest
daughter, was clutching Peter's leg. Annie gave Peter one more look into her heart. They
both paused—a moment locked away to keep—and then Annie turned back towards the
fire.
"Where did the boys go anyway?"
The boys, of course, were not still in the car, but were on the other side of the
fire daring each other to see who could get closest. Some people in the crowd were
pumping them for information, but Jason and Thomas were largely ignoring them.
"Jason, Thomas!" They both stiffened at mom's voice. "You two be careful, this
wasn't put in the front yard so a fiery coffee table could fall on you and kill you."
"Yes, mom." They both backed off a step or two. Annie let out a smile that
revealed the lack of indignation. "Would you boys mind getting the stuff out of the car?"
Jason and Thomas seemed excited about the thought and raced over to the
Volvo to get whatever it was that was in the plastic bags that were in the back seat. They
ran back with the bags and handed them over to dad. The crowd watched the whole
thing like spectators at a slow-motion tennis match. At this point, the faithful
remnant of the audience could no longer be surprised by anything that Peter pulled
out of a bag, so it was mostly just faintly shaking heads and occasional sighs as Peter
pulled out the marshmallows and campfire skewers. Annie was busy breaking up the
chocolate and the graham crackers and arranging them neatly in stacks on the grass.
Peter, Jason, Thomas, and Deborah each got two marshmallows on their skewers and
then immediately realized their problem: the fire was just too blazing hot to get near
enough to roast a marshmallow on the flames.
Peter took the skewers from the kids and inched closer and closer to the fire, the
beads of perspiration standing out on his beet-red face. They all giggled and rolled and
laughed. It was, by any definition, a comical sight. But finally some smores were indeed
made and the kids ate until there was melted marshmallows smooched all over their
faces. Some s'mores were even offered out to those who still stood patiently watching.
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There was still about twenty or so people left on the front lawn that either didn't
have anything else to do or still were waiting for something more to happen. Some of
the onlookers took a s'more with awkward smiles and mumbled thank-yous. Peter
was small-talking with some of the people he knew by sight to be neighbors, but had
never really met before. Annie was cleaning up the kids and talking to them as she
pointed to different places in the fire.
It was right about that time that a man near the back of the crowd, perhaps
taking courage from his anonymity to voice his anger, spoke out: "Man, this is sick! Do
you know how many destitute and poor people could have used all this stuff: Or how
many charities could have been helped if this stuff was sold and the money was given
away? I hope you can live with your selfishness!"
Peter heard every word clearly, even though he could not see who was speaking.
He did not even look to see who it was that had spoken the words. Instead he politely
excused himself from the conversation he was having and walked over to the front of the
crowd in the very middle. He raised his hands up in the air and looked over all of them.
He took a few steps back, lowered his arms, and said some things that he had been
waiting for the chance to say.
"The Fates and Furies went out and had a picnic together today." Peter paused
to let the words sink in, but of course they could not. "There was much bickering and
fighting and cussing, and the whole thing ended up exploding like a volcano in a land
that had been filled with trees and living things. Yep, the whole lid was blown off and I
could feel my guts flying out of it. I tried to stop it all from rolling down the
countryside at first. I tried to keep it contained to where it had started. But I was too
damn late. I had blood underneath my fingernails and the guts of the explosion were all
in my hair. The Fates and the Furies didn't quite know what they had started at first, but
once they saw the sight of blood they were right away jumping around in it."
"What the heck?" was audibly heard from one the very confused faces.
"They were jumping around in it like kids in a puddle," Peter continued, barely
noticing.
Annie, who was still standing behind her husband, had been listening to every
word. The tears were welling up in her eyes. She leaned over and whispered to Thomas,
"I think it's about time for the finishing touch." Thomas smiled big and ran back to
the car. Annie then walked slowly to the opposite side of the fire as Peter and began
to weep many tears. There was no way to pin down why; Annie was weeping for
every reason in the world.
And Peter went on, "And before I knew it I was jumping around in it too. I
knew instantly that this was something that had happened thousands of times before in
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my life. I feel the voice whispering in my ear sounding a revolution in my heart, but
somehow I always just keep on trudging through the day even though 1 am being pelted
by a torrential downpour. But this time was different. I no longer tried to keep my
head above the blood line. And I felt something that I know none of you have ever
felt before. I felt it like you feel your hand getting caught in moving gears: I felt
freedom. I found that freedom meant having your own blood and guts under your
fingernails and in your hair.
"The Fates, the Furies, the volcanoes, the blood—all of it means nothing
more than the pile of stuff on my lawn. All any of it means is that God is moving
around in my heart like a sewing needle."
Peter closed his eyes and softly said, "I can still hear the volcano roaring." As
Peter was saying those words, Thomas had gone out to the car at his mothers request
and gotten the two enormous bags of fireworks that they had just bought. He waddled
over to the fire and gave them both a heave on top. If Annie had been paying attention,
she never would have allowed such a foolish thing to happen, but she was too distracted
to see what was coming.
Peter's words slowed down as he neared the end of his explanation: "Light and
darkness had never made sense until I felt myself stepping out from the shadow."
Then the first boom hit. Bottle rockets started whizzing, Roman candles started
bursting out at every angle imaginable. POOOM. Shards of light began flaring out
towards the people and they began to exit in varying degrees of emergency. CRACK.
The noises were starting to intensify. All told, Peters lawn was again quite a sight to
behold.
Peter spoke again, but softly, and no one was around to hear it, "This, friends, is
the story of my heart, and I don't expect you to understand." The collage of light,
sound, and disaster continued. And amidst all of the commotion and scurrying, amidst
all the bangs, pops, and whistles whizzing past him, and despite all of the patent chaos
that surrounded him, perhaps it is not surprising at this point to say that Peter did not
flinch just one bit.
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Diamond
Cuts
The diamond glistened brightly in the hot June sun. But this was not just any
diamond. And this was no ordinary June sun for that matter. This was the one-carat
diamond engagement ring belonging to my sister. But not just any sister—my
younger sister! And this was the blessed day that she and her boyfriend had sealed
their love with an expensive piece of carbon and the promise of forever. The sun's rays
were bouncing off her new treasure, practically blinding me.
Through my squint I could see her looking expectantly at me. Her eyes radiated
a curious joy and serenity that I had never before witnessed—in her eyes, or my own.
They danced with delight as she looked from me to her ring and then back to me.
"It's official!" she proclaimed of the event we all knew was bound to happen at
some point in time. I was just hoping for later rather than sooner. She continued,
oblivious to my inner turmoil, "What do you think?"
What did I think?! What kind of question was that? Sure, I thought a lot of
things, but nothing I felt would be appropriate for such an occasion. My mind raced to
find some kind of response—something that would satisfy her without making a
complete liar of me. My sister was engaged. I should have plenty of happy thoughts.
I should be overflowing with them. But nothing came out. No shouts of glee, no
hugs of joy. Just emptiness. And a mounting annoyance at the brightness of her ring.
She almost seemed to be aiming the beams right for my eyes.
She was still looking at me. I averted my eyes, mustered a small smile and
whispered congratulations. That was the best I could do at the moment. The happy
bride-to-be, however, was not contented.
Thats all you're gonna say??" she cried. The diamond was still glaring at me. It
seemed to be getting bigger, and the rays brighter, as our exchange continued.
I really am happy for you, Trina." I managed to reply, turning my eyes from
the glittering jewel. Then I hugged her and she laughed, cheerfully relieved to have my
undying support.
As she bounded up the front porch stairs and ran up to her room, undoubtedly
to spread the news by phone, I stood paralyzed on the sidewalk. In just moments, our
lives had changed so drastically. She, barely nineteen years old, had a sparkling addition
to her left hand, and soon a new addition to her name and home. And I, older and (dare
I say) a bit wiser, had trouble getting a date for Friday night. The word "unfair" darted
through my mind.
Yet, I was still standing there, unable to move. And the reason wasn't really that
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the situation was "unfair." I was losing my sister! My best friend of nineteen years
was leaving me for a man. Our lives would never be the same. Wedding dresses,
flowers, apartments, and blenders would consume her from now on, while my life
would continue to be studying Greek and hanging out at the movies. I just didn't—
"Laura!" I heard my mom scream at me through my contemplation. "Come
here and help with dinner, please!" As I made my way slowly roward the kitchen, I
couldn't help but wonder why my sister wasn't helping. After all, she is the bride. And
she'll be fixing dinner a lot sooner than I will.

Despair
april rediger

lauraann $ergi

cottage
cheese
memories
He loved cottage cheese,
loved to eat it
with fresh peaches
on our front porch
in the summertime.
I never liked the stuff,
always said it looked like
white lumpy mucus.
Then hed laugh and
take a big bite
just to gross me out.
Once he made me try it,
took a spoonful of the
white lumps,
held me down
and airplaned it
into my mouth.
We both almost choked
laughing.
I still don't like cottage cheese.
But I miss it.

poetry honorable mention

as i
find it
I would rake life as I find it
if I could just find it
I would pick it up and smooth it flat
And fold it like a cloth over my face
And breathe it in
And let it melt into my eyes and nose
And mouth.
If I could just see shimmer of it somewhere
I'm sure I could catch it
And keep it in a jar with holes in the lid
And use it as a light for my room
In the evenings.
I had it once—
I set it up outside.
I wanted to watch the foolish people
Bash their shoulders and heads against it
Trying to beat it down.
Someone stronger than me
Took it away
Carried it higher than I ever could
And laid it on a cloud.
Since then
I go through my world
Walking more slowly every day
And stopping to rest my head in a puddle
Every time it rains.

michelle ^teffes

thouqhts
from the
drowned
He dreams he is falling
Sometimes
When the snow comes too early
And the light is grey
Even at sunset
And the gulls and the sand
And the bare beaches that stamp their pattern in the sky
Cry out to him,
"There is no God."
He dreams he is falling
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And as he falls
He hears the splash of water
And wakes
Gasping
With a noose of tangled sheets
Around his neck.
The darkness in the room
Seems much too thin
To fill the holes.

matthew

Dealing
in
Africa
The streets of Yaounde, Cameroon flew by as we drove back from the American
Club in our French Peugeot. The nationals, littering the streets selling fruit and
brochettes, dashed out of the road as we hurried by. Faint aromas of trash drifted
through the air, mingling with the smell of cooking meat and urine. Africa: nothing
else on earth was like it. And the American Club was a place for us Ex Pats to go. It
was mainly for those of us with the blue passports but others were allowed to enter.
After an afternoon of sitting in the sun we were on our way to where I lived, to the
hostel. It was run by Summer Institute of Linguistics, and fifteen students lived
there. I of course was a Missionary Kid.
As we neared the hostel we noticed that there was a police barricade up by the
Toyota dealer. Before I proceed you should understand that in Cameroon foreigners
are required to carry their papers at all times. These consist of either a passport or a
residence license. But since I was only a student all I needed was a student I.D. I
always carried it so I was sure there wouldn't be a problem. Unfortunately the same
was not true for others in our vehicle. Beth, another student in the hostel, did not
have her I.D. This was not to her advantage. One could be arrested for not having
ones papers. So we played it cool. And we stopped when the police waved their guns
at us. What else were we to do?
The police officer first checked our drivers' papers. Of course those were okay.
SIL drivers were always meticulous when it came to keeping proper papers. The officer
checked him off. And then he came to me. At this point I should add that my parents
were visiting for a few days and so were in the same vehicle as I was. This would only
serve to confuse matters, but on with the story.
So the officer came to my window. Of course I was supposed to roll it down,
which I did, and show him my I.D. Under normal circumstances this should have been
enough. Unfortunately for me it wasn't. The officer wanted more. No, he demanded
more. I needed my passport, he said. This would have been better for me if I could
have produced it. But this was a problem when it was sitting in a drawer in my desk,
so no passport was produced. The officer could have left me alone. But he didnt. To
make matters worse, he was drunk. Wonderful, we said. But we still had to deal with
him.
The officer continued to question me. I responded as politely as I could but my

matthew ^tephens
answers only infuriated him. He ordered me out of the vehicle. I didnt know how to
respond because this had never really happened to me before. Okay, so its never
happened before. This left me totally unprepared for what was next. The officer told
me that he was going to arrest me. For what? I had my papers. He then said that he
would have to take me to the police station. This was getting ridiculous. The police
station! This guy was crazy. So I, and others with me, protested. I refused to move
from the car and my associates refused to remove me. If the police officer was going
to do it he would have to do it by force.
At this point there is another aspect of Cameroonian culture you should
understand. Police officers in Africa have great pride because their position gives them
power. When they decide to do something they don't back down. To do so means to lose
face. Especially when other officers are present. So that was what we were up against: a
proud police officer who had decided to take me to the police station.
At this point both the driver of the vehicle and my father (who had remained
silent up to this point) erupted and stepped out of the vehicle. This was bad. This was
threatening. So the officer began waving his gun at us. Of course both of my defenders
deferred. But it was when the officer tried to open my door that my father put his body
between it and the gun. So it had come to this. Now, how to get out of it? There was
surely a way. And so the siege was on and sweat rolled down our faces. The officer said
yes and my defenders said no. It was justice against corruption. All the police officer
wanted was money. An allowance for beer, that's what this fiasco was about. But we
werent going to give it and neither side desisted. This had turned into a yelling match.
I waited for what felt like hours. The debate grew intense until finally the
attacking force was broken. The officers voice was gone and he could yell no longer. This
meant that our driver had given the officer some SIL flyers. To evangelize him that is. He
was surely in need of it. But it definitely didn't make him feel better. The officer refused
a handshake and waved us on, but not before spitting on the ground. He was very tired.
Thats what we told ourselves anyway. Especially after forty-five minutes. Yes, that's
how long it took. And so we drove off. And we were glad, mainly because the officer
had neglected to check the rest of the passengers. Beth most certainly did not have
her student I.D.

matthew ^tephens

Red
The hard red scarf looked me in the eyes
Roughing up my hair and digging
Into the corners of my face. Cold
And chilled did red feel, never withdrawing.
Red: the bitter touch of it caused me turmoil,
But I laughed, and fought it. And I didn't give up.
Hard it was, but it was not harder still.
And red struck, cold like bricks
But meaner. And red scowled, and churned,
And rushed like a torrent, grasping for my face
Making me scream and making me quiver,
Letting me know that it was red still
But then it was over. The flurry diminished
And red whimpered, watching me laugh
And I let my face fall, as red grew colder
And it thrashed and gasped until finally red was still.
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to me: from
my husband,
who can not
write poetry
i watch in the mirror as you drop your robe and your hair
you are a new butterfly—unclaimed and soft and flesh
then the cocoanut smells and you coming out to kiss me
you are a fresh butterfly—wet and sweet
i lean on the banister to see you before i really enter
you are a still butterfly—curious and passionate and intelligent
then our favourite foods on the table and our blue platters
you are a strong butterfly—shining and laughing
i come home and open the door to catch you in my arms
you are a beautiful butterfly—flying

fore!
you're so eager to abuse a friendship
sweet little thing
this flower of ours
the fragrant joy
pushed its way through
the rich brown earth
and we watered it with tears
shone on it with laughter
petal by fiery petal
it was the child of

devon marie frevarrow
our years
the long curling stem
the product of
our handshakes
our inside jokes
the cool autumn nights
when we'd watch the sky and
our frosty breath
and talk about our classes
our fears
our aspirations
on the hot summer days
when we'd shake our heads
and the water would fall
hugging our knees to us
telling stories
making our own faerytales
and this flower grew
thick and
green and
brilliant
but recently
it seems to me
you have taken your
golfclub
lifted the nine iron to the sky
and brought it down with a
whack
back again with a
swish
and again with a
thud
and again
petals bruised and strewn
you massacre

devon marie "^revarrow
the stem limp and creased
you mutilate
lifting your nine iron to the
pretty blue sky
you repeatedly
bring it down with a
smack
back again with
pop
and again with a
thud
and again
and now
it occurs to me
how when all is said and done
when all else fails for you
i'll still be faithful-here
you big fat golfer

in the
womb of
an ex-mother
knitting
knitting
knitting
swirling colour
ruby red and
sea blue and
golden yellow and
starry silver and
olive flesh
knitting

devon marie Trevarrow

knitting
dreams and
hopes and
incredible thought and
potential
knitting them
knitting
talent and
generous gift and
refining failure and
strong hands immeasurable create and unfold beauty with undefinable love and
strong hands surrender the creation to the creature they have once created and
omniscient eyes know
weak hands absolutely hold the tapestry to wind ravenously with blind mind and
weak hands lose the threads painfully and dumbly and numbly to madness quickly
and unraveling
unraveling
tomorrows and
freedom and
developing character
unraveling them
unraveling
little legs and
running and
tears and
laughter
unraveling
unraveling
bone white and
nightsky black and
cranberry red and
treeleaf green and
unraveling
unraveling
unraveling

be mighty
inner
singleness
there will come a snowy day
when Christmas lights twinkle
and it'll all seem so odd
with my tan arms to hug you
maybe sandals on my feet
but when you run to welcome me
mittened hands and holiday cheer
you'll get shy after our embrace
and she'll step forward
i'll say
it's great to finally meet you
and to the side
i'll catch your eyes sparkling
with mine shining
and maybe it'll be her
maybe somebody else
on that happy day
but i know it will be you
and it will be me
and i'll sneak into the room
where you're decking out
i couldn't help it
and hug you so hard i wrinkle the tux
and exclaim
i just can't believe it
you're taking the vows
i'll flash you a familiar smile
as i look into your eyes
and hold your hands trembling
with mine steady

devon marie tjevarrow
suppose you comb grey hairs
over your bald spot
and i wear orthopedic shoes and
smell of lavender
i'll stumble into an old car
scented with strawberry
and drive the night through
i'll say
it's so good to see you
sorry it had to be this way
and we'll pull out all the photo albums
i haven't yet seen
and cry about your beautiful bride
pick flowers for her coffin
it'll be just as always
like snowy days
with bear hugs
and wedding days
with youthful smiles
i'll surround your heart fragile
with mine battered

To my father,
as we
stand by
a marble wall
A moment ago you silently searched
and I, for the first time, saw
uncertainty in your stern eyes—
now a gentle lean
against the towering wall.
I am pulled away,
but turn to see your
large, calloused hands
softly touch the ashen marble.
Out of a left pocket,
you pull a folded white paper,
bend down,
and place it on the honey-lit pavement.
Your thick legs straighten
as I notice
a soft tremble
complete your body
and I am mesmerized
as you,
the absence of fear,
fail me.
Finally you move toward me,
and
as we instinctively
clasp hands,
both grips are firmer.

brienne yan conant

When i
dream
i have no freckles
to discredit my
face i have loyal
friends i have a
thin and feminine
thumb i have
direction i have
reason i have
20/20 vision i have
consistency i have
money i have God
i have family i
have answers i
have 'healthy
relationships' i
have no mistakes
to learn from i
have good children
i have flawless
skin i have
compassion i have
assurance i have
pretty feet i have a
destiny i have
forgiveness i have
comfort i have
control

brienne Van conant

unsung
undisputed authority of
the virgin screen
strikes a paralyzing fear
through calloused fingertips
and a defenseless heart
images of mind and soul
escape only so far
once again leaving her
defeated and
unknown
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brienne Van conant

and now
you
leave me
We share this metaphoric tree,
you and I.
Stomachs to the hard-wood floor,
legs swaying in the air,
we joined countless hours
singing with a ridiculous yellow puppet.
How clearly I remember
your blue-grey eyes,
delicately identical to mine,
staring me down contest after contest
across the dinner table
Though two years your superior
and separated by gender,
I found my comfort in you.
Common hands, laughter, blood.
I find my comfort
in you.
And now I am tenderly severed
as you move on without me.

dr. jim spie
a time to be
silent and a
time to
speak
I have this loquacious friend, you see.
He struggles with useless chatter.
He complains and he grumbles,
Rambles and mumbles
About things that really don't matter.
I tried more than once to rebuke him in love
And show him the truth that he's missin':
That the very best move
For those who want to improve
Is sometimes to shut up and listen.
Well, eventually he did see the light.
It was a point even he couldn't miss.
Now he's made his confession
And sought other modes of expression,
Such as silly limericks like this.

adam ^incent

The
Pessimist

To be read before "The Optimist" by John McConda

Walking down the street
I stubbed my toe.
Hopped up and down
In a great deal of woe.
Didn't realize that branch was so low.
Bumped into the branch
And knocked my head.
In so much pain now,
wish I were dead.
Didn't even see that truck ahead.

Jennifer r.

third place fiction

Five
Hundred
Yards
Freestyle
This is it. Mike inhaled deeply the smell of chlorine mixed with wintergreen
and oil. .His skin still tingled from the rub-down. He leaned against the tiled wall to
stretch his calves one more time. Eight years of training. Five hundred yards.
He slowly released his breath. The confusion of cheering spectators, curt
officials yelling orders, coaches booming orders, and teammates cheering till they went
hoarse jarred him out of his reverie. Almost time for me.
Tossing his towel on the bench, he stepped forward to block number four.
Three lanes spread out on his right, four to his left.
A swimmer stretching behind the next lane caught his eye. With a slight jolt,
Mike realized that Scott Adams was warming up for the same race. Mike took a deep
breath and wondered if he was ready to face such a formidable opponent again.
That time we swam against each other in regular season was horrible. I can't
remember the last time I did so poorly. I was already intimidated, but when he pulled way
ahead of me, I just gave up. Coach was so mad at me for that. He told me that next time
better be different.
Next time will be different. That's this time. Cold water splashed his feet as
swimmers from a previous race dragged themselves out of the pool. Mike ran his hands
over his freshly shaven scalp. His heart fluttered nervously and his body spasmed with
an involuntary shiver. Although he had warmed up for this race only a few minutes
before, already his skin had dried and adjusted to the warm, humid atmosphere. Mike
did not relish jumping back into that water. Probably extra cold for Districts.
Untwisting the straps to his goggles, he firmly secured the eyepieces and pulled
the straps so they snapped against his smooth skull. The goggles pressed tightly against
his scalp, but he knew better than to loosen the straps even a millimeter.
"On the blocks, gentlemen" the official's crisp voice over the loudspeaker broke
through the commotion.
Mike carefully stepped up on the starting platform. He planted his left foot in
front, his toes gripping the block's edge. The damp sandpaper surface dug into his feet.
His right leg stayed back, crouched, like a coiled spring. Icy cold water loomed below
him. Goose bumps broke out on his arms and chest involuntarily. His whole body

jennifer r. "^falters

tensed in readiness for the race. Oh, I don't belong here. I don't want to do this I should
just get down and go home, oh, God, I hate these beginnings so far to go and what if I slip
or false start or forget how to swim or pass out in the water—what ifI lose?
"Five hundred yards freestyle. Twenty lengths of the pool. A gun will go off
when the lead swimmer has two lengths and five yards to go. Good luck, gentlemen."
Remember, this time will be different. You can do this. You will win. It's just
twenty lengths. He's no better than you. No big deal. Just swim.
Mike focused his attention on the far end of the pool. His teammates
crammed in front of his lane. One swimmer, Kyle Simms, stood on his knees right
in front of the lane. He held the plastic lap counter poised to set in the water.
Coach Mitchell stood on the side closest to his lane, clipboard in hand, already
yelling inaudible advice.
"Take your mark."
Mike crouched forward, body taunt, straining for the signal.
"Beep!"
Mike sprang into the air, streamlined, then cold water engulfed him. The shock
stole his breath. He kicked and kicked and started pulling his arms through the water.
Coach's advice hammered in his ear. Keep pace with him. Don't let Adams get ahead.
Follow through on your stroke. Go all out at the end.
Keep pace. Out of the corner of his eye, Mike could see his opponent. He
kicked harder.
Stroke, stroke, bend, kick-flip, push, streamline, breathe. Mike came out of his
first flip-turn. Adams was right there. Mike kicked harder.
This time WILL be dijferent. Mike surged with confident, trembling energy.
With every stroke, every kick, every contemplation of winning, he nearly exploded with
nervous excitement.
On every breath towards the nearest wall, Mike glimpsed Coach Mitchell.
Coach's hand turned in short quick circles. The message was clear: quicken your stroke
pace.
I can't go that fast, Coach. Mike pulled harder. His muscles protested. His
stomach churned with every push off the wall. His mind jumped sporadically. One
moment it rhythmically chanted his actions. Pull, pull, kick kick kick kick kick, pull,
pull. The next moment it darted through memories of meets, teammates, agonizing
practices. Almost as cold as the Hudson meet. Swim like Dave did that one time. Held
him to the end. Then broke away and won by half a body length. Amazing. Just pretend
this is Christmas practice. Twenty lengths is nothing. Only twelve more.

Jennifer r.
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Stroke, stroke, bend, kick-flip, push, streamline, breathe. His lungs sucked
in air. His right ear broke the surface. The spectators thundered. Everyone was
jumping, shouting. As if their enthusiasm would penetrate the swimmers. This was
the last heat. The winner went to state. Everyone else just went home.
Fifteen lengths down. Only five more. You can make it. Don't give up. You can
breathe after the race. He's still there. You're wearing him down.
Mike held his ground. Adams would not get ahead. He met every one of his
strokes with one of his own. Kick for kick, they remained even.
"Go Mike!"
"Come on!"
"Keep-"
Partial shouts of encouragement jarred his consciousness with every breath. The
clamor and shouts of teammates infused him with energy. They only get that way when
they know you can win. When you must win.
The starting gun cracked. Two lengths, five yards. He had to win.
Stroke stroke bend, kick-flip-push, streamline, breathe. Go, go, faster, faster,
stroke, kick, pull, go, go, win, win, win!
Mike urged himself on. Every muscle cried out in pain, both lungs threatened
to collapse, blood surged through his throbbing body with one thought: faster.
His body went numb with effort. He was flying. There were no opponents.
No scoreboard. Only water, pain, will. He saw the red square bobbing up and down.
This is it. Eight years of training. Five hundred yards: One length to go.
Strokestrokebend kick-flip pushstreamhnei?/?ZM77/£7 His lungs screamed in
protest. Body burned, throbbed. Only one thing: the wall. Every ounce of energy
channeled itself to reaching that wall. Go, go, faster, faster, don't breathe, stroke, kick, pull,
need oxygen must breathe kick harder stroke oh God almost there reach kick-kick-kick-slam!
Mike hit the sensor pad on the pool wall so hard he jammed his finger. He held
on to the edge of the deck, leaned back into the water, gasping. All he could do, all he
could think was, breathe. His body throbbed with heat. His muscles contracted in
pain, refusing to move anymore. He just breathed. For that moment, the time didnt
matter, whether he won didn't matter, going to state didn't matter. Only breathing
mattered.
Gradually, he became aware that Coach was bending over the edge of the pool,
right in front of him, saying something. Mike lifted his ears above water level.
"I said that was great! You did it! Dropped six seconds off your best time!
Here, let me help you out."

jennifer r.
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Mike felt his body being lifted out of the pool, involuntarily. He scrambled
onto the deck, crouching on all fours. Breathing.
Somehow he was looking at the scoreboard. Lane four, his lane, was in the
middle. The time read: 4:44:39. A one appeared after it. The time in lane five was
4:44:42. Adams's lane. Mike won by three one-hundredths of a second. The length of
a fingernail.
Mike didn't know whether to laugh or cry. He did both.

heidi
devon marie trevarrow

Stephanie anne "^^ebber

Identity
I am
Like mom's dirt-browned feet
When they shuffle through the late summer garden,
Hunting out intrusive weeds.
Soiled,
Searching,
Barely visible under
A jungle of confusion.

Stephanie anne "^^ebber

Shootinq
Star
We lie in silence,
Watching the glittered stars
Animate the darkness.
We lie in stillness
As an arch of light slices the black-blue sky,
Marking its descent
Before the night envelopes the flame.
A star fizzling to its death?
Or one continuing on its journey,
Past our range of sight?
Cosmic unrest?
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A

granted wish?

Or simply a gnat flying overhead?
He and I
ponder
question
hypothesize
As we lie,
Fingers intertwined,
Backs to the lumpy ground.

a time to
love and
a time to
hate
sometimes i collect the bones of stories,
to reassemble these monsters from the past
and re-imagine the raw red flesh that hung from
these imperfect frames
and i marvel at the rows of double teeth
the horns and claws and spiny platesall the trappings of a contentious survival
of the most well-armored
the tearing and the slashing of carnivorous years
has twisted these creatures of instinct and
heredity, it has withered their arms into tiny hooks
as that they can no longer embrace
but these bones are not my own—they were stripped
from the cellar, from the heart of the one i love the
best, the rest is just "a periphrastic study in a worn-out
poetical fashion"
this archeology is mute—it cannot say how much
i love you when you ache, nor how i'm saving
all my hate in a jar like mad money i pray i will
never have to spend.

alison ^Taibel

Speeding
Speeding, with the sketched shape of
law enforcement headlights tacked
to the dashboard for quick reference on dark drives.
Preferring typically to stop on the shoulder,
to wade into high grass
where imagination avoids trodding upon bodies found on the six o'clock
Returning back to the car,
because the music was left playing and the inside is not laced with terror.
Pushing the pedal again,
with knowledge that it was good to step out,
to stretch, to glance at the stars while denying cowardice.
Allowing speed to sooth,
erasing the notion of strange dead things out in the dark.
Slowing now with the approach of lights in the opposite lane,
for their strong resemblance to the sketch tacked to the dash.

gretchen f. "^^"eigel

She was
just a
stray,
but
- what a lucky little kitty she was:
a kind woman found her and took her in:
a lady who was very ill adopted her;
a daughter with the dog later took care of her.
- how sensitive she seemed to be:
she "knew" to keep the sick woman company;
she "knew" to avoid the man also living there;
she "knew" when she was finally home, after the sick lady died.
- how beautiful and deadly were her natural instincts:
fleeter than rabbits
faster than birds
defender of her territory.
- how playful her antics with
rubber bands
grapes—only white ones
spots on the window
a plastic poinsetta flower, and of course,
yarnballs.

'^feinraub

i met an
elderly
qentleman
^
±1
£
on the f
train
He kept staring at the rings on my fingers
So I smiled at him, and said in a breath,
"Mister, if you're going to do anything to my hands-You're gonna hold them."
Tonight he feels
A little more lost in the found pile
He looked fuzzy-headed, sweet-toothed
Like he was ready for bed
My nameless confidant
My half-insomniac
Eyelobes slowly slithering east
I mumbled, "I'm the girl
With a pair of dirty blue jeans and
It is hard to keep my shoelaces tied."
He whispers, "This life is too big tonight
So you squeeze God into a charm around your neck
Like you can release him on a windy morning."
"Yeah, I've spent 21 years of life
Knowing less than I did
Singing Jesus loves me in pre-school."
He spoke slowly, "If good and evil are opinions
Then one person's mugging
Is tough luck, a bad egg

Like all those ground shells
Those products of chance
In Auschwitz
And we don't name evil
Like pop stars or
Sports cars, we feel evil
Because someone stepped on
One too many sidewalk cracks."
We were quiet for the next stop.
Without looking at him I said,
"We hold out arms around bastard sons
stealing their lyrics like cleaning
ladies steal armfuls of
pillow mints for their children's
Easter baskets.
And I just steal words."
He asked me if I'd seen the people
selling prophecy
at the discount bookstore downtown
He watches from outside the glass
watches them spend nights in circles
of antique hardbacks getting
papercut spilling tea
And he is the one with the wild eyes,
mad, so moving past words
Like he knows what is in between them.

marci lynn "yyilton

amidst
the
crowds
Smiling down upon the city, I breathed a sigh of contentment. With the
workweek at an end, the world seemed brighter, more beautiful. The sun blazed
through the glass window, and I squinted to see the blur of color that brought vibrancy
to the dull, gray streets below. A shiver of excitement ran through me as I awaited my
exploration of those streets. One thing made me linger that day at my 86th floor corner
office. A feeling of power and a sense of awe overwhelmed me as I stood above New
York City.
Stepping into the crowded streets, I picked up my pace to match that of the
frantic flow. Millions of faces were so completely indulged in their thoughts that they
scarcely noticed the people they walked past or the street on which they walked. The
urge to stop in my tracks and let out an exasperated scream almost overtook me. I
swallowed hard and continued toward my destination. I looked up to the building from
where I had just emerged and stared in wonder. The tall buildings all about me stood in
a serene and silent majesty. The picturesque scene reminded me of a huge mountain
range in the distance. If I were to reach out and touch it, it would disappear under my
fingers—a mirage.
The jabbing of elbows and whispered comments broke my reverie and
awakened me to the fact that I had stopped to stare in the middle of the street.
Hurrying to the curb, I ignored the honking horn of an infuriated taxi driver. I snuggled
into my leather jacket and made my way toward a yellow vendor cart. I came to the
rickety cart every afternoon following work. Antonio greeted me with a holler and
handed me my usual cup of coffee. I savored the warm liquid and delighted in the
soothing aroma of french vanilla as steam rose to warm my nose.
Making my way to the nearest outdoor cafe, I slouched down at a secluded
table. My eyes flickered shut, and the sounds of downtown Manhattan encompassed
me. The clip-klop of determined heels blended with the screeching tires of taxis to
create a pulsating rhythm that was impossible to ignore. The autumn breeze carried the
scent of money that lured many to take their turn of the corporate scale. The cup that
had once warmed my hands now sat empty.
Glancing across the street, I noticed a poor, fragile man sitting against a
building. The masses did not even acknowledge his presence as they hurried to their
destination. Their eyes stayed fixed ahead of them. They seemed oblivious and
undisrupted, too lost in their own worlds to notice the needs of another. The old man's

marci lynn "yyilton
eyes connected with mine, and I gazed into them. A moment later, I smiled kindly and
rose from my seclusion.
My habits led me to the underground subway station. The darkness only added
to the late afternoon chill. The clink of a subway token allowed my admission. I waited
patiently on the platform for the subways arrival. It was like waiting on a porch for a
huge summer storm. Sounds in the distance informed me of its approach. The ground
began to shake, and the platform became deadly silent. With a loud burst it made its
entrance, sending a wind that lifted my hair and caused my heart to skip a beat. Then
silence.
The doors opened to reveal the crowded, yet silent chariot of many. I squeezed
in between a suited Grecian and a tattooed Hispanic. I gripped the cold metal pole and
prepared myself for the jerky movements. As the subway lurched to a halt, I made my
way toward the door, attempting to keep my balance. The body odor from the
unshaven man near the door still lingered even after I stepped outside. Emerging from
the cool, dark underground, I lifted my face to the sun. Like blinds closing on a
window, the last few glimpses of sunlight made their way down the tall buildings.
The wonderful sounds of chatter brought life to this avenue. I chuckled at the
bartering taking place between a confused tourist and a seasoned con artist.
The mouth-watering scent of fresh baked bread wafted to me from a crowded pretzel
stand. I meandered through Canal Street and browsed at the "priceless" treasures that
tourists would excitedly take home. The yelling of New York vendors drowned out the
whispered conversations of people in the background. My curiosity irked to know what
people said in those silent corners.
The lights of the city started to become more pronounced as the day began to
fade. Mothers in the Bronx gathered their children behind locked doors, while
Broadway shivered with excitement as the shows lifted their curtains.
New York began to thump with an electrifying pulse. I became giddy with excitement
as the day came to a crescendo.
My wanderings led me to Chinatown. The sharp smell of fish caused a quick
inhale as I passed an open-air market. Small stores, arranged like caskets standing
upright in a line, offered cheap gadgets for the interested shopper. I looked longingly at
the selection of Chinese food offered from carts on the median of the street. I stifled a
giggle as squealing tires stopped right in front of a befuddled tourist. A Chinese woman
barked orders at the stranger and then continued her unintelligible banter to her friends.
The reek of narcotics and cigarette smoke almost choked me as I passed a group
of interestingly arrayed teenagers. I held my breath and quickened my pace toward the
park. The luscious green of the trees brought a sense of purity to the city. Battery Park
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provided a refuge in the midst of the storm. The cooing of pigeons calmed my heart,
and the laughter of couples brought peace to my spirit. Here, one found beauty. I
followed the cobblestone path to a bench that faced the water. I filled with pride as I
looked over the water to stare at the Statue of Liberty. There she stood proudly and
exquisitely—our freedom's symbol. Pink and orange slipped off the horizon as the last of
the sunset subsided. The glow still coated the earth for a moment, before it, too, made
its departure. I sat silent for a long time.
A quick glance at my watch informed me of my tardiness. I licked the salt off
my fingers and disposed of the bag that at one time held some popcorn I bought at a
cart near the ferry dock. My legs started to ache from the adventure of the day.
Gathering my senses, I rushed out of the park and to the nearest curb. I whistled
powerfully for a taxi. Slipping inside the leather seat, I notified the driver of my need. I
tried not to look nervous as he swerved in and out of traffic and speedily made his way
to the destination. I slipped him a twenty and made my escape.
The evening air smelled fresh—not a trace of smog. Lantern lights held brilliant
color and created mysterious shadows. Couples dreamily made their way through the
streets, softly whispering to each other. Smooth jazz floated onto the street from the
open door of a club.
I stopped to survey the familiar surroundings. Everything seemed perfectly in
place. I caught my breath and smiled. There he sat. The candlelit table set for two.
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